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PRESENT.

Deo not crouch to-day, and worship
The old Past, whose life is fled;
Hush your voice to tender reverence;
Crowned he lies, but cold and dead:

For the Present reigus our monarch,
‘With an added weight of hours;
Honor her, for she is mighty!
Honor her, for she is ours!

See the shadows of his heroes
Girt around her cloudy throne;
Every day the ranks are strengthened
By great hearts to him unkown;

Noble things the great Past promised,
Holy dreams both strange and new;
But the Present shall fulfill them,
What he promised she shall do.
She inherits all his treasures,
She is heir to all bis fame,

And tle light that lightens round ber
Is the luster of his name;
She is wise with all his wisdom,
Living on his grave she stands,
On her brow she bears his laurels,

:

And his harvest in her hands.

1

Coward;
can she reign and conquer
If w+ thus her glory dim?
Let us fight for her us nobly
As our fathers fought for him.
God, who crowns the dying ages,
Bids her rule, and us obey,—
Bids us cast our lives before her,

Bids us serve the great To-day.
— Adelaide

Anne

Proctor.
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** The Idolatry

of Brains”

headiug, and here are good
it, taken from the Inferior:

is a good
words

under

That popular estimate of men, now so
common, even in the

church,

them alone,

which

dis-

parages useful talent and exalts genius,
which sets aside the long-tried and
faithful many, whose characters are adorned
with all moral and spiritual gifts, in order to burn incense at the shrine of the

few favored ones, endowed with great in-

tellectual powers, finds no countenance
anywhere in Scripture, and is contrary to
the judgment of God. Tt is clearly a spe-

who

disbelicved

a God

in

a salaried

ministry,

welfare of their children,

and

seemed to

almost wholly commit themselves to the
idea that the virtue of the gospel was in
its being illiterate. Consciously or unconsciously, this is merely an evasive answer. The gospel demands the whole of
man, and not simply that part of him callod the brains, The Lord uses brains to

the upbuilding of his cause, but they are
only one of his instruments.
Sickness
may fit man for effectively preaching the
gospel as well as scholarship: Saying

this is not to imply that one should make
himself sick as a preparation to®the ministry, mor that schelarship should be
avoided when it is practicable, nor,again,
that all gospel workers should be ministers. « Brains need to be regarded as only
one talent, no better, no less useful, than

any other talent committed

unto man

to

keep. Every minister that' the schools
graduate who is a specimen of the abnormal exaltation of mental abilities does
more to harm the cause of sound-hearted
Christian education than many appeals of
words ean remedy.

SUMMER DAYSON THE LAKES,
BY PROF, G. E. FOSTER.

And now farewell

for a

dust and heat of railroad

little

travel,

to

the

the so-

licitations of huckstering train merchants
and the ceaseless punching
presence of the passengaire.”

“in the
We are

bound for the more yielding path of the
lakes and sweetly do the fresh breezes
and

laughing’

wide

homes

waters
in the

comes upon us on

steamer

woo us to their
north.

board

‘‘ Lawrence”

the

So sunset

tight little

of the Northern

i

- Transit Company’s line, moored to the
dock in the muddy sewer river of Chica.
go. Tramp, tramp! cabby and porter,

struggling with valises and Saratogas.
Plethoric looking old gentlemen puffing
up the steps and appearing as if they had

more need of anti-fat than to be seeking
health on the dancing wave, neat schoolma'ams, pale and “wearied from the
school-room, mammas, with the several
grownup daughters in full tow, the inev-

“ bridal
itabl
e couple”in the first blush
of connubial

bliss,

the serious

divinity

student with his Greek Testament peep-

Bible as suits its fancy, and conforms to
the course of this world.
In view of the
peculiar trials to which the church of
Christ is to-day exposed, the piety of its
members must be of that vigorous, manly

night

now we are used to the peculiar

Blessed transition from the burning pave-

ed out of our state rooms,—but you see,
dear reader, companies are as greedy as
individuals, and the captain had admitted
more than he could well accommodate,
and he appealed to our chivalry on bebalf

sour

beer

smell,

whirling ‘dust,

motion,

were not,however,used to being turng

character which is not afraid of danger.—
Christian Intelligencer.

waukee, and we ** hoist out” as quickly
as possible for a ramble about this peculiarcity. Why peculiar? Well, we take
the information of an old gentleman in
spectacles

that

who

place as

conclusion.

boarded

the

the

ground-work

boat

at

for our

** Milwaukee,” said he, * is

man city, full of beer

and

bad

Dutch, a

great grain emporium, bul now failing
before Chicago competition, well situated
for trade with its river extending far up
and into its business parts, and finely laid
in a depression with bold coasts flanking
it on either side. We can not stop to te!l
of all jts points, and if we could stop we
couldn't fell simply because we did not
meet a walking directory or find the city
historian. Next time we shall stay longer,

The Manitou, Fox, Beaver and St. Helena

Islands were successively passed, the
coast, bold and abrupt, came closer inwards, and at 5 p. M. the straits of Mack=
inaw and for a time the prospective object of our voyage came into sight. For
here is the national Park soon
the Queen Isle of the lakes,

to be, and
the native

homé of health, and the summering place
of sensible seekers of fleeting Hygiea.
MEN

+000

mutval
flatteries in
the typical American

looks upon the typical Englishman as narrow-minded,

prejudiced,

credulous

and

ty, no doubt learned in

Paris,

makes

one

was

devoted

command,

and

to

the

performance

of

which the church is at the present time
especially called by the providence and
grace of God.— Christian Intelligencer.
Christian

public

will heartily

sym-

pathize with the desire of the Administration to put a stop to the increase of Mormonism and polygamy in this country by
importations from abroad, and the national disgrace inflicted by the existence of

the

of nature's masterpieces, and away across

which was

day

conceited ; the typical Englishman returns
Utah is, it must be confessed, not a little
the compliment by thinking the typical
American conceited, credulous, prejudic- alleviated by the consideration of the fact
ed and narrow-minded.
The balance is that scarcely a single American convert is
ever added to the polygamous population
hard to strike; it is possible that both may
of Salt Lake—they are nearly all English,
be a little right and both a little wrong.
Scotch, Norwegians
and Danes.—ChrisBut one thing is certain. A certain qualitiun Union.
typical American proclaim his belief both
in and out of season; an insular shyness
of giving offense is apt to tie the English.
man's tongue.
Perhaps it might be as

Out again, with aday

A whole

to foreign missions at the Chautauqua Assembly.
We rejoice in it. One convention has become Scriptural and given attention to the great theme of prophecy,
the duty enjoined in the Redeemer's last

The

AN ENGLISH OPINION.
In effect, despite
books and speeches,

A noteworthy improvement has occurred in at least one of the religious summer

conventions.

CONDUCTED

REV.

G.

C.

WATERMAN,

well, for mutual comprehension’s

the Englishman could learn a little more
courage and the American a little more
courtesy.—-London Mayfair.

Our readers were informed, last week,
of the arrival, in New York, of this dear

blown up here and thers, vast saw-mills,

0-0-0
40+

The entire journey from Calcutta to New

sorts,

and slabs, ad libitum.

These last were the important

thing for

us this time, for herein lay the exciter of
our motive power.
So, for an hour, slabs
were piled into the vessel, stacked in all

conceivable shapes about the furnace
ready for our swift spending.
The hours

passed quietly in the quiet calm, of a
quiet summer day—but each hour bore
us further north towards the mass of
waters, and into the very arms of the deliciously cool breezes. The doleful faced
ladies were infinitely disgusted. Prophecy and premonition had failed utterly, the
vessel made no heave, and so they per
force followed suit and kept their counsel for inward meditation. It was peculiar, but we had n't a single baby on board.

was the inevitable

**squaller”

and how it had come to pass
make up of our complement

Where

that in the
a gracious

INDIVIDUAL ZEAL.
;
a Peter,

was a great personal power, not a monastic recluse.
‘Go: ye into all the world,’

was the command; and the Holy Spirit
fell upon a company of messengers, not
upon
a college
of investigators.
All
through the Christian centuries in which

the church has

worked,

it has similarly

used the strength of the same fervid individual zeal, It was ¢ Athanasius against
the

world,” when

a

‘stream

J.

PHILLIPS,

brother and his wife,
York was very quiet

The 8. §. Times contains an excellent
editorial on personal influence in religions

work. We give an extract:
¢¢ A John the Baptist, a Paul,

REV.

of tendency’

had swept priests, bishops, and popes
from belief in a vital point of Christian
doctrine. It was a Luther who defiled an
equally strong majority when it had once
more lost sight of truth. It was a Wesley who brought life from beneath the
death and decay of the wretched Church
of England in the middle of the eighteenth
century. To Calvin, and Whitefield, and

fortune had spared us the infliction,

none
Zinzendorf, and Simeon, and Fox, and
propounded a satisfactory opinion. But Edwards, and men of like fire and force,
the * bridal couple”! When, after the has the Christian cause owed its general
deck dreamings of the previous night, we: and special advancement.”

was, however,

one

D. D.

on the

14th inst.

and prosperous; it

of

endurance,

rather

than of enjoyment to Dr. Phillips, whose
old maladies gave him great trouble
while crossing the Atlantie, and prevented his being on deck much of the time.
He was, we are glad to say, a little better
the last two or three days of the voyage.
Mrs. Phillips’ health is

quite

good,

and

after a very brief rest they proceeded
westward. Their. address will, for the

present, be at Hillsdale, Mich.
We give below a letter from Dr. Phillips, written in London, and received but
a few days before his own arrival in this

country :

:

Here we are thus far on our homeward
trip, and how unlike olden times! Thirty-six
days’ sail from Calcutta brings us to the mouth
Formerly,

three

months would have been set down

and

a half

as a quick

passage, and one was liable to be five and

even

six months, as was actually the case, in our’
last voyage to Calcutta, wanting but a few
days. Our voyage has been a prosperous one;
not
a storm of any kind, not even a shower,

had started up for our state-room, we had

0-0-0

left them——closely seated on one chair—far
up'in the vessel’s bow, watching the moonlight in each other's eyes, and talking by
means of grip, glances, &c., &c., and
we have little doubt but that the etcet: ras
were the sweetest and most expressive
part of the communication. Happy dreams!

THE KIND OF PIETY WE WANT.
We have to contend to-day not only
with infidelity, which presents itself in
various guises, coming now with olive
branch and flag of truce, then as an open
enemy, and again proffering alliance and

port. Just now, yes, and for that matter, for
half the passage, there hus been such a washing, scouring, scraping, and then re-painting
of the vessel, so as to be able to enter port in
good style! This all done, for two or three
days, the pots of varnish have been spread on,

humanity for

them has faded

into

dim

perspective, the world exists for them and
they two for each other, no star beams
nd

but

Sanballat and his friends,

without stint, seamen,

My own health, for three

and

without

morality,

a

rejects

religion

which

atonement,

is

suffered

a

officers and even

the

the more necessary, as everything
becomes so completely coated over

on board
with suc-

good man’ to give our Society half a
It would seem that we are as ready

for such help
as the missions of the American
Board were,
God knows, and will give us
helf 2400Nd {ng to his own good will,
he rains
ve
set in
and
i
fresh and ovely:
Bnd
everything. looks
The Zenana work goeson, It wants another
horse and carriage very
much indeed. - Why
can’t somebody,
or bodies, adopt Charlie or Selim, or both?
Soyer no, sweet friends,
horses, good, faithful, Christian, hard-working
horses; they know every Zenana as well

am now better, and have been improving for
the past ten or twelve days, though far from

they find a narrow street, jammed with
heavily laden native. carts, they** take in the
situation” and creep slowly and carefully by,

the
teachers, and don’t object to going into a as ully
Just
about
as
wide
as
the
carriage they Hav,
blessing. I_ When

But, by the divine

being well yet.

Though

fond

of sea-life, this

voyage will hardly be remembered by me ss
a pleasant one, Still I have much, very much,

t0 be thankful for.

My dear wife has stood the

test better than I have, and well has it been for
me that she has, as I have been dependent on
her for assistance more or less of the voyage.
Though not absolutely confined to the cabin, I
have been too poorly to go to the table for my
regular meals much over a fourth of the time.
But I have been able to improve a considera-

ble portion

of my

time in reading,

Among

other books, ‘“ The Proceedings of the General
Conference on Foreign Missions,” held last

Oct. in London, has afforded
est,and

cheered

and

me much

encouraged

my

interheart.

It is really astonishing to see what great things
are being accomplished for the amelioration of
the world, by the Foreign Mission enterprise.

Surely,

God

is * turning the world

down” and drawing it nearer

that, too, by very
means.

A

band,

simple
we

to

upside

himself,

and

may

of about 2,500 are, under

and

inexpensive

say

an:

army,

God, working

of

great

and rapid changes,for which God’s people may
well hold up their heads and shout aloud for
joy, while infidels and croakers. should hide
their faces for very shame. ' To God be all the
praise.
8. 8. “ City of Carthage,” British Channel,
opposite Brighton, Friday evening, July 25,

with hardly an inch to spare, If they do strike,
they stop at once, look back almost bumanly,

to see Just how

things

are,

and then

‘‘obey

orders'—Good. fellow-workers, we. love them.
Bina Hatch comes every afternoon to learn
to work with the Zenana teachers; she is a
candidate for baptism.
Those who adopted

her ought to be happy in her, a good, bright
girl, with a bad, or rather a high temper,

which she fights with, and rather gain on it.
>

--O
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DENOMINATIONALISM AT OHAU~~. TAUOUA,
Chautauqua 13 far from being
sqetarian,
Methodist, Baptist, Congregationalist,® Presbyterians, Episcopalians stand here on a common
platform with entire freedom of utterance,
harmony, and good feeling.
Peculiarities of
sentiment and usage are nearly lost sight of.
At the same time all the various denominations have held separate meetings, occasional
ly, for devotion and consultation.
The Meth-.
odists, greatly predominating in numbers, have
done most in this regard, with considerable
direct denominutional action.
The Congregationalists come next,
with Joseph Cook,
Dr. Lyman Abbott, Rev. Mr. Maile, of Michi gan, quite a large attendance both of ministers
and people.
They have arranged to hold a de-

nominational congress for three days

in cor-

nection with the Chautauqua Assembly next
year. Rev. Dr. Boardman, Teddie and others
1879.
J. PHILLIPS.
lead the Baptists; Rev. Drs. Hodge, Patterson
Midnapore Life in the Zenanas.
and others the Presbyterians, with an almost
Our little push-push has given out, so Mrs.
equal attendance.
It is pleasant, also, to find
James Phillips kindly lent me hers.
What
our people here in considerable numbers.
is a push-push?”
Well it is a rather funny lit- | Hillsdale, Mich,, has a cottage
and tent
tle make-a shift, sort of chair with a seat just
with boarding accommodations for fifty perwide enough for two close friends. The low
sons present. F. B ministers and laity are here
back extends around each side for arms, a from other parts of Michigan, Ohio, New
board floor for the feet, say two feet square,
York and Pennsylvania.
We, therefore, have
and a dash board, make the upper part; this is somewhat followed the example of others, and
set on two wheels, and there is a small wheel
held several meetings in the chapel.
It was
in front; a tongue is attached to guide it, and
not thought best to give them a public an--it is pushed by one or two men, by means of a nouncement, else we might have had a larger
kind of handle fastened to the back.
attendance. But the meetings have been animat‘We set the fashion, for, four years ago, Dr.. ed by an earnest spirit, and good seasons ensaw the broken fragments of this craft ying in joyed. All felt the need of more consecration,
the bazar, conceived the idea of making it useand of more wise adaptation to the great
ful , and got up the push-push.
People have
work entrusted to our hands, so as to make
taken a fancy to it, aud since then five more
the most of our ability and, opportunity.
have been built, each one a supposed improveChurch extension and strengthening is of viment on the one before. Ours, the original
tal importance, demanding the best measures
one, as I said has given out, and beensent to the
for its furtherance.
Education
specially
blacksmith’s for repairse
Sonaiton, a strong
needs our earnest attention at this time, and
Santal, started with me.
We stopped on the
much more is demanded of us in the interest
road,an eighth of a mile away, to see bow Mrs.
of Sabbath-schools. It is to be hoped that
Lawrence was, and found her improving slowthere will be a large
attendance at the aply. Then we went on, past the corner of the
proaching meetings of the New York Central
road near I'r. Philips’ house, down the courtAssociation, the Ohio
State
Association,
house road, passing the handsome residence of and the Ministers’ Institute at Hillsdale, and
one of our gentry neighbors; the residences
that these subjects will then receive earnest
.are in large enclosures with trees and flowers
attention. A cowmittee was appointed to promote these objects.
around.
Just beyond, we turned a short corHaving
mentioned
these denominational
ner, to save a little, passing just in front of
the court-house, under the grand old peepul
matters, I may now notice some other features
trees, which form a kind of park.
These trees
at Chautauqua. Several conferences have been
held hy graduates present from various colare very broad, and the thick branches hang
low down, giving almost the shelter of houses.
leges. Doubtless some were not present at the
Masonry platforms are built under many of meetings,but twenty colleges were represented
them.
by one hundred and fifty graduates.
On other
Midnapore is the center of the Midnapore occasions the ministers were registered,at least
district,which contains two and a half millions
to thie number of three hundred.
Of the peoof people. The only English’ judge of the dis- ple, there are various estimates.
On several
trict lives here. In court hours, hundreds of occasions, the amphitheater, holding 8000, was
people and many kinds of conveyances are
filled to its utmost capacity.
Last Thursday
around under the trees,
Winding among the
there were at least
11,000 persons on the
trees and crowds,
we soon got beyond and engrounds.
There are more than 400 cottages,
tered the Hershel road, so called because the
and nearly an equal number of tents. Large
Hershels used to live on it, on past that
excursion parties arrive daily, people are con
mansion which always brings up sweet memstantly coming and going, though a consideraories, along the road lined with handsome
ble proportion remain throughout the meettrees, out on another road, and presently
ings.
;

The judge is an old-fashioned, bigoted Hindu,
and every now and then objects to anything
like religious teaching. He was too much for
our native teachers, and I would have given it
up long ago, were it not for the poor little wife.
She is now past fourteen and growing into a
handsome, dignified Woman.
She gets no help
or encouragement either from her pompous
husband or the two pretty widows who live

here, and sho is often dull

and

listless.

wonder, she has however a good
character, and I can’t make up

No

deal of real
my mind to

give her up. This morning, after the reading,
spelling, writing, tables and arithmetic, I read
the story of the leper,in the 8th of Matthew.
For a wonder, we were quite alone.

She took a

long, careful look all around, at every door, to
be sure no one was near, and then nestled up
close to me, looking straight into my eyes,
and the Lord helped me to say a few simple
words to her about trusting faith, which 1

think she understood. She has told me a number of times that she
prays to Jesus. Who
shall dare to limit the Spirit's power and teachin her heart?

e next house was that of the Governmenton

another

street.

He is a high-caste Brahmin, fat and genial, and
is quite willing to have his wife and the widows in his house read the Testament.

His apartments are furnished with a number
of native beds, on which indolent-looking babus are usually lounging. I zigzagged my way

along through them and on, to a large, long room

at the back of the house. It bas many things
in it, but each one is out of keeping with every

I'bave been most interested in the course of
daily Theoligical Lectures given by some of the
ablest divines of ull orders, especially those by
Rev. Drs. Curry,Methodist,and Hodge,Presbyterain.

The doctrinal

systems of the different

schools were clearly, candidly stated, and very
ably

Experienced minds

set forth.

see that much

has been done

readily

toward

harmo-

nizing these views withinthe last forty years,
with larger charity and Christian fellowship.

But what pleases me mostof all here is the
interest manifest in the study of the Bible and
in Sabbath-school work.
This is first and
foremost every day.
It is an admirable opportunity for the children, for teachers, super-

intendsand

workers of every

kind,

and the

best helps are furnished. The devotional meetings are also excellent, with earnest endeavors
to bring the’ unregenerate to the Savionr.
It
is a great and precious privilege to be here.—

J. J. B,

ORCHARD BEACH CORRESPONDENCE
OLD ORCHARD,.Aug.

16.

The blinding influence of prejudice which can
make
a man believe whatever he wishes
true leadssome people to argue that Maine

would

be better off without

Law.

Statistics afford

an

her Prohibitory

overwhelming

utation of this absurd motion.

A

which is a an, looking up into

with

very quick to learn. It is a luxury indeed to
teach her; she read the same portion that I
ha yr the judge's wife, she seemed to drink

to the hotels.
Though several of them furnish no intoxicationg beverages; and one land-

dear

reader,

you

never woul

on the polished gem of a lady, who comes forward to meet you, and puts her tiny, velvety
hand in yours for a moment, with a
soft, spark

eyes.

She is

your face

intelligent,

and

mtoxication come along, with drinking

in the spirit of it.
The last house, for this morning, ‘is a mile
away inthe native part of the vity. A very nar10W gully out of the main street, brings me to
a mud-house, just back of the Prince’s, though

lord at
refues
bring
mands

glad to hear of Jesus,

the patronage of devotees of the

that fronts on another street.
The
Mussleman,
intelligent,
quick to

pupil is a
learn, and

habits,

least, Mr. Smith of the Central House,
entertainmentto guests who wish
to
liquors with them.
Consistency
de-~
of temperance people who come here, -

that.they support

thosé

hotels

R
i
i
i

be

found by an inspection of this Camp-ground
and its surrounding stores, restaurants and
apothecary shop. Here has been a succession
of Camp-meetinygs for four weeks. Sometimes, it

is estimated five thousand persons have been
present in a single meeting, yet there has been
no sign of intoxication. I have heard of but
a single case of drunkenness among the sojourners inthe place. No doubt the ngeans of

But,

iHh
J,

practical

illustration of the truth on this subject may

eyes

other.

:

;

ref-

think of the room when once you set your

but also with a sentimental religion desti- | | captain apply the brush and put on the nice | —July thy Mary
tute of the Holy Spirit, without doctrine touches and finishings. This kind of work is fortnight, taking
scouts orthodoxy,

weeks,

for some
million!

good deal. At times I became so poorly that
it seemed doubtful which way the scules would

school Inspector, a few rods

since we left the Bay of Bengal, head winds
have somewhat retarded us, as the outward
passage was made in thirty days and nine
hours, a distance of 7,894 miles, from port to

co-operation,like

but I judge he
ship’s company,

including seamen, engine-tenders, and all, are
about seventy-five persons, there are but six
adult passengers, and three children.
But
there has been scarce any illness,

ing

Homeward.

of the Thames!

‘We have a doctor on board,
finds littleto do. The whole

through a gate-way leading to the residence of

the blue Michigav in a direction N. E. by

lation of all

if

BY

But all shines to-

the native judge.
This is our first house for
to-day. Itis an English-built house, aud the
means used to make it Zenana, are quite amusing. This house is’ not wholly satisfuctory.

WORK,

E. and at sunset, we strike a city of sawdust and lumber, rejoicing in the euphonious name of Ludington,
Sand hills
small pine groves with cabins built beneath their swaying tops, a sparse popu-

sake,

0-0
+o

MISSION

cessive layersof coal dust.
day!

turn with me.

EXOHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.

and sweltering heat of Chicago!’ Even
The independent voter who refuses to
the worn school-ma’'am swings her arms
be longer held in the tight meshes of parand shouts in her heart as she leaves all
ty rule, is abroad.— Watch- Tower.
behind, und anticipates the freedom of of the * lone unprotected,” and, as we are
A favorite method of promoting a cause,
perfect rest. A little while watching the the very essence of middle age chivalry— though really a trick, is to represent it’ as
quivering red and yellow reflections of and bachelors to boot—why, we had to f-already an assured success.—Journal &
the spent sun, tracing the blacker clouds, vacate and content ourselves with wood Messenger.
gazing upon the rapidly receding masses beds made up on the cabin floor. I felt
Let it be understood in Sweden and
of stone building, losing one by one the well over my noble self-denial, but took Denmark and Scandinavia precisely how
stately landmarks of the eity, till all it all back next day when I learned thata the United States government regards a
grows dim in night and distance ; then flippant, frizzly headed girl with a pet Mormon, and the pegple of those counlakeward turn the gaze, and from the lap dog desecrated my staid and sober tries will be apt to turn a deaf ear to the
long expanse watch the waves running
quarters.
Next time, we shall ask to missionaries from Utah.— Vermont Chronand racing before the strong north wind. see the *¢ parties” before we self-deny. icle.
Right bravely our steamer takes her Another glorious morning, and we tie up
We have known Christian parents to becourse head against the waves, parting
u’ six o'clock at Glen Haven, a collec- wail the visit, to their homes as guests, of
them with easy grace and throwing them
n of sand-hills with one or two houses, tobacco-smoking ministers. Men whom
they have respected and loved, under
in curling foam to either side, not to join
st-office,
an ice-house and
slabs.
aga till far in ber wake the foam is lost, The company keep some cows here, and whose pastoral labors they have taken
and the seething tumult of her passing when we caught the stewards bringing great delight, have embarrassed them
has subsided.
in the big cans of fresh milk, we consoled beyond expression in their domestic discipline.—Zion's Herald.
Hour alter hour tosit, dreaming
of ourselves for the existence of this station
A correspondent has written to the New
sweet nothings, letting the soft “voice of in the wilderness.
:
York Tribune advocating a’ constitutional
the waters make its music in the ears,
By this time we began to become pretty
amendment authorizing a uniform nationwatching the play of moonbeams on the well acquainted and knew the peculiarial law to regulate marriage
and
divorce.
crested wave tops, peering into the deep ties of our fellow passengers to a degree.
Whether such an amendment could be
shadows of the coast bays, following the The groups became pretty well affiliated,
carried is a question.
But there is no
sinuous windings of the shore far in ‘the the incompatibles kept apart from each question that the confusion now existing
distance, and gazing up into the pure otaer, while still the ¢ Bridal couple” on these important matters should someblue sky in its lavish abundance about the knew no other circle but ‘their own how be remedied. —1Il. Christian Weekly.
stars ;—who would not prefer this to the sweet selves.”’ The girl with the lap dog
' Have western ministers entered into a
monotonous roll and clatter of rail cars,
carried herself better. She had as a com- scheme to preach without notes? Three
stifling in the confined air of a hundred panion (No 2) a little lady of — summers well-known men from that part of the
human lungs! But dreams on deck must and 4 feet in hight. They owned an or- country, one a college president, have occome to an end, and’8o we make for the gan, which was duly installed in the cabin,
cupied the same Congregational pulpit in
cabin'and ultimately for the state-room. and the dog developed. into a prodigy. this viciaity for three successive Sabbaths,
He sang. The little lady would lovingly preaching six excellent sermons, with no
Cabin is full of merry whist parties,
lay his cheek to hers, pat bim on the cra- scrap of notes before them.—Congregagroups making boat acquaintance, stew5
ards doing a hundred little favors for as nium, and break out into dulcet notes tionalist.
many insatiable needy ones, a few dole- while the canine varminé would accomDefenders of the theater should exert
pany her in a more or less perfect imit- themselves to induce actors and actresses
ful looking women sitting discon-olately,
with woe-begone countenances staring tation of her tones. She and the dog were to keep their mutual quarrels and indecenthe center of an admiring crowd there- cies, if possible, out of the papers. It
their fate in the face for, oh, yes, they
know they are *‘ going to bes sick.” We after. And now we had traversed about requires an incalculable amount of subliturn in and sleep to the rickety motion of 800 miles of Lake Michigan, and were mated logic to balance the facts which in
the vessel--u sleep full of awaken- rapidly nearing the straits where the this way come to light, showing what the
waters of the three great lakes mingle theater, whatever it might be, actually
ings.
:
and
their winds play ball with each other. is— Standard.
Morning finds us fast to a pier in Mil-

dishonoring

ignored a good education, thought Sabbath-schools detrimental to the religious

Eyes off! and let young love

the

bridges grate, nad, in a jiffy, we snuff
the fresh
wind from
old Michigan.

We

ignorant of such myteries as regeneration

and sanctification, believes so much of the

them

worship in its new temple ; procul, procul
profant, nor break with unhallowed tread
which remained to be developed en wvoy- the sweet silence of their fleeting bliss.
age. The shrill whistle sounds, the swing
Another night and sounder sleep, for

the only city in the West which owns itidolatry, which ought to be condemned self and isout of debt.” In reply to our
and resisted.
question as to how
many people live
Of course, we find people who will at there, he answered, *¢15,000 white folks,
once identify the believers in this doctrize and 115,000 Germans and other foreignwith the spiritual descendents of those ers.” Milwaukee is emphatically a Ger-

cies of man-worship,

softly sigh.

sing for
winds,

for

ness, and interesting in the possibilities

ments,

Rev. W. H. BOWEN, D. D.,

WEDNESDAY,

falls upon their eyes, the waters

blasé youth bent oi a time ;—these and
more made up our full and indeed overflowing company, novel in their strange-
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which

refuse

wine-cup.

has been
at Dantoon wearily a Old Orchard never before bad so many resi=
sister Julia's place, the latter
dents ag at this season.
Hotels are crowded.
being here for a few weeks to recruit,
Oh, for
New cottage lots are more freely taken. A spaa man and his wife to go to Dantoon, and carry
(Continued on eighth page.)
on the work so hopefully begun there, and oh,
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Department.

Sabbath-School Lesson.--Sept. 7.
(For

Questions

PROF. J. A.

BY

NOTES

AND

QUESTIONS

see

Lesson

ho

ness Paul thought might well be spoken
longedier.
Here is
‘of. thought of an d
the antidote and yYeward
for all self-denials for Christ,

Christian’ should

mPa g

A

GOLDEN

TEXT:

teacher,

1 Thess, 4:18 -18.

“ And

so shall

we

-r—

HINTS TO TEACHERS,
It is one thing to be a Sabbath-school

Parable of the talents.
Matt, 25:15—30,
Watching for Christ.
1 Thess. 5:1—10.

Coming of the Lord.

mitigate, ‘lis. sorrows ;

may come at any hour.

Signs of the advent. Matt. 21:1—14,
:
Other signs. Matt. 24 224-35.
. The time of the advent. Matt.24 :36—51.
, The ten virgins. Matt. 25:1—-14.
.

BY

hopes of the

that all our future hopes rest on the resurrection of Christ; that all the holy will
be reunited hereafter ; that the Son of man.

READINGS.

ever be

with the Lord.)'—1 Thess, 4:17.

another to

and

be

a successful

teacher. It is one thing to keep a craft
sailing, and another to guide it undeviatingly in a given course, fo a desired ha-

ven.

There are many teachers who

are

able to ¢ keep their crafts going,” but
1 Thess. 4:13—18,
how many of them bring them at last inNotes and Hints,
to safe anchorage? We are surprised to
The epistles to the Thessalonians are find how many good people there are,who
the earliest of Paul's letters.
He found- look upon the morals of their children as
ed the church in 52 A. D.,and shortly aft- turning out a good deal according to
er wrote to it these letters. One object of chance—not that they admit this when
this first letter was to set the disciples of questioned, but, almost unconsciously,
Thessalonica right about the coming of they live it. “‘Oh,I trust and pray Jamie
the Lord and themes connected there- will turn out all right in the end,” says
a good, praying mother, and then lets
with.
Reason
« Them which are asleep.”
The dead her boy drift on another year.
who died in the Lord are meact.
The with her as to the need of more restrainlanguage is not to be taken as a literal ing influences thrown around him, now
description of the nature of death, for while young, and she says: ‘ Well, I
that is not the subject in the mind of hardly know ; those brought up strictly
in youth seem often to go astray afterPaul. Sometimes I think it don’t so
‘« As others which have no hope.” Which ward.
And so,making anothers
matter.”
have no hope of the resurrection.
The much
heathen believed in immortality, but not failure her scape-goat, she contents herin the resurrection. They did not gener- self with careful watchfulness of the physally regard immortality as a happy and ical and intellectual growth, and leaves
glorious state. The fature did not prom- the moral to turn out “‘as the Lord in his
ise to thew as much as this present life. great wisdom sees best it should.”
' Now, we take no stock in this way of
Hence, bereavement was more Sorrowthinking. We don’t believein this shirkful to them than to the Christian.
«« If we believe that Jesus died and rose ing, shiftless way of turning over to the
again?
This belief is the ground on Lord the future morals of the world. But
which the hope of the resurrection of the there seem to be some S. S. teachers actdead , must stand.
Because death to ing on this same belief. They look careChrist was not annihilation, because he fully after the wants of those under
rose from the dead in

disciples will also.
then death is an

a bodily form,

his

If Christ did not rise,
eternal

sleep

and

anni-

hilation.
«« Them

also

which

sleep

in

Jesus.”

their charge

in some

directions,

provide

the pleasantest of entertainments,

enrich

their minds with rare knowledge,

gain

a

strong hold upon their
affections—but,
their souls ? ¢¢ Oh, well,” they say, ‘it

“¢ Fell asleep through Jesus” is the liter-

we haven't as

al translation.
This, then, may refer to
those who died as martyrs for Christ, but

class as Mrs. B., we trust it will all turn

not to them alone.

that they fail to see that the spiritual har
vest is as dependent upon the sowing and
tending as any other, and that thistles
quickly cover the neglected soil.
As we understand it, teachers all aim
at one main result—the conversion of
their scholars. There are many ways of
attaining the same end, but some are
more direct than others.

The faith of Stephen

was the faith of the early

church; bat, as

in this case, disciples often needed instruction concerning the future life.
“ Will God bring with him.”
Will
God bring out of the kingdom of the
dead, ashe

did

Jesus.

¢ With,”

here,

has the force of “in the same manner as.”
See a similar use of this word by Paulin
Gal. 3:9.
‘¢ By the word of the Lord.”
By the
authority, and so by the revelation and
inspiration of the Lord.
* We which are
alive.” That Paul at this time expected
to be alive at the coming of the Lord is
:a plain inference from his style of speech.
That he might expect, without affecting
his credibility on points that were revealedto him.
« Prevent.”

Old

use

of

the

word,

meaning precede. The idea is that the
- living will not go to be forever with the
Lord before those who have ¢‘ died in
Christ.”

ss The Lord himself.”
angel, or the angels

Not merely

of the Lord,

but

an
the

Lord himself with his angels. ‘ From
heaven.” Christ is now in heaven.
To
depart and be with Christ” was a wish of
Paul, which he, at a later period, expressed; that is, he wished
to be in heaven
with Christ.
:

* Shout.”
shout,

a

The Greek means a signal

war-cry,

a

command.

*‘¢ The

. woice of the archangel.”
What archangel
is meant can not be known. Some think,
on insufficient grounds, that Michael is
meant.
Jude 9.
*¢ Trump of God.”
Probably, a figurative expression meaning a voice like a: trumpet, as in Rev.
The shout, the voice, the trumpet
4
all refer toa given signal at which the
Lord will appear.
:
<¢ Shall rise first.”

fore other events

They shall first,be-

take

place, rise from

the dead. To the same effect Paul speaks
in 1 Cor. 15:52. This will be done “in a

moment, in the twinkling of an eye,” by
the power of God. Remember with what
bodies Paul says they-shall come.

1 Cor.

15 :42—44.

“ Then.” Instantly after the resurrettion of the righteous dead in their spiritual bodies. - ** Wewhich are alive, and remain.” More literally, “‘ we the living,

many

conversions

out well in the end.””

in our

Strange, strange!

One of the most direct means, the teacher can use to this consummation,

is

yet died

without the sight. Paul was not omniscient. What was revealed to him of the
fature he knew ; what was not he did not

know.

« Shall be caught up,”

Having first

BCs

per-

J.M,B.

the

+ | neither fafigue nor injury to his aminial.
and that their church organization and They are made for use, to save the aniwork are as valid as ours, we can extend ‘mal’s strength as well as to give ease and

security of seat to the rider. No land is
cultivated avound®heyenne except a few

exw

or Christ's disciples ; but John did not pro-

the

namé

BY PROF.J.J,

tradiction of his express
they should tell

no

man

charge,
of

of

* That

able orators and workers,

him,” i, e.,

al-

by

the

resurfection

from

The Christian rite was

seal

of

resurrection

faith

as

a sign

in his whole work, includ-

baptizing them in the name of the Father,
and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.”
This does not look as though Christ designed that baptism should be a prerequisite of the Eucharist. As he did not “say
so, the argument of the introduction of
the two rites is hot on that side of the
question.

The greater part of our

brother's

a

the chasms
surrounding

far deeper,

At first,

where

the

ing from point to point on the lake.

the tourist

experiences

much

customed to the change and inhaling long
draughts, one greatly prefers it to all
heavier atmospheres. Fisa and game
abound herg. The tiniest inlets are full
of trout, their speckled sides glistening
in every eddy; they weigh from one-

The

bathing accommodations also come in for

fourth to two pounds, and their flesh is as

a share of interest.

hard and white as that of the mountain
trout of New England. Antelope, elk,
black-tailed deer, bears, sage-hens and
grouse abound in the hills and on the
plateaus, and no one fond of hunting or
fishing should pass Sherman
without
stopping long enough to fly au hook or
try his rifle.
;
. Leaving Sherman, the road turns to the
left and passes through several long
snow-sheds and deep rock guts to Dale

Yesterday morning we felt grateful
fora Sabbath dawn in such a place. At

half-past eight, the women

held

a mis-

sionary conference at the chapel.
Stepping in a few moments,we found them in

earnest attention upona work which they

arti-

the rocks rise higher, where
are

difficulty in breathing, the extreme lightness of the air trying the lungs to their
utmost capacity. But, after becoming ac.

market,

or months here for recreation and improvement. At all hours through the day
and evening,except on Sunday, steamers,
sail and row-boats are constantly ply-

ing the resurrection, based on his direct
command, * Go ye and teach all nations,

as

Hall . of

boarding-houses,

of the multitudes who spend days, weeks

or

great

Philosophy, in the Grecian style, and a
covered amphitheater sufficient to convene
eight thousand people. So provision is
made for the natural and spiritual wants

hotels,

large auditorium well seated,

introduced

as

peaks may be loftier and the torrents
mightier in their power—and still they do
not possess such power over the mind of
man as does the wild, desolate-looking
landscape around Sherman.
The hand of
Him who rules the universe is nowhere
else more marked, and in no place will
the tourist feel more utterly alone, and
left entirely with Nature than at Sherman,
in the Black Hills of Wyoming.

tents,

views, he

them,

at

=

but

when

once

SITY
iy

became

4

united

oh

with

Wo
eal

He commenced preaching the gospel in

1847. His labors were confined mostly to
‘the Coldwell and other churches in the
Lake

George Q. M., until calledto

the

pastorate of the Free Baptist church in
Ashfield, Mass., where he was ordained,

Sept. 13, 1857, by « council appointed by
the Rensselaer Q. M.
His labors

snowfall

town,

finding them moré'in harmony With his

in

Ashfield

for

about

two

years were well received and suédessful,
but, parting with many warm, tried friends

in that placet he returned to his old home
to spend the remnant of his days, but not
in idleness, for he continued to publish
the glad tidings of salvation as he had opportunity until 1875, when

he was attack-

ed with dyspepsia, which so affected his
body and mind that he was unable to do
but very little until his death, but his soul
was full of interest for the cause, and he
remarked to the writer: * Oh, how I wish

to get well and tell the world more about
Jesus I”

His

last

moments

were

calm

and peaceful and he could say to dear
friends around him, with a heavenly smile
upon his face, ‘ Weep not for me.”
He departed this life for a better home,

wildest, grandest scenes to be found .on
the continent. - There are places where

groceries, post-office, telegraph station, a

remembrance
of Christ's:
this in remembrance
of

after Christ's

pose, neither is the

{ hea
fhe Cdl hy Na

about twenty years of age he became. gc| quainted with the Freewill’ Baptists and,

J

the numerous snow-sheds would indicate.
Snow seldom falls more than a few
inches deep.
The thermometer in the
summer reaches 82 degrees Fahrenheit,
and in winter30 degrees below zero. At
this elevated point the tourist, if his
‘* wind is good,” can spend a long time
pleasantly in wandering amid some of the

hearts,

brought us to our destination, in this already celebrated retreat of the Chautanqua Assembly.
Here we find on a projection into the
lake an undulating promontory covered
with noble old trees, cool and refreshing.
Here are hundreds of neat cottages and

me.” “Ye do. show the Lord's death
till he come.” Baptism is observed
in remembrance
of his resurrection

also.

cleri-

on the railroad, for six hours across the
State of Ohio, a corner of Pennsylvania,
and an hour on Chautauqua Lake, N. Y.,

the

railroad ;

At Sherman, forty-nine miles west of
Cheyenne, we reach the highest point of
the Rocky Mountains reached by rail,
8,242 feet above sea level. The winters here are not as severe as many sup-

light of the full moon, a mild ight and
over the placid waters, the ride was most
pleasant ; early morning found us again

dead.” We do not see how such a baptism could have been administered before theresurrection of Christ. It goes
farther than the Lord’s Supper which is
observed in
death.
‘Do

ing Ohio.

Detroit, we take passage in one of the
fine steamers
for Cleveland, O. With

risen again from the dead. As our brother says, * Baptism so followed faith"—
not began a life of faith, as he before intimated—*‘ as a declaration of the subject's faith in the Messiahship of Jesus, as

Hills also are
is the highest

it is 16,190 feet high. 1ilera, also, we see
the first stones we have seen since leav-

a great and good work is acomplished.
The present vacation our course is
somewhat varied. Going by the train to

ment for sin, like John’s, but in one who
had come, and by miracles vindicated
his sonship, suffered on the cross, and

evinced

lay and

ascends from thousands of earnest

ways administered in his name.
This
baptism implied faith, not in a Saviour who was to come and make atone-

is said to be

peak, though not seen from the

D.D.

cal, pour forth instruction and appeal,
the voice of prayer, praise and worship

that he was the Christ. They could not
baptize in his name and not violate this
command,
Men receiving John's baptism were
rebaptized (Acts 19) after Christ had in-

stituted the Christian rite, which was

to be seen, and the Black
in view, Mount Lincoln

Last year we spent some delightful
Sabbaths on the seashore. * Old Orchard,” first a resort for bathing, then
for recreation and pleasure, has latterly
added its great annual assemblies in the
interests of religion and reform, where

Christ—much less in the name of the
trinity
; and for Christ's disciples to baptize in his name would have been a con-

irrigation,

born in

Li

tist church in his native

with

Peak, the latter 14,336 feet high, are now

BUTLER,

1819.

flows on two sides of the city. The soil is
and,

was

Coldwell, Warren Co,, N. Y., June 30,

small gardens around Crow Creek, which
productive.
From Cheyenne on Crow Creek is Fort
D. A. Russell, where the Government has
a reservation of 4,512 acres and keeps a
large supply of provisions to supply the
forts to the north, Longs and Pike's

A SABBATH BY THE LAKE:

.__4REV. H, B. DAVIS,
The subject of this notice

In his youth, he ga
and became a ——

good

> +o.

fess to receive his commission from Christ.
When he commenced baptizing, he did
not so much as know him.
He says,
* And I knew him not.” It was a baptism of repentance and not of remission.
It was not administered in

Laramie, June 1, 1879,

oho rider fours

our courtesy to them and to all evangelial Christians, Bnd agsociate, "with | them |
press commands of Christ.
They cofld in the communion of saints without any
not exist without and be obligatory. violation of principle or of consistency.
The first rite he introduced in order of But if we use the arguments of close comtime. was the Lord's Supper. We have munion,and practice free,we violate both.
no evidence that those to whom it was Hence, we said at the commencement
then administered had received Christian that the position; animadverted was the
baptism. It’had not then been instituted. correct, Scriptural! position for us to
They might have received John's bap- take in yvindiciition of our practice as a
tism, administered by himself, and by his denomination.
on

they are seen from a great

| When seated in his saddle,dl

D.D,

The Christian rites depend

—

ile for he. The saddle of the ‘pl in
-ent article from the Eastern i hogskin?'

oon

|

¢t

Mother,”

the school.

:

says

John,

‘‘ the

new

¢¢ The worst class of all,” it

was said, * and now look at them !” This

large classes, aiming at the

scattering their shot?

twelve,

[|

and

This condensing is good, carried into
what
is taught. Don’t teach too much.t

One truth, pinned down upon

the - hear

so that he ‘cap not shake it off

cle

is

founded not on Scripture,

usage, good

order,

&c.,

but

on

supported

by

makes its own conditions, and is accustomed to receive its members by a vote.
Repentance and faith in Christ or’ Chris-

times, bright with promise, while there
is so much to distress and perplex. May

tian: character

the earth shall be filled with the glory of

makes one a member of the

latter ; and this entitles him to the Lord's
Supper, accordingto the Bible as

tothe

decision

of

General

well as

Conference.

Here we can see how we are justified

+ | inviting

and

Pedobaptists'to our

‘in reciprocating

in

communion

their invitation,

often taking their church relation as evidence of Christian character. -. Who will
/ say that it: isnot as good'as’ baptism? or,

ghild, it-heme, carrying it through the’ ‘that those who practice close’ émmunion
into the sameimage’ as ofbut & takes
commune with the
those raised. .‘‘In the clouds.” 1h da. Week,'13 bette r than half a dozen thrown | do,do ‘votpot ‘sometimes
som
clouds” is the literal.
Christ was 'sur- at him.
ohaly
La
dah
Lalas
| worst of hypocrites?
rounded with a cloud as he’ ascended, so
Every . téachef should know what the “Believing that baptisio in ‘due form’ is
shall disciples be as they dre caught central trath of - the day's lesson is, and: ‘essential to the Christian rite, and is obbeen changed

rr

July 4, 1879, aged sixty years,

His fun’

eral was attended by Rev. J. West.
Text, “Man goeth to his long home.” Eccl.
12.5,
J. J. Hoaa.
Par

|

wr.

GLEANINGS.

The Methodist says: The religious value of notoriety is probably not great.

A Scotchman has been counting the

promises in the Bible, and reports that
there are over 31,000 of them.
Jesus is said to have marveled, only
twice. Once at the faith of the centurion,
the other time at the unbelief of the peo-ple of his own city —B. North. .
If the Lord careth for thee, be thyself
at rest; for if he care, why shouldst thou
care too? His providence will provide if
thou sincerely trust it.— Leighton.
¢* Consider the lilies how they grow."
How these simple, happy illustrations
of Christ's cling to the memory lke ivy
to the wall.— Robert Morris, L. L. D.
Itis not the poetry, the splendid imuges, the lofty morul tone of the Scripture
that makes it a two-edged sword; but its
living truth, and its practical application,
8
— Rose Terry Cooke
in Sunday

Afternoon.

With no other materials of judgment
than are furnished by the theater as it
now is and as it has been during all

are fast making their own, one of the
Christian ages, we see no reason to modbrightest omens now opening on this dark
ify the strictly negative attitude held by
religious minds generally towards the
human authorities, which of course does world.
:
teacher is a regular brick!
He says he
acted drama.— Watchman.
not conflict with the editorial paragraph
Thence, for an hour, to the Sabbathknows a beat out on South street, where
Heart-work must be God's work. Obly
in question. The tenth Gen. Conference school teachers’ meeting. Truly,a model Creek bridge, a structure of tressel-work
the paper boy has moved away and the
decided that ‘‘ every person who has a one, Would that more teachers could prof- 650 feet long and 126 feet high, the the great heart-maker can be the great
men wait until they get down town for
heart-breaker. If I love him, my heart
Christian character has a right to partake it by the suggestions here made.
Many stream below looking like a tiny silver will be filled with his spirit and be obeditheir papers. He thinks if I'm in time, I
of the Lord's Supper whether he has teachers’ meetings are interesting and thread, beautiful as it flashes in the sun- ent to his commands.—Baxter.
can get up quite a list. You bet, I'll be
been baptized or not.”
Here is the useful, but most of them need improv- light. Twenty-four miles further on we
With all our boasted Christianity, there
there!” Evidently, that teacher had not
broadest liberty on the liberal side of this ing.
reach Laramie City, where we didn't is not a daily London paper on which respent all his time expounding Scripture’
question, and it must be founded on the
At 11 o'clock, Bishop Simpsen preach- have a reception. For four long, weary ligious people can rely for adequate and
to that lad
; some worldly interests had
principles which we have been advocat- ed to a large and attentive audience from hours, the garrison of Fort Laramie with fair reports of any religious work, on its
crept in, a Iittle corn plucked on the Sabmerits. —
London
Sunday-school
ing.
As a denomination, we can not Isa. 6:3,4. The speaker, with simplici- their excellent band had been drawn up own
bath day. At the very start this teacher
Chronicle.
consistently place it anywhere else.
To ty and power, dwelt on the holiness of in line to welcome us, but, we being beworked systematically.
His first act was
It is an unhappy division that is made
say that baptism is necessarily antece- God and the triumph of the gospel. hind time,nightfall closed in and the garthe laying of « little wire of sympathy
between faith and works. Though in my
Throughout,the discourse was instructive rison was dismissed ere we arrived. interest I may divide them, just as in the
from his heart to the heart of his pupil. dent or prerequisite to church membersuggestive and practical, while some pas- Laramie City is the county-seat of Albany candle 1 know there is beth light and
ship
and
the
Lord’s
Supper,
as
our
brothWhen
connection had been made, how
er
advocates,
logically
and
inevitably
“sages
were very impressive.
county; has a population of 4,000; the heat, yet, put out the candle and they are
easy was the sending
of messages!
both gone ; one remains not without the
leads to close communion, and he sees it,
The
Sabbath-school
met
at
2,
Pp.
M.,
the
spirit of improvement is manifested on
When the divine messages went humthough he tries to avoid it. He virtually children in one place and the adults in every hand,and numerous stores, hotels, other. So itis betwixt faith- and works.
ming along, as they soon did, what rea— Selden.
admits it,by saying, ‘“What if it does? We another. In the former, seven hundred banks, churches, schools and other buildson had John for doubting them?
He
The vague, dreamy religion which Mr. had found the one concerning the paper .are bound to accept plain facts, and with were entertained, we do not know how ings, including a new court-house, is the Frothingham set forth with such elegant
If many in the other,
result. Trees line many of the streets, periods has accomplished literally nothroute correct; why not believe in these ? them their legitimate conclusions.”
his disWhat was the result? In six months the ¢ plain facts” of his article lead legit- |” The women held a second, conference and present a cheerful and home-like ap- ing. For all practical purposes
imately to close communion, he is bound
on missions at: four,anda general mission- pearance not often found in these Western courses might as well have been delivered
John had a more firmly grounded belief
on a desert island. If such a religion is
in the teachings of the Sabbath-school to accept it, and is inconsistent with him- ary concert followed at half-past six, ‘towns. The Sentinel, a daily and weekly so fruitless, taken at its best, what must it
self
to
deny
it,
and
attempt
to
defend
the
with
several
spirited
addressess
from
Mr.
paper, is published here. Laramie was be at its worst P— Christian Intelligencer.
than in the whole two years previous-—
was more governed by its teachings, admission of unbaptized persons to the Simpson, an English missionary in India, the first place in America, or in the world
I know not any pleasure of sense more
more permanently benefited. And why? communion.” The conclusion which he is Rev. Dr. Dashiel and others. This was fol- even, where a female jury was impanel- exquisite than a draught of cool; clear wa‘boundto accept admits no such: irregu- ‘lowed by a sermon from Rev. Dr. Clark ed. The first case was that of a Western
ter when you are thirsty ; but few things
Not because his new teacher was any
of Boston, Foreign Secretary of the Amer- desperado, and there was no flinching are moro insipid than water when there
more interested in the work than the old larity.
On his ground he: must unchurch all ican Board. Surely enough for one day. from duty on the part of the * weaker | is no-chirst. It is thus that Christ and
one, or any more gifted, or any more rehis salvation are very swegt to one, and
If baptism: is: necessarily
We are favorably impressed with the sex.”
Before bringing in their’ verdict very tasteless to another. Welliam Arnot.
ligious; but simply because he took the Pedobaptists.
antecedent
to
church
mémbership
and
place
and
it3
appointments.
Especially
they invoked the Divine guidance, which
most direct way. to the desired end.
He
‘Every man or woman who has ever
made his own heart the grand eentral the Lord's Supper, as he maintains, with so with reference to the Sabbath. Though may well be commended to the *‘ sterner been conspicuously ' successful in anyour ideas of the ordinance, no Pedobap- there are so many here, and such a varie- sex.” A facetious Western writer says of thing is an exampleof ‘consecration. station, and connected the heart of his
pupil with it by means of the little wire, tist churches can be gospel churches, and ty, we have: varely enjoyed a more quiet the occasion: * Their nurses calmed | With eyes fixed on one object, and heart
and soul harnessed to one idea, they have
personal interest. The former teacher at- yet we speak of them and treat them as day. Nothing to mar its sacred associa- the rising generationby singing :
pushed their way to victory. Itis a lesNo riding “or strolling ‘about.
tempted sending messages where no regularly organized churches, showing tions.
¢ Nice little baby
A
son taught on every page of history, and
wires had been laid, It was this perfect that thereare churches without baptism, Ministers and Christians of all denominaDon’t get in a fury,
yet a lesson that matiy have yet to learn,
Cause mamma’s gone
connection made with the heart of each of according to the Baptist idea of the rite. tions, with their families, here meet with
if they
would succeed in life. ¢¢ One
To sit on the jury. ”
thing I do,” said grand old Paul, and he
his six scholars (he would have no more) Baptism never makes a member of a one heart and one accord to worship and
The former serve God. Itis a favorable sign of the
that made John’s teacher the wonder of church local or universal.
Curious travelers will note from this did it.— Evangelical Messenger.
sonal interest.

who remain.”
Here the language im- | teacher’s theory was, better to save six
plies that Paul expected at this time to souls than aim at saving twelve.
When
be alive when Christ eame.
His expec- asked to enlarge his class he said, ¢ No,
tations may be compared to these of the no; don’t'ask me to’ scatter my shot.”
rophets who looked for, and hoped to Are not too; many teachers, by their

see, the days of the first advent,

3
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of the afflicted; that the
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these tokens of good
the Lord.

be

multiplied until
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hoppers and mice.

ROUND THE WORLD
BYE. W. PAGE.

NOTES BY THE WAY,—NO.. b.
We arrived at Cheyenne, the capital of

Wydming Territory,at 4, ». ».,0f the 20th
inst. « This:is the largest: town between
Omaha and Ogden. © All trains stop “here

thirty minutes for dinner. © There 1§' a’
very fme dining hall and the meals are
not excelled elsewlieré.

city west the railroad laborers—section
hands—are all Chinamen. They are said
to be very reliable, and, as they don't
drink whiskey, th saloon along the line
are getting almdst as scarce as thé grass-

It has a popula-

tion of 6,000. ‘The streets ‘of the town

all anti-Chinese.

The Saloon

Query: Has

mien

this

are

'any-

thing to do withi'the Chinese question’ in
California, as well ?
iif
Hyp

The thing that most incapacitates us

for bearing evil bravely and cheerfully is
the ever-haunting reflection that we
brought it upon ourselves, ormnegligently
let, it come upon us.

Do

all

your

duty,

and if trouble comes in consequence of it,
or in spite of it, it finds you strengthened

to

bidces

meet it like’ 'a man.

Faithful

doing

the soul for patient’ bearing. = Act

strongly when it is the time for action,
and
you can stand strong. when there is

~The Laramie plains comprise a belt of nothing to do but stand,— George Putnam.

fine grazing land, 25 miles wide by 60 | If any sincere Christian cast himself
miles long. Stock-raisingis almost the ‘With his whole will npon the Divine Presence which dwells within him, he shall
ouly industry noticeable,
and a great many be kept safe unto the end. When did
thousand Head of edtle, sheep and horses ‘We ever set’ ourselves sincerely to any
‘cari Ve seer'in’ almost any direction. It work according tothe will of God, and
was not
is computed’
that at’ this time there are fail for want of strength? It
strength failed the will, but that the
over 90,000 head of cattle; 85,000 head of that
will failed first. If we could but ersheep and 2,000 horses and mules within brace the Divine Will with/the whole love

ligatory on all our membership, we are, are broad and laid out at right angles, forty miles of Laramie, valued at $2,250,- of ours, cleaving to it and holding fast by .
down for ¢¢ something else nice to teach in the nature of thé case, under the neces- and they have a number of very fine 000. In 1867, there could not be found it, we should be borne Along se upon the
the children,” until. they have heaped
river of the water of life.—
Dr. Manning.
buildings, a court-house costing $40,000, 500 head in all this section.
around them such a heterogeneous mass sity of requiring it of each one anterior to
All that arrests me in my work, and
and
a
hotel,
the
‘*
Inter-Oce
an,”
The
**
Snowy
Range,”
as
it
is
called,
is
costing
Our very existence
that the child's mind is dismayed at the church membership.
disturbs my plans, God purposely sends.
We have
been continually near here, and is covered with snow the foreseeing that too much success would
visibly united to him, his redeemed fol- thought of carrying it away, and gives up as Baptists, as well as good order, ren- $70,000.
lovers will never be separated from him. the attempt. Dring forth your teachin
ders it indispensable. In no other way rising as we go west and here have ‘greater part of the year, the highest peaks make me vain, or great facility -self-into children in abridged pocket editions, if
There wearing their. white mantle
even when | dulgence. He wishes me to understand
Then eternal life begins.
Then sh all. you would have it used, Again—concan a Baptist church be sustained. Now, reached an altitude of 6,041 feet.
it is not success
which leads to heav[is some manufacturing here, among | the passes
on
the
principle
thatothers
have
the
same
or
valleys
below
are
covered “that
they be blessed andsatisfied: —
dense your words.—S.
8. Teachers’
en, but devotion and labor.
— Golden
which
the
item
of
saddles
is
an
important with flowers. This renders them very con- Sands.
right of private interpretation that we
* Comfort one another with these Quarterly.

up.
An
‘
gi
the air”
There to meet the
Lord, but not there to abjde. forever. “So
Once
shall we everbe with the Lord.”

stick to it, and 'not go” wandering up and

iH

a

\

:
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STAR, AUGUST

the

Among their first converts

of

apos-

Boniface, and his fellow-laborers. A
dark chapter follows this luminous rec-

ord. In 768, Charlemagne ascended the
throne of France, and soon after commenced those bloody campaigns against
his conby the
the rethe ruins

Though so much missionary work had
been done, and so much success achieved, yet the commencement of the ninth

Scandinavian

na-

tions, inhabiting the north of Europe, in
a state of heathen barbarism. These
Northmen were the scourge of the nations. In their swift vessels they were
alike a terror by sea and land. They
laughed at the fiercest storms. They
pushed up the shallowest streams. They
infested every port. They pillaged and
burned the fairest towns. We can but
faintly conceive the misery and desolation caused by these piratical rovers.
England was only saved from ruin by the

wisdom and valorof Alfred.

France and

Germany trembled before

these

terrible

spoilers, who seemed

know

neither

to

mercy nor fear.
But while kings and
warriors were in despair, there were not

was

failing us in time of danger. Surely,it is
a good thing to obtain the favor of a
God who can and will aid those who

Herigar,

the king's counselor, a man whose firm
adherence to Christianity, greatly assist
ed them for many years in their work.
A few years of labor had scattered the
good seed in many places. Anskar de-

kar was permitted

cided to make Hamburg the center of his

operations.

assisted by the native

Here a church

and monas-

| schools established.
The pastors and
teachers were charged to win the hearts
oftheir people by the purity and devotion of their lives.
The practice of kidnaping, and trading:
inslaves was one of the great evils of
theage. Against this great wrong, Anskar bore a faithful testimony, and one of
the latest acts of his life was a noble effort, made at the greatest personal per-

work.

Suddenly, all their hopes seemed blasted. The heathen party in Sweden, enraged by the success of the missionaries,
arose and destroyed the churches, and
forced the Christians to flee for their
lives. At the same time an army, led by
Erie, king of Jutland, fell on Hamburg.

They sacked the

city,

and burned the

church and monastery, which
erected with such
sacrifice
Anskar, with some of
scholars, escaped, and,

had
and

ruins

of the

sion,

‘ The

Lord

exclaimed,

il,

rates,

gave,

and the Lord hath taken away, blessed be
the name of the Lord.”
!
Thus driven out of Hamburg,
and
threatened with death if he ventured into
Sweden. Anskar wandered as a fugitive
over his desolate diocese. Most men
would have despaired under such an ac-

queen, had been refugees in the court

er, that, what we
have striven to
accomplish for the glory of Christ will
yet,by God's help, bring forth fruit. It is

to

undertake this work.
is

sometimes

called,

Ansgarius, was well known for his devoted piety. He was at this time twentyfive years of age, and was engaged in
preaching and superintending a school in
‘Westphelia. He heard the call, and repairing to the court, calmly but resolutely announced his readiness to undertake
this mission.

In dreams

and

visions, he

said,he had heard the voice of Christ calling him to preach his word to the heathen. His brethren, learning that he was
about to resign all his hopes and 'prospects for this work among those fierce
barbarians, who ‘were regarded as. the
very incarnation of evil, protested and
even mocked at him for his madness.
But he was immovable in

his resolution,

and he at once began, by the study of the
Scriptures, and by fasting and prayer, to
prepare himself for his great work.
The missionaries of this period, as

have before remarked, generally went

we

in

companies, but Anskar found no one will
ing to accompany him except his
Autbert,

a man of noble birth,

friend,

who

said

he could not find it in his heart to desert
a brother, who so needed his help.

Aftermany difficulties the missionaries
reached their destined field,

and, in the

year A. D. 826, commenced the first mis-

sion in Denmark.

:

LL

For two years they labored at Schleswig, under the feeble protection of llatold. There were some who heard the
‘Word gladly, and turned from their idols
unto the Lord, but the people generally
were very hostile. There was nothing in
Christianity that recommended it to the
favor of those fierce and haughty Norsemen.

The doctrines of peace, of forgiv-

ness, of humility, were utterly repugnant
“to them ; and, to

their

sensual

natures,

there ‘was nothing in the Christian's
heaven to desire. The king asserted his
power in the destruction of some heathen temples, and this so exasperated his
people, that a rebellion broke ‘out which
forced him and the missionaries to flee

for personal safety into Germany.
Anskar was soon consoled for this misfortune, by the opportunity

gospel into Sweden.

to carry

the

In the year 829,

ambassadors from that country to the
court of Louis, announced that many of
‘their countrymen were favorably disposed toward Christianity. Christian captives, whom the Swedes

had

carried

off

in their piratical expeditions, had preached the Gospel in the

house

of bondage,

and many, listening to the strange story
of the cross from the lips of their slaves,

desired to be better informed in regard to
this new religion. Anskar eagerly accepted this mission. His friend Autbert
was deat,

but

a

monk

named

volunteered to accompany him
untried field.

Witmar

into this

At this time the sea was infested with
pirates,

who

unpunished.

roamed

unchecked

and

Theship in which the mis-

sionaries sailed fell in with one of these
bold sea-robbers, and they were plunder-

believed
time,

found the

nu-

off

by

pi-

:

distinction.

secrated him to this work, had used these
memorable words: ¢ Be assured, broth-

He

once

said

to

a friend,

“ One miracle I would,if worthy,
Lord to grant me, and that is,
his grace he would make me
man."
He was sixty-four years old,
robust frame was literally worn
incessant hardships and toil. He

of a surety,

Accordingly the lots

were

cast,

was discovered

the

auspices

that

and

were

esty,

Queen

town, that lay at their

clergyman was léft to

unharm-

ed.

The arrival of Ardgar was well-timed,
and the people whose hearts were softenéd by their unexpected deliverance, listened willingly to his preaching. A reaction also took place in Denmark, and

Anskar again found
hopeful work.

his

Learning

hands full of
of the

success

A!

daaghter

is of vast

be permittedto remain and to preach
the new faith to the sacred lot. A council of ‘chiefs was called,and in their pres-

a

a - venerable

of

ence the solemn’ lot was cast.

The

re-

arose, and addressed the

excited

assem-

races,

fairs,

and

gatherings in the country.
married a pair, the other

day,

on

of the Virgin at La Salette, approved

the Congregation of Rites

at Rome,

and
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Nipples,

bridge has proved that in all kinds of soil
and in almost every locality the temperature is actually six degrees warmer than
that of the atmosphere. In only one instance was the air found warmer than the
soil and that was in a dense forest ona
very hot, still night. Similar observations
on the temperature of plants, very ingen- iously conducted, proved that they were
one and a half degrees warmer than the
atmosphere at night.
The usoally accepted theory of ‘ dew fall” has been
that the dew was watdt condensed
from the air by coming in contact with
the colder surface of the plants and soil,
and the ice pitcher has heen the famous
illustration. But these observations, and
other
ingenious
experiments
which
were made, prove that the dew is waler
evaporated from the soil and condensed
by coming in contact with the colder air.
Hence, the dew rises instead of falls. - A
familiar proof of this theory
will be
found in the moisture which collects profusely on the inside of hotbed windows at

Connecticut
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ation and
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air,the results of which will create quite a
stir among scientists and agriculturists,
since they upset some universally received ideas regarding the growth and cultivation of plants and particularly the old

year,

is for less than four montks at a time, the charge
will be at the rate of 87.00 per hundred. Pay.
men in advance. Discontinued when time ex-
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TEMPERATURE OF THE SOIL.

the

will cure as

ed, in the early stages of the diseases
surely control and cure them. Do not delay
trying it. on appearance of first symptoms
of these dangerous diseases.

nure for that season is of trifling value to
the present crop. These are some of the
reasons why I would apply manure in the

is

For

Used as & gargle and also
hroat. applied externally
asdirect-

especially in our

plow under, and if our

No other medicine

.

Diphtheria

what is

spring,

tr.

HELE ne
Le

wise, in the spring, the benefit of the ma-

the whole plan of salvation.”
Rev. John Poisal, D. D., late chaplain
of the United States House of Represent-

881

the

Sigeisios or Ly

cured by the ‘free use of the

and is A

food condition and we have more leisure
or doing this work than we can expect to
have in the spring. Seventh, by fall manuring and plowing, we can reasonably
expect from ten to twenty per cent. better
results on an average of seasons than
when green manure is applied in the
spring.
Eighth, in very
dry seasons,
when the manure is applied in the hill,
especially, or bountifully . applied other-

theory that dew

ja

Hemor rhages. blepn, stanchin,
ithe

would adopt the practice as above, I have
no doubt but good results would follow.—
Cor. Maine Farmer.

and his
out by
believ-

your soul, I can attend to you.

visited

importance,

who

q

ciimate.
Sixth, in the fall the fields and
sward land is dry and hard, teams in

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, has
of Ardgar, he felt that his own presence been appointedto a clerical position in
was necessary in Sweden, and he ac- the Post-office at New York city.
cordingly sailed for that land. The time
The Second Presbyterian church of St.
of his arrival was unfortunate. The Louis, Mo., (Dr. Niccolls, pastor,) has
heathen party, aroused hy their priests, been accepted ag the place for holding the
had again proclaimed a crusade of exter" sessions of the National Evangelical Almination against the Christians. But liance in OctobersIt is proposed among the Welsh CalAnskar was not to be deterred from his
purpose. He made his way to the court vinistic Methodists and the English Presbyterians to unite.
of King Olof, and boldly announced the
The English open-air mission last year
object of his visit. The king proposed maintained 186 stations in London, and
to submit the question, whether he should

Third,

become just

more time for work in the

obeying the summons of the bell, she
found a gentleman on the steps who
wished to see her father. ¢¢ Father isn’t
in,” said she; ** but if it’s anything about

atives,

soil,

preparation’ has

doxtul curesof
disease
in its various
forms.
we [Het oven
rs i

damarriai

in the spring with manure in the soil than
without the tall application, conse(uently,
an earlier season is the result.
Fourth,
vegetation is much better prepared to withstand a’ drouth than when the manure
is-applied in the spring, as the manure
has a tendency to make the soil porous
and dry, sometimes almost drying up the
tender plants, Fifth, fall manure gives

;

little

manure

the

ous, Shiuld be ad.
5
2.50
¢
advance
.
4
2.20
Postage is paid by the publisher.
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paper.
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Terms : single copy, each, »
385 cents,
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, +
'. 95 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinued when
me expires, and no commission allowed on mon-
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wi

soil will dry some four to six days sooner

Victoria.— Springfield = Re-

publican.

Rheumatism.
ever
such

are speedily

needed for the tender plants,

the earth are enrolled. as its army, of
whom 50,000,000 are subjects of her maj-

it

not favorable for the assault, therefore
thearmy was withdrawn, leaving the

mercy,

and it will readily

fall and

ask the
that by
.a good

that,though the work we have undertaken
among the nations is for a time subject ed that, in a vision, it had been intimatto obstacles and difficulties on account of ed to him that he should win a martyrs
our sins, yet it will not be lost or perish, crown. As he saw the close of life-apbut will, by God's grace, thrive and pros- proaching, he was disquieted by the fear
per, until the name of the Lord is made
that some sin of his had deprived him of
known to the .uttermost ends of the this honor. ' In vain his friends recalled
earth.”
:
to him the perils and sufferings that had
When the clouds of war had rolled made his life: a continual martyrdom.
away, Anskar remembered the con verted At last he was comforted by a vision,
chief, Herigar, and sent a monk named that assured him his life was accepted,
Ardgar, to seek him.
Ardgar boldly and the crown prepared for him was acHe joyfully
set forth, and after many perils he was cording to the will of God.
rejoiced to find Herigar alive and still bade farewell to earth on the 3d of Febfaithful to his profession. - He was no ruary, A. D. 865.
BESS 5 fo A Gf
sone
half-hearted or timid believer and, during
RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
the fearful storm that had passed over
the country, he had boldly confronted the
Connecticut has 290 Congregational
malice and fury of the heathen party,and churches, with a membership of 55,853,
the providence of God had not only pre- and a ministry of 387.
The Baptists of Sweden, last year, inserved his life, but given him great influcreased 17 1-2 per cent. The number
ence over his countrymen. The town of baptized was 2,600.
Birka had been attacked by a piratical
During the last thirteen years the Wesexpedition of Danes.
The place was leyans have increased 32 per cent, in
closely invested, and there appeared no London ; the Baptists, 31 per. cent.; the
prospect of successful defense.
In their Presbyterians, 12 per cent.; Episcopaalarm the people offered many sacrifices, lians, 13 per cent. ; Roman Catholics, 28
per cent. ; while the Independents have
and invoked the aid of their gods. They increased
only 5 per cent.
.
collected a hundred pounds of silver and
It is said thatin a single ward in New
whatever other treasures they possessed, Orleaas there are 11,000 colored Cathoand gave them to the hostile chiefs; but lics.
they were not satisfied with the amount,
The Rev. George T. Ladd, of Milwauand prepared to storm the town.
Again, kee, will be the lecturer on Congregavictims were offered, and the gods invok- tionalism in the Andover Theological
ed, but there was no answer.
At this Seminary for the next three years.
Although the power of Mohammed's
crisis, Herigar interposed, rebuking them
for their obstinate adherence to their successor may be waning in Europe,
Mohammedanism itself seems to be exdumb idols which could not help them in periencing a revival in many parts of the
time of trouble. Then they bade him 1 East. Dr. Dollinger, of Germany,in a retell them what to do, promising to. fol- cent paper on the subject, . states’ that in
low his counsel. He urged them to make Africa ‘whole tribes once given to fetish
a solemn vow of obedience tothe Chris- worship have become devout adherents of
Mohammed.
At Sierra Leone a Moslem
tian’s God, and humbly to beg of him for university is flourishing, in which are bepardon of their sins and protection ing educated a thousand young men,
against the threatened destruction. They whose lives will be asabsolutely. surrentook his advice, and, going forth into an dered to the cause the school represents
open plain, they solemnly vowed to keep as were the lives of the early soldiers of
the crescent who. counted it joy to fall in
a fast in honor of Christ if he would de- its defense on the field of battle. In Chiliver them. Deliverance came to them na the followers of this ancient symbol
in a way of which they had not dreamed. have increased beyond computation, 50,Amon
While the hostile army was clamoring 000 residing in Tonquin alone,
tbe Malayans and the Islanders of the
°| impatiently to be led to the attack, their eastern archipelago it is reported that 18,leader said he would not move till the 000,000 have been won over to its supgods were consulted by the sacred lot, port; and still one-fifthof the dwellers on

sult was favorable to the admission of the
titute and Ryprotscled, they were landed migsionary,but when this was proclaimed
at Birke, ahaven on Lake Malar. Here | to the people, there was a great tumult, |
they were hospitably received, and per- in the midst of which an aged chief

They

carried

°

Chris-

teach the Word of the Lord,but he labored in every way to ameliorate the condition of those, around him. He fed the
hungry, clothed the naked, and ministered to the sick and oppressed.
The
fierce pirates of the North were melted by
the divine influence of his life. They ascribed to him the power to work miracles,
but he never claimed this questionable

"ed of everything they possessed, and,des-

smittedto preach.

a number of native

Christian love. ‘He sought: not only to

cumulation of misfortunes, but he waited

my firm belief, nay, I know

ransom

The missionary labor of this devoted
servant of God extended through nearly
forty years. In his'work he relied esof’
pecially on a practical exhibition

mis-

would certainly come in the Lord's

to

tians who had been

his clergy and
as they looked

back on the smoking
he

been
toil.

and

Neu ral

it with

Tee ar

seed to Dover, N, H.

then spread on land intended for crops
the next yeur and plowed under in the
fall, My reasons are ;:—First, the-manure
is uch better
prepared for
plant food
than when used in its green state. Second, the action of frost and rains will decompose or pulverize all the lumpy parts
mixing

ETE or of eight pages, in its
Terms

FALL MANURING.

of the manure,

.

s
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should be kept front Spring until fall, and

Churches were built in many places, and

they might be educated for missionary
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EXTRACT

PONDS

:

Iam well convinced that barn

and saw

a large number of. many turn from their idols to the living
As the work progressed, other
young men, whom he had redeemed from God.
assistance.
slavery, were placed in the school that missionaries came to his

comforting himself with the faith of
Archbishop Ebbo, who, when he had con-

of

:

Here he labored for a few years
converts,

vi

&

The Farm,

and land

and

barbarians, and,’ amid their gloomy forests, and ice-bound lakes, to plant the
germs of Christian civilization.
Harold, king of Jutland, and his
the emperor Louis, the son of Charlemagne, who reigned over France and
Germany.
There they had been instructed in the Christian faith, and had
received baptism. ‘They were about to
return to their own kingdom, and the
emperor insisted, as a condition of his
continued friendship and protection, that
they should introduce Christianity among
their people, and, for this purpose that a
missionary should
accompany
them.
The question was, where they should find

to remain,

was given him on which he mightbuild a

patiently for the change that he

Anskar or, as he

#1

September

October,

His words hushed the tumult, and Ans-

wanting Christian men, who possessed
the conrage to go among
these fierce

a man brave and self-denying enough

N

the afternoon, through

call upon him.”

church.

tery were built,

of the old Teutonic paganism.

century found all the

for our advantage. We see our own deities

auspicious circumstances, and they joyfully preached the word of the
Lord.

tolic methods, and self-sacrificing toils of

the Suxons, that finally extended
quests to the Baltic Sea, and,
might of the sword, established
ligion of the Prince of Peace on

27,1879.
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Christianity into Germany by

a

Rink, the first Sunday in September. As
a begin ng, services will be held every
Sunday, witha temperance meeting in

w

introduction

a

purposes omy,
Eating. garposes.

VII.
|
THE INTRODUCTION OF CHRISTIANITY INTO
DENMARK AND SWEDEN.—
ANSKAR.

2

BY MRS. v.o. RAMBEY.

Cars for
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OF MEDLEVAL EUROPE,

‘We have noticed the

YET

cleus of a church already existing in the | bly. He reminded them of the wonder- a large eoncourse of pilgrims is expect
i
"
Ra
{ i
4
persons of Christian captives, to whom ful deliverance of,the people of Birka. eda.
their coming was like the visit of angels. ‘ Listento my counsel,” he said, *“O
Dr. Fulton and his céntennial Baptist
Their; hearts were gladdened by these ‘king and people, and reject not what is church take possession of the Brooklyn
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THE

The Worning Star,

of rather brisk driving along the shores
of Maggiori, and a couple of hours more
up a gradual rise to Domo d’ Ossola, there
wus a halt

trace the road'by which we were to de-

dull and sleepy

from frequent. draughts

of wine and beer to do anything but doze,

G. F. MOSHER,

ba

a
All communications designed
hould be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
addressed to thé Publisher, Dover,

were calculated to impress ‘the ‘unaccustomed traveler with the feeling that business was about to begin.

Editor.

was soon over.

for publication
and all letters
&c., should be
N. H.

But the flourish

After a couple

for

fresh

horses,

of hours

four

were

exchanged for five,—two at the pole and
EDITORIAL

CORRESPONDENCE.

BRIGUE, SWITZERLAND, July 28, 1859.

Our journey during the past five days
has afforded the most striking contrasts.
It has embraced

the

tour

of the

Italian

lakes, and the passage of the Alps by the
Simplon road from Stresa in Italy to this

point.

From the placid waters of Como,

Lugano and Maggiori, with white villages
embowered in green along their borders,
rand vineyards and orange groves covering the slopes that come down to them, to
the summit of the Alpine range, with

huge piles of snow
glistening

on either hand

glaciers

pushing

down the gorges, was a

their

contrast

and
way

indeed.

Our tour of the lakes was perhaps
in the inverse order from what it
have been to reach a climax of
and loveliness, for it embraced
first, the most charming of the

taken
should
beauty
Como
Italian

lakes, and doubtless the most beautiful
in the world.
Embosomed in the Alps,

whose hights arise like huge terraces
from the nearer green ridges to the more
distant summits from which the snow
never melts, with

its

numerous

villages

up its. side,we ‘detected a white line wind-

ing along the face of ths cliff, occasionally turning back on itself only to turn
again and proceed along a higher shelf,
now disappearing in a tuanel and again
showing itself a hundred feet above the
point of its last disappearance, but gradually working its serpentine way nearer
and nearer the snow line until it passed
into the clouds about the mountain tops
and was lost to view. That was the road
by which we were to ascend. It seemed
like a formidable undertaking, but subse-

quent. progress showed how ‘easily it
could be done. No part of the ascent
was really steep. The road, which is a
magnificent one,

built

of crushed

and

hard

the

another

of Brigue,

flourish,

remember,

on

the

driver's part and an extra jingle of the
bells which the diligence horses always
wear,—and
our journey

was

at an

end,

till after the Sabbath, at least.—a. F. M.

stone

TWO FOUNDATION ROCKS.

gradually

The events of the last three or four
years are well calculated to bring serious thoughts into even constitutionally
thoughtless heads. In any country this

and

but for

horses,

necessi-

tating a change.every ten or fifteen miles,
one would hardly suppose that he was ascending the sides of the highest mountain
range in Europe. Towards two o'clock,
we found ourselves perceptibly nearer the
banks of snow that lay so far above us in
the morning. But the horses were still
toiling upward, and we were at length in
the very midst of it. Huge drifts lay by
the road side. At one point the diligence
passed between two immense piles of it,
which only two days before had formed a
gallery over the road, which the traveler

passed through

this ‘village

as a city

street, is so constructed that it

summit,

At six o'clock

which is still 2000 feet above the sea, lay
almost directly below us, and apparently
sohnear that we might toss a snow-ball
into it. But it was only after atwo-hours’
gallop down the winding side of the
mountains that we
entered it—with

as by a tunnel.

Here

was the debris of numerous avalanches—
mingled masses of snow, ice, earth, rock
and stunted trees,--that hed come down

from the still higher summits, filling up
the road, ‘sometimes sweeping it away

tivated and strictly maintained.

exigencies

Political

and greed of power will

rate, even when

ope-

this spirit is at its strong-

against the cliff and the singing by a
party of friends who were at a_ little dis-

themselves.
Close by the snow
piles
bloomed the beautiful edelweiss; near

ed action, it is but to invite a fresh and
‘stronger onget
of corrupting forces,

chimes of the bells

the

quarter-hour

in the surrounding

belfries,
would
come drifting
the water, while the wash of the

for many feet, and leaving

ruin

in

their

which shall for every inch granted or altance in another boat, combined to clothe. by were the white and yellow daisies,
the hour with almost fairy-like enchant. while in the midstof these bloomed whole lowed take a good ell.
The only safety for a Republic is t
ment. The journey thence by steamer | beds of brilliant Alpine roses, blue bells
|
preserve
a majority of stubbornly honest
and
forget-menots,
and
among them on
next morning to Mellaggio, thence by
diligence over the hills to Porlezza, a a bed of green grass ran the white cas- voters. The outlook is not encouraging
port on lake Lugano, thence by steamer cades of melted snow from the hights for this, so many men are not there,
These features were so singular when you would put your hand on them,
to Porto, where we left the lake and took above.
and
so
striking,
since we had never seen the whirl of circumstances has dashed so
a diligence by way of Varese across to
many, cruelly and mockingly, upon the
Laveno on. lake Maggiori, afforded a them at so great a hight among ‘our own |
sharp
rocks of financial dishonesty, the
mountains,
that they filled us with advariety of experience. All along the dilihidden
pressure of political chicanery
niration.
Indeed,
one
could
gence route we were constantly meeting
hardly be
the younger men and women
bearing at this altitude among our New Hamp- has crowded so many seemingly stable
great burdens on their backs—almost shire mountains, for we were now at the men out of the narrow path of public receverybody carries a load of something on summit of the Rpss, a hight of 6600 feet titude, that we often wonder what shall
the back or the head in this country. It above the level of the sea. But still the next take place, or if we are indeed upon
is the harvest season, and as a rule the atmosphere was warm and genial, there the verge of a complete and universal
women are seen bringing the hay and were no chilling winds, and one could bankruptcy of honor. From the wholegrain from the fields in" huge sheifs on have easily believed it was some advanced sale frauds of great parties, striving for
their shoulders. Women and mules seem May season in New England. The solu- the highest position in the gift of the
to be the burden-bearers here. Mean- tion was not difficult. Even at this hight, country, to the stealings and pickings of
while, the old men along our route were we were still at the feet, almost, of the the meanest clerk behind the counter,, the
arranged along the roud-side all the way hights that arose above. The Schonhorn, grades are so continuous and the examples multiply with such startling rafrom one lake to the other, each holding Weisshern, Mont Leone, and the Rautpidity that the memory is taxed to retain
horn
pierced
the
over-hanging blue,
out his hat for alms, while all the mothers
them, and the moral sense stunned by
seemed to have brought out the babies, while snow-clouds drove past their sumthe
frequent repetition of the shock.
mits
only to be caught and torn and spill
whom they had taught to extend their

hands and scream for pennies.

Boys and

girls would run after the diligence by the
half-hour in the hot sun up the dusty
road, holding out some weed or flower for

hich they wanted some gift from the
traveler. But to proceed on our journey,
Varese, where we

spent

a

night,

is a

charming but secluded village, in an
elevated position, affording a fine view of
the surrounding lake scenery, and a most
magnificent panorama of the Alps.” The
three hours’ ride thence by diligence next
morning, with the sun at

our

back,

the

principal lakes occasionally in view and
Monte Rosa, grand and massive, lifting
its seven-fold head immediately in front,
was one of the pleasant features of this
interesting tour.
A diligence journey over an Alpine

their contents upon them.

Thus the line

of the road, although at a considerable
hight, was protected by still higher peaks,
between which the warmth of the sun
was held as if in gratitude for the beautiful work it was doing at their feet. Amid

all this apparance of thrift, only stunted

ed and prematurely old, hardly seemedto
be a part of the flower-decked, verdant
summits on which we found them. But it
should be remembered that such a season

as this is only brief.

For eight and ten

avalanches, and sometimes buried beneath

them ¢r swept down the gorges before,
them. Moreover, these people, the old
Valais of renown, have signalized their
prowess by many a battle for the liberty
that they prize, and are excellent soldiers

proper hour.

succession of deep gorges,

whatever refinement they may lack.
It would

be

the

useless

to

grand. and

striking
It was a
dizzy hights,

tion, not to say flourish, no matter how | the traveler, and chasms that seemed just
much it may lag and droop on the long ready to swallow him up. At one point
So

it was with no quiet movement that the
_ driver reined up his horses in the hotel
yard at the hour.of starting, while the
accompanying crack of his whip and the

rattle of the noisy wheels on the pavement and the orders of the
Ne

bustling

con-

Nor is the fact of the number and ra-

pidity of such lapses by any means the
most terrifying symptom.
This could all
be and yet the residuum of honest sentiment be made all the more compact and
strong by the very accumulation of warning examples, The alarming symptom is
the apathy which is stealing over the pub-

lic conscience.

‘As the man,

whose

is every

~—~DEAN

STANLEY

by the English

18

severly

press

criticised

for having

given

permission for the erection of a memorial
to Prince Napoleon in Westminster Abbey. He is snubbed as a ** courtier,” and
accused of showing preferences to the
palace, Perhaps, however, the truth of
the matter may be that the Dean is simply
used as a scape-goat for the folly of the
English people's senseless demonstrations
concerning the unfortunate young Frenchman. For suppose the Dean did make a

day becoming of less moment. - Americans
worship success; they seldom look behind the idol and gaze upon the tricky
machinery which has elevated it.
To get something out of nothing is a
pet scheme of men more in number than
we would like to acknowledge.
It is the
basis on which all lottery operations and
gift entertainments ply their miserable
avocations. There is such a disposition
in peopleto take a gold watch for ten
cents if any one will offer the chance.

Corsican lieutenant,who won his way to a
throne through blood, seeking to obtain
fame to help him in his political. designs

Christian parents will send their children

in France.

to cheap shows, and wait with feverish
anxiety to see what their tickets have

but why should England mourn, as if for
one of her own great men? The event
shows the increased sense of rec
importance fostered in England.
hrewd
observer says the result eftires=~ler will
be to show the people whither they are

drawn.

To get something out of nothing

is the ground principle of all church lotteries and benevolent gambling concerns,
of all feverish speculations and political
ring-making..
The most successful career is the one which, from the smallest
nothing and in the shortest time,

mistake, so did all the

rest

The case is that of a grand
of an

established

tending

He

royal

was

of England.

nephew,
line,

but

barbarously

not
of

a

killed,

and to bring about a stricter

the largest something and firmly fixes it.
How shall this be righted? Simply by

that

sum;

the

value

of the

animal

is

more, and we should scorn to buy full
value at half price. Some may call this
Puritanism ; an honest man

must

cdnfess

it right. It is the only safe basis of honest education. Any modification of it
tends to sharpness and over-reaching
which runs out into. universal cheatery.
This alone can preserve the pure, strong
conscience;

anything

less

blunts

and

bad wine

national
knows?

and

women

the

legislation
Yes,
who

answers, ‘* None

parasites

of

too
true?
Who
knows?
Mystery

but the guilty.”

BRIEF

NOTES.

A young Chinaman enters Harvard this fall;
Y. H; Cheong by name.

The

Boston Zranscript thinks

River must be the original
fall of man occurred.”

that

locality
;

So when political frauds are unearthed
some say, * Well, it is impossible to
clean hands in’ the work of election
paigns ; all parties are more or less
promised ;” others abjure thé whole

have
‘camcompub-

honestly estimate what he considers the

services of the s&nctuary worth to himself and then to pay it like a man ; and
forever eschew grab-bags, and raffles
and all such dishozest devices.
The country which would adopt this
principle of action would have a public
conscience so pure and lively as to consign to perpetual oblivion and disgrace
the money and political bankrupts who,
to-day, feed and fatten in high places.
Then, no individual

conscience,

smitten

with a feeling of its own sin, would plead
for the pardon of tbe public sinner, and
the individual purity of transaction would
be reflected with a beautiful radiance
from the highest stations of public trust.
The ideal for our children is, ** Success

through honesty, by honesty, and in lonesty;" the principle to be taught them,
‘Give a fair value for every-thing you

Mt. Leone,

Above were

the

peaks

parents, school

and

Fall

where

the

ocean telegraph the whole character of our
diplomacy has changed and ministers abroad
are merely conventional agents, without the
least utility.”

The Mexicans are reported to be in the énJjoyment of a‘ strong” government.
The old
law for the immediate execution of all parties
caught in arms, whether under pretext of
revolution or otherwise, has been drawn from
oblivion by President Diaz, and he fulfils its
text in spite of all outeries.

Reference to the Centennial of the Freewill
Baptists is
our people
tion of the
saries, and

made in another column.” We hope
will be on the look-out for the acConference Board at the Anniverbe ready to render it every ussist-

anceia the collection of statistics, ete.
That there is a downward course in life as
well as an upward is proved by many melancholy facts, It is an item of New York news
that

Rev.

Atherton

Leigh

formerly a distioguished

Powys,

aged

high church

69,

clergy-

man in the Chureh of England, has been found
insane ina house of bud repute. The sume

ed to the United States

was

and,

to

introduce

and

American

manufactures

sustain

in

the
in

from the Japanese government for eleven

instruments.

general trickiness

that

Flemington,

He

left New

Orleans

the

traveling was adopted

night.

This

on

mode

of

account. of his
:

:

though buried sometimes for long ages it
hus continued to spring up afresh from
time to time and attractto itself fresh op.
position.

’

i

The spiritof liberty which

Christianity

fosters has never quite died out of the
hearts of the people. Within a compara.
tively recent period it has again revived,
and asserted itself with such force ag to
make itself felt in the national council and
secure for its devotees
a large degree
of tolerance an immunity from persecu-

tion.

Protestant

Christians

in

countries have not been Slow

to

other

take

ad-

vantage of these altered circumstances and

have

hastened to

help

their struggling

and still persecuted brethren in that king.
dom. In Rome itself they have established anumber ofmissions which, in spite
of papal opposition, seem to be meeting
with gratifying success.
One of the best
known of these is that under the care of
Rev. W. C. Van

Meter, formerly connected

with
the Howard Mission,
in New
York city, and well known in many parts
of our country.
His work is under the
general direction of an association of
American

gentlemen, and

includes,

in ad-

dition to its day and evening schools, Sunday-schools and
preaching
services, a
Bible and tract department, from
which

are issued

Bibles,

Testaments,

Gospels,

and a variety of tracts and papers suitable
for distribution among the people.
His
first school was opened in a building stand-

ing very near to the Vatican itself; this he

was compelled to give up by papal machinations, but before the day of removal
there came to him a gentleman, formerly

some reason, been deposed from
fice, and this geutleman offered

him.

his ofto help

Being thoroughly familiar with

city and its

men of business,

he was

the
able

to do what, probably, few others could
have done.
He soon secured. larger and
better accommodations for Mr. Van Meter's work, within a few yards of one of
the principal entrances to the Vatican.
There, under the very eyes of the Pupe
himself, is this servant of God and his
fellow-helpers at

work,

undermining

the

foundations of papal power.
Mr.
Van
Meter is now iu this country for a short
time.
His address is at 155 Waverly
Place, New York City. From him any information desired may be obtained, and to
him donations for the: work may be sent.

We

do not often

think of

nations of Europeas

the

cultured

missionary

ground,

but no part of the world is more truly so
than some of those nations ground under
the iron heel of papacy for centuries.
Let us thank God for

every hand.
enter in

Let

opening

us,

wherever

with

we

doors

glad

can,

and

on

hearts,
“ as

have opportunity do good unto all men.”

we

THE RELIGIOUS OUTLOOK
Protestant Missions in Italy,
Italy hasbeen one of the great battlefields of the Christian religion.
Before
the Apostle Paul went to Rome to be tried
at the court of Augustus; Christianity had
found its way thither; and iu is believed by
some that, from that day to this, there has
existed somewhere in Italy 8” remnant, at

——It

is

stated

The first by

prevails] Boston, who,

the record of an unbroken line: of successors to the apostles. The most trustworthy

that

three

young

Dr.

ascents

a

With

three

of

Bryant,
the

returned to Chamounix and was

claim. Ivis certain,nevertheless,that for the

last six hundred years, this band

of sturdy

Christians has kept alive the flame of pure

of

and undeflled religion
among the hills
and mountain fastnesses of north-western
Italy. Over this laud the fires of persedution have raged with intense fury, again

of

seat of government and center of inflnence

Mont Blanc have been made this season.
guides,

hospita-

various parts of Northern Mexico under the
Board of the American and Foreign Christian Union, by regular ordained missionaries. In 1870 the Baptists sent an ordained minister to Monterey, who organized
three Baptist churches

city.
State

and again.

Here the Pope

has

had his

From that point his edicts have been sent
forth,

and the persecutions

ordered

have

in and

around

the

A year later the Friends sent to the
of Tamaulipas
a missionary . who

founded a

church

in Matamoras,

and

)a-

bored in other places in Northern Mexico
very successfully.
Ju 1872, the Presby.
terian Missionary Board sent four ordain-

«d ministers into the country.

They have

organized several churches and schools.
In 1878 the Methodist church sent out the
Rev. Dr. William Butler, whose labors

have

been

very

successful,

not

only

in

founding churches, but in publishing and
circulating
religious
literature.
The
American Board have a mission on the
western coast, and the Southern Presbyterlans are operating on the border of the
Rio Grande.
Of the actual number of
Protestant churches in Mexico at the present time, there may be forty, and perhaps
more, whereas it has been stated in this
paper and in others that Bishop Riley's
was the only one.”
i
:

The Sole Survivor.
That is a particularly interesting item of
religions news revealed by the Evangelist :

‘‘ We. believe that only one survivor is
left of the first band of missionaries that
went out to the Sandwich Islands.
This
is Mrs. Tomlinson, a lady living, in her
eighty-seventh year, at New
Milford,
Conn., who went out as the wife of Dr.
Holman, though she and her husband did

not remain long.
active, and

This is said to be the first authorities, however, do not allow this

piano shipment, ever sent to Japan. On
ly to let it go unburdened with the strong the other hand, the first cargo of tex exweight of public opinion, light-footed clusively from Japan reached New York
and light-fingered for future deeds of dis- a few days ago. *

and the easy manner assumed towards it.

at

of

foreign countries is a live question in
business circles. Almost every week we -east, 'of the true church of: Christ; uncorare apprised of the beginning of some new ruptedby the defilements of the papacy,
The Waldenses claim to be able to show
branch in the export trade. A local New

and overwhelming outburst of indignation which such a lapse merits for itself York piano firm has received an order

To laugh at “ dark doings” and call
corruption the “ way of the world” is on-

and then stop for

there being

78,

the

the first of June and has been traveling ever
since, resting on Sundays only.
He came
every mile of the way on his horse. He made
it a practice to cover thirty-five miles each day,

The bulk of material sent over was twice
1200 exhibitors. as. compared with 700.
In 1867 the number of gold medals grant-

As

Wyckoff,

N. J., to visit some relatives,after i ten weeks’

health.

as large as that sent in 1867,

Abraham

New Orleans, hus just arrived

of what is termed ** Qur Success at Paris.”

of

and in the dear interests of the future.

news item runs, Rev.

journey on horseback.

products

volcanic

ed a right to guod health-this- season.

~~ VERY many American exhibitors at,
the recent Paris exposition have already
found the commercial advantage of their
trouble. Mr. McCormick, the Commissioner-General of the U. S. at the exhibition has written a very agreeable report

——How

and! for the

al-

If

selves into the shell. of private business
ot pleasure, while a large number actually justify their crooked course and are

especially there was a most striking
view. On the very point of a precipice, honor. The gradual wasting away of the
along whose face the road was built, it correct moral conscience is the sure
(the road) made a sharp curve, turning grave of public security.
back upon and above itself, and so passThe reasons are many and various, both
ing along the face of the Schonhorn

obtain.”

1878, 140 were given.

that

ney.
and

Protestants in Mexico.
tends to deaden it. This puts a bit in the
“ The business of politics every year be«
The New York Tribune gives this brief
mouth of all ambition, and turns it to the
comes more costly,” is an observation we find
healthful and honorable course; any in the New York Herald. * Costly” is a com- review of Protestant work in a neighbér‘The recent consecration
modification of it allows ambition to take prehensive word, including morals as well as ing natjon.
of Dr. Riley as Bishop of the church of
the bit in its teeth and run off with honest money,
Jesus in Mexico gives interest to the hisdealing. The man who takes this as a
Is the Church of Scotland managed
by
principle comes down upon the solid rock women? The women members in that church tory of Protestant missions in that counof earning all he makes, and forever bids are said to have equal voting power with the try. In 1863 a church—and probably one
farewell to short ways of becoming rich.-| men, and their majority over the men in the of the first of Protestant churches—was
whole organization is nearly 79,000.
organized in Monterey by the agent of the |
The church where financial management
American Bible Society.
This is a characteristic sentence of the New
Between
1863
is based upon this, asks each member to York Sun: ¢ Since the completion of the and 1870,
six churches were organized in

lic work in utter disgust and draw them-

eager to reap the advantages of 4 widespread corruption. There is not found ‘any-

in the morning of Christianity seems
er to have been quite destroyed,

the Pope's Attorney General, who had, ‘or

limitation of monarchical authority.

gathers

feel-

on the battle-ficld as indifferent as stone
to the keenest sufferings of his fellows;
so the repeated occurrence of acts of moral obliquity and their public narration dulls
the edge of that keen and trenchant moral
sentiment in which we ¢an alone rest our
hope of public purity.
Li
:

| where over extended areas

attempt to

starts off with somethingof a, demonstea~{
cliffs that seemed about to fall and crush
mountains,

the ‘ how"

most

item stated that he was to be taken to & luna-

describe

and tedious ascent of the

influential,

the

tic asylum,
There is at least one minister who has earn-

good seats in it and were on hand at the scenery along the route.
always

or

to ‘them

all

other things become subordinated to! it,
and sink into lesser significance in comparison with the realization of this cherished plan. The end becomes more important than the means; and so one grows
rich

was

important évent of the year by firing a
startling salute in the market-place and
by exhibiting at night a very respectable
show of 'fireworks.—In another part of
the same paper we find that on about. the
middle of this month, Mr. Mosely, a
young physician of Boston, fell and was
fatally injured while descending the Matterhorn, Putting this and that together,
does the glory of the one. compensate for
the tragedy of the other ?

church

to begin, to find that the coupé and
bouquette,the only desirable outside seats,
had been already engaged for the next
wip, But we learned that a diligence left |
Stresa, further up the lake (Maggiori),
next morning at six, and by the use of the
telegraph and steam-boat we secured

A Swiss diligence

The more this

celebrated what

often begunalmost at his threshold. In spite
ofall these adverse influences,
the seed sown

The villagers

will take a firm stand upon’ these two
were stout and hardy, to ‘be sure, but
foundation rocks, this nation shall verily
|
ings
at
home
are
so
tender
that
the
‘sight’
they looked dwarfed and unnatural, while
:
of a poor dumb brute in agony will smite be called blessed.
>-o
the women, poor, haggard, sad looking
vreo+e
him to the heart, becomes by constant
creatures, and the children, sallow, ‘pinchOURRENT TOPIOS.
repetition of human death and disaster up-

things were the human beings. - The men

months in the year they pass a dreary
life, the women and children tending the
pass, answering in many respécts to a goats and cattle, and the mea dividing
Journey by stage-coach among the White their time between gathering wood and
Mountains of New Hampshire, is robbed keeping open the road for the Swiss mail
of half its interest if one is shutup inside. carriers, whiie they all alike are pelted
So we were thoroughly disappointed on by driving storms, terrified by crashing

arriving at Arona, Friday afternoon,
whence out journey across the Alps was

boy must have a higher pair of boots and
stride over'more leagues of ground than
did his father. Brilliant and sense:dazzling success has been the main idea.
To become rich: or politically ‘powerful
is to-day the purpose which is germinate

bly entertained at dinner by the hostess
of the Pension de I'Union.

——A WRITER in the Standard, of Chicago, raises a voice against the iniquities
would be the case; in such a one as- ours commencing at the cradle and, in the practiced in Washington, a voice to which
it must be most pressingly true. Where home school and church, teaching com- gll voters, at lcast, will do well to listen.
the governmental functions are exercised mon honesty. Never allow tke child to The subject is handled without gloves:
by the whole body of male citizens, gain what he does not give good value
The world, however, knows that of all
through media which respond so qaickly for. The real value of a thing is its crimes, those of the libertine and the harand sensitively to the slightest fluctua- worth to ourselves, not that which neces- lot comes least to light, and that for every
tions of feelings and opinions, it is of the ity or chance has put upon it. We should case of such viee exposed to popular view
last
importance that a-healthy moral not allow a boy to draw a silver watch and comment, the commission of an indefinite number may safely be inferred.
tone should permeats the majority of the for a ten cent ticket. The watch is worth What, then, from the occasionally reportvoting body. No amount of ingenious more than ten cents, and the boy should ed cases, may we conclude to be the true
cleverness, no degree of indefatigable in- scorn to wear value for which he paid state of wickedness among the most pubdustry can ever compensate for a-lack in- really-nothing. It a man under pressure lic men of the country ? is licentiousness
part of the mission on which men are
this fundamental direction. A spirit of of circumstances offers us a horse worth asent
to Washington? Is that common
stubborn, downright honesty must be cui- 8150 for $75, we should not take it: for fame which, for many years, has made

path. But it was in the midst of such
scenes as this that some of the most delightful features of the journey presented

with

Each

is viewed as the end of life, the more

across
waves

mingled

all our advice.

which each side hastens to seizeand blow
up in case of war, and were entering a
rock-built gallery over which a glacier
streain was pouring a foaming torrent,
when the scene was grandest, The diligence rattling and echoing through that
darkened passage, with the torrent roaring overhead and rushing down past the
apertures on the outer side, was quite impressive. It was truly a Napoleonic enterprise, this building of the Simplon road
by which the first Emperor might march
his conquering army back from Italy.

est, to compass the aims of party and the
objects of personal ambition by means far
removed from the honorable. When the
public eye winks at political wickedness,
or gives even a sign of condoning distort-

horn,

been the burdengf

morning. We had arisen a thousand feét
above the sea-level since starting. In
answer to our inquiry, the conductor lifted his heavy eyelids towards the line of
our route. We looked and saw nothing
but huge mountains, whose sides were
ribbed with rock and, scarred by frequent
avalanches. But further along a deep
gorge opened, and, looking ahead and far

the heavy strain on

the arms of the lake. -The new
Venus were burning just above
the lights in the villages were
across the water, occasionally
of the goat-herd’s bells or the
the more distant shepherd's

be

ing with hot-house rapidity in the minds

of green and purple and gold as it reflects
the hues of light and shadow onthe mountain sides, it merits indeed all the glowing tributes which it has called forth
from the poet's fancy and all the pictures
which it has revealed to the artist's genius. A night at Bellaggio, a delightful
resort just where the two arms of the
lake stretch away to the South, was well
calculated to impress one with a sense of

separates
moon and
the ridge,
glistening
the tinkle
echoes of

may

of two-thirds of our boys.

arises towards the

__a boat and rowed out around the cliff that

door, and

treated in every home.
‘We need a revision of ideal set before
the young mind of Americain home and
school. + Getting on in the world” has

near the Italian and Swiss boundary and

tistic fashion, and with its varidble shades

sunset, which lighted both water and
mountains with an unusual glow,we took

We had just crossed a {frail-look-

One lies near, at the

ing bridge over a deep abyss, which was

abreast,—and
It was now

and kept as smooth

After the golden

scend.

27, ‘1879.

the ascent
ten in the

three leaders
really began.

_ that look at a little distince as if they
arose from the water itself, with handsome chateaux arranged in the most ar-

the beauty of the scene.

STAR, AUGUST

ways clothed in snow. Below was’ the
bed of the chasm thousands of feet deep.
Away to the north was seen the Rhone
valley, the Bernese Oberland and ‘the
Aletsch glacier, while close at hand the
Rossboden glacier glistened in the sun,
and far below, like a white thread winding about and disappearing in tunnels,
galleries to protect it from avalanches,
and clumps of juniper trees, we could

ductor, who,by the way, soon became too

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27, 1879.

MORNING

she

Her
can

faculties are still

relate

interesting

cidents of the six months’
Thaddeus in 1819-20.”
Mr.

voyage

in-

of the

McAll Takes Another Step.

Those
interested in the evangelistic
work of Mr. McAll in Fiance will be pleased to know that it continues to expand,
and that the important

town

of

Bordeaux

has been added to the list of those in which
his operatious
are conducted.
The first
of several halls, which itis proposed to
‘hire, has been opened and meetings held
three days in the week: . The work has
attracted the sympathies of many. friends
of the working classes in Bordeaux, who
manifest their interest by their presence at
the meetings.
;
The Italians in New York.
Among the ‘many flelds for Christian
labor, a noticeable one

is

among

the Ital-

ian population of New York city.
There
isin the lower classes of the population of
our metropolis’ a very large Italian element—The—uumber
of emigrants from
Italy has increased largely within the last
few years and they are of a class that do

x

.

BA

possible for men to use has been

trouble

with others,
prominently

among

themselves and

80 that their names figure
in police court records. But

few of them understand

English.

is probably no class for whom

being done, while so much
for these people.

ness men, who indulged the

little

and, what is gratifying

with a love for the - work,
school, well attended and

were converted, a few
strengthened, and we

we

the

nothing

needful

sion, to be making preparation for this
work, and consult the action of the last
as

recorded on the 29th and 30th pages of
the printed Minutes.
I. D. STEWART.
©
roe

Visiting Ohurches.—No. 1.

I bad labored in years past. ‘Accordingly I
visited the church at Milton Mills and" Acton.
Here I had spént three years Some eight or nine
years since. When I commenced my labors
with them, they were in a very serious trial,
I left, they

had become pretty well united, and subse«quently enjoyed a good degree of prosperity.
At the time of my visit, they were in good
working order, and were enjoying a good

Bro.

Hillsdale, Mich.

church, was

Howard,

elected

pastor

and

a pro-

gramme previously arranged was adopted.
The Q. M. letters stated the facts that one new
church edifice has been erected, and that four

ministers have died in the Y. M. during the
past year—Revs. J. Hamilton, 8. W. Haggett,
T. W. Dore and A. Turner.
Revs. C. F. Penney, of Augusta, E. N. Fer-

passed in favor

the

Stirring meetings

An enthusiastic

of circulating

were

vote

the

was

Morning

Star among Freewill Baptist families,
about 125 specimen copies were ordered of
of the Corporators present by the several
tors. We shall expect one hundred new

seribers from the determined Taanner

is earnestly laboring

and
one
passub-

of those

present.
:
Rev. 8. P. Fay, D, D., of Bangor, brought
the congratulations of the Congregationalists

de-

Sherwood,

242
have
They
are one.
denominations
churches and 176 ministers, 61 of their ministers being settled and 115 acting pastors and

stated supplies.
On the whole this session

of the Penobscot

Yearly Meeting exhibited

a firm attach-

alty to God and the right, and

can

influence

Its

ment to our denomination.

loy-

unyielding

an

G.

not but be healthy und stimulating.

Our

camp-meeting is no longer held

in

an-

Tth to the 17th of Aug.; it
who succeeded the sainted Quinby as pastor,’ ticipation from the
of fact, it. now belongs to
matter
a
really
was
was earnestly working in the Master’s service,
and was gaining the confidence of the church,
and his excellent wife was doing a grand work
for the mission cause, and was greatly beloved
by all who knew her worth.
T enjoyed a three
weeks visit among them, with uninterrupted

pleasure.

I left them with

strong

pastor and people would so
that the pleasure of the Lord

in their hands,

Since

hope

that

work together,
would prosper

then, additions have

been made by baptism. May pastor and people be long united in the work of the Lord,

and great prosperity atténd their united labores
nae
D. WATERMAN.

Academy Corners, Tioga Co. Pa.
1 came to this place one year ago

and began labor with: a few
churches. It must be known

the past. Sketches from its records
:
be uninteresting.

.not
.

may

Bro. Geo. C. Baker, of Garrettsville,

Ohio,

and

received

well

and

preacher

a

good

labors were

efficient for

Théy were

good.

ant with the affairs of our denomination, that
our numbers are few in the old Tioga Co. Q. M.

The place of my address is’ located on the
Corvenesqua river, a mile below Knoxville.
‘We have a small church composed of earnest
laborers.
Having no meeting-house in which

to worship, being obliged to hold meetings in

came

upon

us near

‘and

night

our

good

congratulated us on
brethren
Pedobaptist
all of
our thorough sprinkling at the out-set,
which we took in good part as we could well
afford to, it being the only hurd shower durFriday morning
ing our meeting of ten days.
brought to our aid Bro. A. F. Bryant and a
Bro, B. tarried with us
bright sunshine.
or and
Zang

ihe school-howse, they have many times been | an able preacher, and a
solicited to consolidate their interest with one
from this time, the i
of the up-town churches.
Every argument

nroved
prov

good

himeelf
geaftoto hehe

worker,

and

softened and tem-

Rev.

five

:

Rr

, .f

inhabitants

are

and

192

:

Itis far

superior

weakness
Plaster

P Niles—=N

For

to commo!

G

Any

to give

Henry

rible

also the best

Ben-

known

remedy.

Ask

for

26—

Notices.

This

Valley church, Sept.
DOOLITTLE, Clerk.

Mewas

with them, Aug. 9, 10, and organized a church
of

an old: Methodist

Clerk.

‘of
PANCOCK & QUINCY Q.-M., Wheatland church,
R., M. HIBBARD, Clerk.
Terre Haute, Aug. 29—31,
P.M,
EXETER Q.M., Exeter chnreh, Sept. 10, at pH
The question ofchanging the time of holding the Q. M.
will be acted upon.
.D.SWEETLAND, Clerk.
York Co. Q ¥i,at North Berwick, Beech Ridge
P. SMITH, Clerk.
church, Sept Wy Re

at Beech
M.,
PERSONS atiedning the York Co, Q.
Ridge, No, Berwick, i" ed 3. 4, who desire tobe met
day,
what
on
me
inform
please
at the N.B. depot, will
convey.
train, and railroad they expect to come, and
provided.
be
will
church
ce to the
14

L

be

.

SPOONER,

THOS.

JR.

of

noQ. MI. We made a mistake in" giving
SAUK Co.
tice of the Sk session of the Sauk Co. Q, M., Wis., 1d
be held in Hillsboro. It should be Sept. 12, inst
5th as given in the former notice
:

¥

DAVID STILLWELL, Clerk.

LISRON

Q. M., Whitefield,

Sept.5, at &%

FRENCH CREEK

Sept. 6.

7.

:

ii Sen

Q.M.. Greenfield chnrch,commenc=

. 19,

INDIANA
h
b
Y..
Sept. 12—14,

M,

will be held with the Zion chure! h,
D. A, TUCKER, Clerk.

NORTHERN INDIANA Y. M. will be held Sept. 26.
98, beginning Friday,at 2, B. M., with the Franci Sw
rille church, at Francisville, Ind., located on the L. N,
d BGs R.
« JOHN W.RANDEL, Clerk.

Quartirly PWeetmngs.
BRANOH. Q. M.—Held its last session’ with
the Kast Gilead church, Aug. 8=—10.
All ibe
churches were represented.
A very profitable

Books

session enjoyed. « Ministers present: Revs,
Wm. Taylor, Amos Stevens, T. C. Partridge.

Conference voted a license to Bro. I. E. Crites
to preach the gospel.
Next session with the Kinderhook church.
C, F. MYERS, Cterk.
*

LANSING

with

the

(Mich.)

Leslie

Q.

M.—Held

church,

Aug.

its

8-10.

session

The

the correspond
ing

secretaries

and’ treasurers

of the several State and losal Home Mission Societies
in thedenomination send a report of the work done by
their respective societies to the subscriber by the 15.h
of Sept. so that the re port of the ** Parent Society” way
given fur exhibit of the work done in the denomination the past Jeo
o
A. L.GERRISH, Cor. Sec. Home Miss. Soc.
Olneyvitle, R. ILAug, 25,1879,
2t

Hillsdale

College.

to

Merits

used in compounding and prepariug the remedy.

Forwarded.

BY MAIL.

USE ONLY HOLLIS
:
IT IS THE BEST.

Harrison Green Arrow Reck Mo 2°
Chas E Baker Littleton N H. Box 144,

Married
In West Derby, Vt., Aug. 18,
Rev. A, H. Milliken, Mr, Lewis
E.Fry.

both

of

at Fifty Cents

a Bottle,

Aug.

21,

4133

WHOWANTS A. FARN

at the parsonage, by
H. Barnes and Miss

Beston, Mass.

Mr

Sam’l B. Norton and Miss Ira F .Bradix, both of Stanstead, P. Qi
.
In Rumney, Aug. 20, by Rev, Thomas Wyatt, Mr,
Joseph W.Burnham and Miss Mary G. Kimball, both
0 f R.
In Blackberry, Ill, July 11, by Rev. J. P. Prickett,
Rev. C. A. Baker and Miss M. A, Pouley,bothofB,
In New Gloucester, Me... Aug, 9, by Rev. Seth W.Perkine, Mr, Wilbur H. Johnson, of N.G., and Miss Sadie
Pulsifer of Oxford, Me.

2004

cts an Mich

v

of facts. , Os M. mage

RT
ele]

d for
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[lela
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form
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Died
In Fayette, Me.. Rufus Gould. a pensioner
war of 1812, aged 84 years and 5 months.

of the

Wied
New
HAIR

ADVERTISEMENTS
HOME

AND

RETREAT

p80

FOR

INVALID~. A private, first class institution for
the treatment of ull Brain Sickness, Spinal and
Nervous Diseases, Paralysis, Epilepsy, Hysteria,
&c., 298 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass.

DR. THOMAS

cian.

B. SANBORN,

Resident

This standard article is compounded with the
greatest core.
Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory as

Physi-

Send stamp for circulars.

ever.

1y16

If restores gray or
color.

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE
taining
dress

valuable information for
Baxter & Co., Publishers,

New York.

An

attarctive

investors. Ad17 Wall Street,

1y42

Home=School

advantages

of the highest

term begins Sepi. 13.

£31

Miss

for

order.

For

and

youthful
dandruff;

white and clean.
found so effectof Massachusetts
preparason for

the

Whiskers.

;

other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion, It is easily applied, being in one prepa-

ration, and quickly and effectually produces a
permanent color which will neither rub nor wash

Girls.

Fall

For circular address

Cure

its

This elegant preparation. may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from gray or any

RACHELLE GIBBONS HUNT, Prin.

Melinda Pills a Sure

to

Buckingham’s Dye

oh

—Choicest in the world—Importers
prices—Largest company in America
* —staple article—pleases everybody—
Trade continually increasing—Agents wanted everywhere—best inducements—don’t waste time—
send for Circular.
ROBT WELLS,
t29eow
43 Vesey 8t., N. Y., P. O. Box 1287.

Casewll’s

hair

It removes all eruptions, itching

TRUNIY BALL, Boral, N, J, | umes
Varied

faded

and the scalp by its use becomes
As a dressing nothing has been
ual or desirable.
Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer
says of it: “I consider it the best
its intended purposes.”

MANUFACTURED

BY

R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H.
[No. 5.]

em30

for

CONSTIPATION.
These pills are purely vegetable, being made of
the resinoids, or active principles of those
plants which investigation has proved to be the
most reliable and

Liver and Biliary

unsurpassed ; safe
their work, with:
pain or uneasiness
orinterfering with

diet.

They are of

tance to every

subject

to

in.

Head

ness, Piles, Rheu-

specific for

organs.

all

diseases

of the

For family use they are
and
sure
in
out causing
in the bowels,
travel, labor or

#=

vital

impor-

dividual who is

&

ache,

eSbaSE=e¥

matic

Dizzi-

and Neue

00K BROKER!

ralgic Pains, Disagreeable Breath, Pains and Soreness in all parts of the body, Sallow and Eruptive
Skin, Indigestion, Jaundice, Biliousness, Colds,
Suppressions, etc. Send 25 cents by mail and

a box. For sale by all druggists.
Co., Boston, Proprietors

CASWELL
1y8

money,
HEADQUARTERS
for Mouldings,
“ALL persons who are intending to be present at the
R. I.& Mass. Y. M. are requested to send the it | knobs, card glass, improved mitre: machines,
&c
names at the earliest opportunity that homes jay be
Send for catalogue containing Price List and full
asprovided fr them hefore theivarrival. . Address,
particula’ 8 to
Agents, including elegant samples
tor of the Union F. B. church, North Sterling, Conn,
free.
Address,
)
OXFORD PICTURE FRAME MF’G CO., Oxford,
Home Mission Intelligences Wanted.
435
‘Will

and ter-

Kidceys

Preparation

Its

Young.

218
y
brother nearly seventy years of age. He had
WANT.—The Oxford Picture Frame
TICKETS will be furnished at any station on the M e.
been a Methodist fifty years and a class leader
M’f’g. Co.,with unsurpassed facilities are
Cen. R.R, and its branches,at one fare, and good fi wr
A fine opporpart of the time.
| return,to ajlattending the Me, Cen Y ', M. at Bat bh, | in want of a few reliable salesmen.
Woity is now offered to any lady or gentleman who
Sept 2-4,
C.F. PENNEY.
is willing to work. No mistake if you wantto make

|

manv

and

are in the purity of materials selected and the care

Conference,

JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

sermon hy A. C. Brush.
Opening
Wat, U. EDWARDS, Clerk.
5
P
Confe r=
Q. M., Liberty church. Sept. 5-7.
GIBSON
ence. Friday, at 2 1-2. P. M, Business of the most imThe welfare of our Q.
Portance is to% be transacted.
that eve
is greatly atstake and we earnestly pra
ery church may be represented by its full delegatiol n,
Fri
1-2,
2
at
promptly
tad
on
be
delegate
every
Let
.C. WHITNEY, Clerk.
day.
|]

for the

Bladder

all leading physicians prescribe and endorse.

hip-

Complete History of Wall Street Finance, con-

f . M. PEASE,

the

is no nostrum, but a purely vegetable remedy that

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
’
For the Liberal Education of Women.
Examina. wi 11 | tions for entrance, Sept 17. Charges $400 a year.
MINISTERS CONFERENCE of the Otisfield 8
Catalogues sent on application to
W. LL.
DEAN,
convene at Eas; Bucktela, Me., Fi Ruesda iy & ah 2, at
-2 0%¢lock.
a
rmon in the evening
Registrar.
6132
1-2,p. M,

ne

remedy

of

B5~Sold by all Druggists

Establishment.

Chery
P.S,

POTENT

diseases

which both sexes are equally liable.

H

White—CW

76 East Ninth St.,
NEW YORK.

HOILI.1S

K Nebles—J
Newlend—R Preston—A
Pouley—Mrs M Rawson-J A Sutton—J
I, Spears—Mrs

..... 1

COMPOUND FLUID EXTRACT OF UVA URSI
AND BUCHU has proved to be the BEST and
MOST

W

treatises.

In rvr
beautiful
Songs
nll oocnsions

UVA URS
BUCHU.

and

Munsey—

Style.

BIGLOW & MAIN, Publishers.

y
Express.
B G Bryer La Grange Me.

Fo
Kid

Recreatipn,

| practical

73 Randolph Street,
CHICAGO.

MISS. 80C,

Jr—J

in Superior

Sent by Mail on receipt of 75 cents.
$7.50 per dozen. by Express.
Ar Specimen pages sent free to applicants.

J. F. SMITH#
oN*

Morrill

Pages,

and instruction,

Letters Received.

ple—J Westlake—J

sther plasters will not even
relieve.
me and Weak Back, Rheumatism,

Large

The Sovereign Excels

R Badger—A Clough—J Clabion Cli jeagn-d DarHug—L Decker—J
Ferguson W
Gowen—A
§
Humphrey—Miss J E Hicks—) W Hunt—G P Linderman—T

SOVEREIGN

Post-Office Addresses,

Money

York.

For Musical Societies, | In New Material.
For Singing Classes | In thorough and

in N.
Capt.

delegates.

New

By H. R. PALMER.

semi-

civilized,

O.

THE

‘REV. E.N. FERNALD (to whom all contributions
from the churches for our Benevolent Societi@s should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
£5719

Ww Stewart 2—A

Peden

One

N.

& CO.,

805 BROADWAY,

Tor Ml Singag Pagel

\ MCKOON, Clerk.

The Lord has been pouring out his blessing
on the people near Landon in McDonough Co.
Rev, S. T. Dodge held a two days meeting
seven.

Cincinnati,

CATTARAUGUS Q." M. will be held with the Salamanca church, commencing Friday, Sept. 5, at 3, P.M.

tion in book form.
Many befitting resolutions
were passed, and the religious exercises were
pleasant and profitable.
/
Illinois.

of fifteen members, baptizing

that

CHURCH

66 WEST FOURTH ST.,

1a Sept’, at 2,P. M,

Q. Ms,

T. E.

to

the old notion

clergymen

ME. F, B. HOME

on, the lst Friday
MoNBOE, N.Y., Q. M.'Clarend
A.Z. MITCHELL, Clerk.

and

churches,

wished

free on ap-

PUBLISHED BY

JOHN

All money contributed for mission work in Main
should be sent directly to Rufus Dering, Portlaud
Me.
5250
Per order of Ex. Com,

Morrison—J
Peasley—R F

Boox Co., ILL. Q. M,
5,at 7, P. M.

a prominent minister of the Y. M., for publica-

ready

worker,
Near night of this day Bro. H. H.
Loomis and wife, Free Methodists, arrived.
‘During the six days they tarried with us their

Royalton

was appointed by the Y. M. to write the
moirs of the late Rev. I. Z. Having, who

was

and

oné

by correspondence.
Beaver
River, N. 8.

*.

Porous

Quarterly Meeting

The Scioto Q. M. has been

baptized

return tick tto

The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Printing
that the annual
Establishment are
hereby
notified
meeting of said corporation for the choice of officers
und the transaction of other business, will be held at
their office in Dover, N. H. on Wednesday, Sept. 17,
1. D. STEWART, Sec.
stll, A «M,
Dover, Aug.19. 1879.

will soon be formed into a new Yearly Meet~
ing, which will make two Y. Ms. in the southern part of Ohio, including portions of West

the number

pain

Specimen pages and full particulars
plication,
:

cool,

further information needed I will be happy

CAPCINE

Capcine

IN CREAT VARIETY.
" Price 75 cts. by mail; $750 per dozen by express.

Clement, at Lewis Wharf, in Boston, Tuesdays,
at 12 noon, to Yarmouth, N. 8.
Fares, $6 00. Free

will derive great comfort and strength from th
Benson's

gunning,

grows green here as well as
Take the steamer—Dominion,

use

of

for

and see that they

that the grass
H. or Mass.

MEDICAL

Baldwin

Q. M.. These, with one or two other

those who heard. Bro, Baker was an efficient,
and acceptable worker through the meeting.
Thanks to the Geauga & Portage Q. M. for

sending us’so

BENSON'S

Printing

divided, now forming two Q. M’s, the new organization being designated as the Pine Creek

Kentucky.

barbarous;

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M., North St. church, Bath,
Sept.3.
TI0WA STATE Y, M. Pleasant Hill, Jones Co.,Oct.3.
NORTHERN KAN. & S0. NEBRASKA Y. M,, Salem,
Neb, Sept.b.
"
CENTRAL
II. Y. M., Ashley, Sept. 5.
FREE BAPTIST Y. M., Nova Scotia, Beaver River,
Yarmouth Co. Sept, 11.
INDIANA Y.M.. Zion church. Sept. 12.

ordained ministers, and one licentiate, was received into the Yearly Meeting.
It is called

by

| both able preachers and thorough workers.
Servizes in the evening, prayer-meeting and
last’ June,
A ' heavy shower
preaching by the pastor.

of our smaller
to all convers-

Kentucky, consisting of three

the Johnson Q. M.

~

chance

S. is out of the world, and her

Makanda
massachusetts
McLean
McHenry
Midnapore
Norfolk Co
Oceana
Ox foro
Salem Neb
Shiloh
St Francis Mo
ama
Tioga Co
Union
Warren & Clinton
Wayne Co
Whitestown
Winchester
Winoua & Hougton

VERMONT Y. M., West Topsham, Sept. 1 1.

Meeting, held in California, Pike County, was
one of very good interest. The several Quarterly Meetings belonging to this. body were
represented, the remotest one being in West
Virginia, which was represented by Rev. D.
Powell. A new Q. M,, located in the State of

reached Bellevernon on the evening of the 6th,
consequently he was on the ground in time
for the opening sermon on Thursday at 3,p. M.

The effort was timely

the

BAP, ASSOCIATION will be

Scotia cousins, and forgat

Sotices and. Appointments.

Liverpool churches, and is greatly welcomed
by the brethren.
:
The late session of the Ohio River Yearly

Virginia and

Bellevernon, Pa.:

with

BRIGHT AND HUMOROUS SONGS,
CHANTS,
i
VOCAL CULTURE CONDENSED,
DEVOTIONA
RCISES,
| 'GLEES, PA © SONGS, ETC.,

CHOICE

board at one place near the seashore and give
himself up Wholly to recreation. Come, brethren,
to our Y.
M. and get acquainted with your Nova

Lizzie

There is good

J. H.

BRILLIANT SECULAR CHORUSES,
TOUCHING PATHETIC
PIECES

5

ably, cost nothing any way unlgss

son’s Capeine Plaster and take no other. Sold
by all Druggists. Price 25 Cents.
4133

of ¢ Faattend....
has been
for State

churches do likewise....Rev.

visitors from abroad.

among

1.0ss

1y24

WorthCo.

ie, | good

dome

with real gems, and bring many entirely new
features for singing-class work. Its course of instruction is the best yet offered, and these are

healthy atmosphere, no fog to disturb, in short, an
excellent oy: portunity for enjoying out door life,
and recruiting health, tea miles from the beautiful
town of Yarmouth. lr you wish to stop in ove
place, good board can be had from tinee to five
dollars a week. But if yon wish to travel and
preach a little, it would cost one or two ministers
nothing. Indeed a few weeks’ visit would, prob:

ney Disease and all local aches and pains, it i

We learn thut the Big Island church is making

A.

every department— filled from foundation to

E. WW. RICKER, Sec.

8133

i

You are earnestly invited to thoroughly examine
the new * Paraok OF SONG” oo
by
DR. GEO. F. ROOT,
It is believed that we can, without fear of exaggeration, promise that you will find it complete in

would be to come down here. We have a pleasant little village overlooking the Bay of Fundy,
* beautiful for situation,” affording ample opportunity for boating, fishing in salt water or
fresh,
bathing, riding and walking on sandy beach or

porous plasters, Hiniments, electrical appiianc
es and ‘other external remedies.
It relieve
pain at once, strengthens and cures whe

compan-

Woman's Mission.

L. Gerrish, of Rhode Island, were

and

FREE
Weakness,

NORTHERN INDIANA Y. M., Francisville, Sept.
98

held in thy ipterests of Sunday-schools, Home
Missions, Foreign Missions, Education and the

D.R, Whittemore

’

H., Aug.7, 1879,

277

Singing Class Teachers!

;

wish to take a vacation, and can not afford to go
“ torEurope,’ 1 think the next best ching for them

beautiful

<
>

the same form.

jon of Rev. A. H. Whitaker, of E. Liberty, is
suffering from an attack of typhoid fever....

Representative from Meigs Co.

:

SE

| SINGERS

ade

Ox the 11th of September the Annual Conference of Nova Scotin Free Baptists will convene at
Beaver River. The church edifice is bein repair
ed and enlarged, new spire erected and
bell furnished. Now if any of the ministering
brethren

were

Yearly Meetings.
WHEN AND WHERE HELD.

prospect of his
election.
The temperance
cause is on the advance in central and southeastern Ohio.....The Sabbath-school at Berwick F. B. church is increasing in numbers
and interest. Fifty copies of the Little Star
and Myrtle are taken.
Let other country

nald, of Lewiston,

resolutions

it is the one and enly treatment they should re.
seive. This article contains new medicinal ele
ments such as are found in no other remedy in

call to Mr.

efforts to secure the pastoral labors
ther” Geo. W. Baker, May success
| Rev. T. E. Peden, of Jackson Q. M.,
nominated by the Prohibition party

be

ough, ordinary coughs or colds or weak lungs,

Western.

Bangor

991s mn;

Wijpmee—————————

W here children are affected with the whoopin

church,

Ohio.
Mrs. Ellen Whitaker, the esteemed

id

OHIO FREE COMMUNION

eee
af

Females suffering from

Island.

Free- Baptist

;

Dover, N.

oD TR eH

<0

S—
~-

of the

moderator,

in.

London

A. T. Salley, a graduate of the last class of the
Bates Theological school, to become its pastor.
«wo..The R. I. & Mass. Y. M. will convene
with the Union church in Foster, on Tuesday,
Sept. 9.

est.

Rev. R. L.

On the afternoon

Prov., has extended a unanimons

At Bangor the rain‘came pelting down in
torrents on Tuesday,
the 19th inst., the day
appointed for the opening of the Penobscot
Yearly Meeting.
The gathering at the commencement was small, and the attendance
throughout was affected by the storm, being
considerably less
than the
average.
The
meeting, however, was not wanting in inter

stated to

L. O. SmrtH, Clerk.

American Asso
Apgola
Apple River
Ashtabula
Balasore
Cass & Berrien
Chautauqua
Chicago
Craw ford
East Baton Rouge
Enosburg
Freeborn
Genesee
Grand Rapids
Hillsdale
Jefferson
Jefferson Neb
Lebanon
‘Lit'le Scioto

ment.—M. C, HENDERSON.

~ Penobscot Y. M. Correspondence.

was

Ham-

No reports for next year’s Register have heen receiv
ed from the following
Q. M’s, and if not forwarded soon
they will be too late fur jusertion:

of the same day, we attended the funeral service of this brother and sister, On the following day, Hellen 4 M., eldest daughter of the
first named, died in this village, aged 36 years.
On Monday, the 11th, we laid her remains
quietly to rest by the side of her mother, who
had preceded her but a few hours in the better land. It is a sad hour with the bereaved
children and sisters of the deceased ones,
Considering the instance, it may be regarded
a remarkable occurrence, that, in so short a
time, three should be removed, so closely related, at points so widely separated, and a
burial together, without premeditated arrange-

Williams

Fairview.

Mission

St, New York.

ceased, Mr. Moody Towne, of Boston, Mass.,
died,-and his remains came to the village for

The Roger

0)

ig

THE FREEWILL BAPTIST ANNIVERSARIES will be
held with the Olueyville F. B,chareh, 'Olneyville, R.
1,, Oct, 79, 1879
he programme will appear in the
Star in due time. If any reduction of fare over the
railroads 1s obtained, notice wili be given,

of Manhood, and all disorders brought on by inAny Srnggst as the ingrediscretion or excess.
CO., 78 Nassau
dients, Address DAVIDSON

train of the 8th, for burial. A few hours before the death of Mrs. B., a brother of the de-

Rhode

Foreign

at

In spending a few days in Lake Village, our
former field of labor, we were called upon to
witness an unusual instance of bereavement.
Mrs. James M. Blake, for many years a resident of the place, being on a visit to a daughter in St. Johnsbury, Vt., died Aug. 7, and her
remains were brought home on the early

;

and

PRESCRIPTION
For the speedy cure of Seminal

New Hampshire.

interment u few hours later.

its last

Business Forces.

Eastern.

and

tes.

:

West's Liver Pills cure Liver Complaint.

Hinisters and Churches.

of Maine, and said that in trials and labors our

When I closed my labors at Nottingham, N.
H., last March, I thought I would take an opportunity, to visit several churches - with which

and

delegation,

Paloma

5=1.

J. W. HILLS.

for

od ry

nd oni

15. | Pp. 0. box 2817, New York Nir Ti Pagu,Lt Gor, Sec.

adopted. The covenant meeting on Saturday
P. M. was one which will be long remembered
by every one present.
Next session with Canaan church, Sept.

Sacrament

and after being dismissed they were slow to
leave the place.
Spiritually and financially
the church here is benefited and encouraged.

(Bro. Jones is a graduate at Hillsdale), and I
think he will do good there.
A missionary
preacher has joined the church there.”
Bro.
Wyatt is « hard worker, is the only minister
on the west side of the Tennessee river. A
large field awaits cultivation.
He is preaching
to four churches and other places, calling
where churches could be organized with good
The fields are white
prospect of permanency.
for the harvest.
Bro. Ricks from Cairo writes, ‘‘ We did not
have any Q. M. on account of the yellow fever,
and the city being quarantined prevented us
The Q. M. was to have been
from'going.”
held in Tenn., fifty miles from Cairo. They
would have to go on the cars, and consequently were prevented by the q uarantine.
J. 8S. MANNING.

also the Quarterly Meetings*when in ses-

gree of revival interest,

midst

M,—Held

through a verbal report

sion and

cises to the close were interesting and held the
multitude as though spell-bound to the last

1873,

Latrobe, June 14,

C. Nve, were also present during the Scgelon.
8=
Beside routine and local business, Home

came afternoon and
The

L801

atthe y dior

-

“THE PALACE OF SONG.”

year are
sen

held in Rochester, Loraine Co., On on the Cleveland,
Coluwcbus, Cincinnati
aud Indianapolis R. R., comed.
R. MAsoN HIBBARD, Clerk.
meneing with
a sermon on Tuesday evening, Sept.9,
closing Thursday evening. Sept. 11. The following
MEIGS Q. M.—Held its last session with the and
programme of exercises has been arrunged:
Opening
Most of the sermon, Tuesday evening,T. E. Peden,
Campaign church, June
6-8.
Quulifica‘The business tions for tl e Ministry, J. W. Martin. The “Card Syschurches were
represented.
J, Phillips, Jr.
"Relation of State
Association
sessions were well attended by.residents of the totem.”
our Parent Benevolent Societies. 8, D. Bates. Womvicinity and the number present at the selig. an’s Mission Societies, J.B, Lash, Church Extension,
R.J. Poston, Religions Culture smdng the Young, G.
ious services was so great that it was w t
H, Damon.
Reaching the Masses, R. A, Davis. Good
difficulty that they could hear the speakers.
Sunday-schools,C, A. Gleason,
he F. B, Ed. Soc.
On Sabbath, the attendance was so large we
L. D. Boynton. The Curseof the Cup, E. H. Higbee.
were compelled to hold the services ina grove. The Sabbath for the People,d. A. Sutton, Centenary
Fund, R. Clark, MinisterialSupport, A. M. Shuonwhere we were addressed by Rev. John M.
ton. Revivals. A. H. Whittaker.
Amusements. B, F.
Davis, who was soon after chosen one of the
Zell, Our Weak Churches, D. L. Rice.
Sumbling
During the
Professors of Rio Grande College.
Blocks, A. Striemer. Sermon Making.
J.B.Page.
morning services, Prof. R. Dunn, of Hillsdale, Dealing with Skeptics, A. Jones, Our Obligations to
W. J, Fulton, Qualifications for Church
arrived
yhexpectedly
and
preached
at 8 | the Heathen,
Membership,J. H. Baldwin,
Uvnemployed Ministers
Powell, 8. Weed, W. and
o'clock, Ps M. Revs.
Unsupp lied Churches, A. Losee.
J. Fulton, Cephas Chase, J. C. Denny and J.
3134
0.D, PATCH, Sec,

of the Lord’s Supper was administered at the
opening of the evening service, and the exer-

River.

February,

We bad a full

multitude

spirit and worth till the last.

secured the services of Bro. Jones, at Paducah

first hunall to be
Centenary
presented
day.

Before

the

BATES, Clerk.

Sanduy schol Feports for the current
wly.
reports.

the rnd
hg LA ony and contributions should accompany report by P.O, order or. registered J etter,
2% h Wah 18 h orward ai re orts Fede ived at early

at

be without a pastor and membership
diminished to 7. Franklin and St. Albans churches reported invisible. Request of Bro. J, 8. Dinsmore for a letter of dismissal by vote grant.

evening, The preaching was excellent,rising in

me from New
religion is in-

in

aud

Haute,

ilton

Bro. S.
Monduy

meeting or a general prayer-meeting in front of
the stand. Sabbath morning, Aug. 17,was damp
and chilly but the threatening storm was kept

on the Sabbath there were more people than I
ever saw in this place before.
We had several
converts and a great many mourners.
I have

arrangements for-our Centenary observance.” In the meantime it may be well
for all societies and persons interested,

divided,

to
in

Terre

we held our prayer and conference meeting,
preaching afternoon and evening, and the tent-

back

P.

not,

aC

Q. MerHiold the lant Sos-

HANCOCK & QUINCY Q.

ing of ten days, we held three services a day,
at regular hours, and meetings in the tents at
intervals of the regular service.
In the A. M.

W. H. PECK.

days to comé.

as it is desirab’e to have an understanding with said Board, sinceit is * instruct«ed to see that these provisions are carried

sadly

are

Ky. : * Our Q. M. has passed away leaving the

with the Anniversaries, the first of Oet.,

and were

They

blessing of the Lord to linger in our

design

Observance

church.

been doing as well as could be expected.
They ought to have help and counsel.
Brother Wyatt writes from Burningham,

farther will be done till after the meeting
of the Conference Board in connection

«Conference on Centenary

sfiall

1.

te; if

Sunday-School Union,

if

session with the Fairview chureh, June 27--80.
Delegation from abroad small, Letters from

creased the interest and influence of the meeting. From this time our meetings continued |
‘without much change till the close on *Sabbath ewening, Aug. 17.
During the
meet-

when I organized three churches and a Q. M.
No one has visited them since. They have

depart-

into effect, and to make all other

another

My visit to that place was

every

but

reclaimed, the church
all felt to praise the

on the Island at the mouth of the Red

the desired infor-

matured,

have

holi-

afternoon, and
Bro. Loomis at
evening.
Tuesday the weather was remarkably fine, and
Bro. E. H, Higbee, of Mecca, Ohio,reached the
place of meeting.
His coming added much
strength to our working force and greatly in-

will make a good record.
Angola is 200 miles
up the river from New Orleans, near the Miss.
line. Some of the churches are in Miss., one

commence-

ment down to the close of the
.dred years, which reports are
made to the Treasurer of the
Fund, and by him arranged and
to the Conference on centennial

more deeply, and sinners. trembled.”
G. Smutz preached a good sermon

creasing in that country. The Angola Q. M.
at its last session received one church of fortysix members and ordained one minister. The
churches in that Q. M. are doing better than
for a long time past. He thinks in time they

the amount of money raised and donated
in the past; literary instituions are requested to report the whole number of

been

through-

Bro. Blackstone writes
‘Orleans that the interest

societies are requested to make a similar
appraisal of all property possessed, and

has

consistent

it a

dedi

church,

—

NORTHERN INDIANA Y.M.will l-old its Bent session
ings of worship were not as interesting as the y | with ihe Francia fle hard Sept. 26-28, All thet
1
|
can
invited
to come,
e brethren and sisters of
otherwise would have
been. Preaching o 1 | the Y.areM..will
do all they can to circulate this ap the occasion by J, W, Hills and the writer.
ointment. Lei every
Q.M
send a large. delegation.
e can accommodate all that will come. Francesville
The clerk was chosen a committee to locate
{18 situated on the Lu + A&C. R. R.south of Michigan
next term and give notice through the Star.
north of
Lafayette.
8, G. 8mU1z, Clerk. | cityi i and8133
{
B. F. FERGUSON, Clerk,

;
wl
meeting was an advance
others, This is the recmeeting, a thoroughly

Some have called

Orange

Delegation small, and in consequence of’ some
difficulty in the churchgt, Latrobe the meet-

ness meeting, but no matter what it is called

Work in the Mississippi Valley.

wheré are severally requested to make an
appraisal of all churches, parsonages and
«other denominational property within
their limits not otherwise reported; all
«charitable, bénevolent and educational

mation

Sunday-

time.

to

sion with the or,

only so that the power of the Holy Spirit came
upon us. Careless professors began to feel

4+

equally divided between the Education,
Home and Foreign Mission Societies.
“The payment of church debts, the endowment of colleges and other literary institutions, the payment of mission debts, the
enlargement of missionary operations,
and all similar work, come appropriately
within the scope of the above stated prop-

~ A plan for securing

a model

of steeple.

otherwise appropriated by the donors. be

from

succeed.

for, and completed from foundation to the top

its existence.” It is proposed to give one
day of the Conference to. the Centenary
observance, at which time addresses will
be made by Profs. Fullonton and Dunn,
and the Treasurer of the Centenary Fund
will also make a specific and comprehensive statement of the organized, financial,
missionary,
educational, literary and
general work of the denomination for the
century, and give the present estimated
walue of all denominational property.
To be more specific, it is proposed that
there be ‘‘ a grand movement” all along
the denominational line for the advancement of our work, with the hope of raising $500,000 for local and general objects.
That such parts cf this fund as are not

nent of our work,

that must

searching

more fortunate than the one on the river in
having a house of worship.
They have held
on amidst trials and severe tribulation,
the
building of their church being accomplished
after some difficulty, and have now a beautiful
and commodious house of worship, all paid’

departments during the hundred years of

every

mon of the day.
, Our Monday: A. M.
when compared with
ord. “ An excellent

the

WESTMORELAND.

was able, but it was given to Sister Loomis to
deliver the most powerful and searching ser-

often

On what is called Butler Hill, a few miles
south of this place, in the town of Chatham,

inasmuch as no other person has yot done
it.
The next Conference sermon by Prof.
Hayes is required to ** be of a historical
character, dealing with the origin, growth
and work of the denomination in all of its

from

of

with

their house is ready

was large both day and evening, the preaching
by Bro. Baker, Sister Loomis,and Bro. Bryant

Lord for his abundant goodness.

The readers of the Str will pardon me,
1 trust, in calling attention to this subject,

students, graduates, &ec., and the

Grand Ledge.

out. ‘On Sunday, at service, we generally
have our house comfortably filled, and we take
courage and press on, Last winter we had a
few evening meetings;and as the result several

Meetings, and the
‘Centenary Fund.”

Meetings

tion. The grove was beautiful and the day love-

Next session

ly, almost beyond expression, The attendance

cause,

are

. M. at its organization. About fifty
this
baptisms were reported for the three months,

of Elkland, Pa.,

The result is' we are having

ence Board, the Boards of our Benevolent
‘Societies, our Literary Institutions, the

is to secure reports

to observe,

Professor Elmer Wheaten,

In a little more than one year from this
time will be held our’ denominational
Centennial, . It will occur in connection
with the next General Conference, and
‘the last Conference gave some general
directions with reference to its observance,
but the details are left with the Coufer-

Quarterly

habit

pered our grove for ug, making it agreeable
and destrable to the highest degree: Our first
Sabbath, Aug. 10th, was fine beyond descrip-

and a member of our church, is the Superintendent of our Sunday-school, and he brings
to his aid t ‘knowledge of teaching, together

The Centennial,

osition.

ac-

found at the house of the Lord as earnest list
eners to his word.
hate

is

needed, as

Denominational Hefos,

several Quarterly
Treasurer, of the

ruinous

strong drink have openly espoused the

There

so

is

to

tion. Such a spirit of earnestness deserves
success. The tidal wave of temperance bas
reached our place and some of our best busi-

a flery temperament, they not/infrequently
get into

used

complish the end, but so far without success.
They dre strongly wedded to theéir denomina-

Se
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Students Intending to attend the fall term
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Poetry.

even keep awake all night.

be sure I'd be the right sort of woman,
and then, seems to me, it might be beau-

AFOREWARNED GRIEF.

tiful to be wrinkled or gray ; for, by that
time, one is sure of one's self.”

To fear is harder than to weep;
To watch, than to endure ;

|

Then she suddenly stepped down from
her mount of moral enthusiasm—a feat,

The hardest of all griefs to bear
Is a grief that is not sure.

alas! so easily accomplished, so hard

As on a watch-tower did I stand,
Like one that looks in fear,

account for, often.

And sees an overwhelming host

like

Our own griefs always greater griefs

Than those our fathers bore.
The griefs we have to bear planes
The griefs that we can share,
Our single griefs, our crowded griefs,
Which are the worst to bear?

ground, and

Dear Lord, in all our loneliest pains
Thou hast the largest share ;
And that which is unbearable,—
’Tis thine, not ours, to bear.
— Faber.
O-0-&

A QUEEN.

standing by

In a moment she saw

who it was,

and, as she ran.towards the group, she
guessed the truth, which
was, that
Squire Wait himself had received, at the
hands of ‘one of his blundering workmen,
a severe cut in - the leg from a scythe

this !” she cried.
“The men were dull-looking, plodding

She asks not e’en a crown,

laborers ; but one

of them

couraged

air

by

her

of

and, in a moment, from

‘Where many yellow lilies grow

seemed

The saucy brook pays her no heed;
The breeze blows careless, free;

breadth.

Then she

the

back

Save one bewildered bee;

“Only the gentle lilies bow
At little Mary’s knee;
But there’s no queen in all the world
More satisfied than she.’
Till, coming to the old stone-wall—
‘“*Tis somewhere here,” she cries,
¢ John thinks the turkey hides her nest;
If I should find the prize!”

Both little hands must grasp the stones

stooped

down,

‘“ John,” said she, steadily,

and,

bandage under the leg, ‘and

¢ tie

one

—8t. Nicholas.

Family Circle.
daughter Sa-

die, or Sarah as she now wished to be
called, because, *‘ at least, she wasn't a

:
little girl

nor a woman ; but just between . hay and
grass, as one may say.”
Sarah gave an extra push to her already well tied-back muslin overskirt,
and started for school with a smoldering spark in her eye.
'
“It’s true what father says,” she solilo-

quized, as she walked along,

I'm too

old to wear my

and

too

youngto wearthem long ; too old tolet my
too

young for frizzles, puffs and coils. And
*as the cowsin the spring, when hay is

gone and the grass not well grown, have
to put up with odds and ends, so I have
to take all Hat's and Jen's cast-off dresses
and hats; or if there is anything awfully

unbecoming to them I get that, whether
Then, in the work, what

I have is just what everybody else hates
: to do, like washing dishes and cleaning
“Jlamps—just what nobody gets eredit for,
either, only blame for not doing well.”

By this time this ambitious girl of ours
the -school-house ; but the

teacher had an engagement, so the card
attached to the door-handle told the
scholars. Sarah started at once to retrace her steps; for it was a two-mile
walk, with only here and there a few

its flow

by her pressure, oozed more slowly from
the wound. The stick was brought in a
trice, and slipped under the bandage

where John
‘“ Now,

“That was a rather cruel, unfeeling re-

of you

short stick.”

had

tied it in a ‘hard

knot.”

ONLY FIFTEEN.

this

others go as quick as you can for a stout,
The blood, already affected in

To help her scramble o’er;
The scepter bright falls in the grass,
Forgotten evermore.
:

and

of the

Without any
knot in this

with one great heart-sinking, one ery of
the flesh against the spirit, she lifted the
rent garment from the gaping wound to
see just where it was; then she pressed
the knot just above the wound with all
her strength.

Nohe seeksto kiss the scepter fair

comfortable,

en-

determination

skirta breadth was torn.
words: Sarah tied a strong

Beside the brooklet brown:

had reached

:

others

over her head like a flash.
‘ Help me tear a broad bandage out of

As singing, talking to herself,
She wanders slowly down

I like it or not.

him.

three

The bright arterial blood was pouring
from the wound ; a deathlike pallor had
overspread the sufferer’s face, and his
eyes were already half-closed. °
Sarah whisked the muslin overskirt

’Tis quite enough for Mary;

hair go loose and

was

while mowing.

‘Where goes our little Mary,
Her blue eyes so serene?
-So happy is she with herself
She’s playing she’s a queen.
She has a supple willow wand,
And to the end is tied
A meadow-lily, golden-hued,
That waves in gentle pride.
With such a seepter, could a queen
Need anything beside?

short,

he

a neighboring field :
“If Doctor Ainslie ain't to home,
what'll I do?”
Sarah could not hear the reply; but the
boy appeared satisfied, for he quickly settled himself in the saddle, applied the
whip to the horse, and was out of sight
in an instant.
Sarah hurried up the bank and looked
| over the stone on its top. At no great
distance she saw a man lying on the

Least griefs are more than we can bear,
Each worse than those before;

a

a loose

top of his voice, evidently to some one in

Than a quiet, weeping grief.

dresses

thought

and, turningin his saddle, shouted at the

But, oh! it is less sudden far

neither

nice

not riderless. Squire Wait's boy reined
him in with difficulty, just within view,

A swift and unexpected blow,
If bard to bear, is brief;

baby.”
¢¢ No, sis, you're

some

came in sight, but, to her relief,

Yes! the most sudden of our griefs
Are those which travel slow;
The longer warning that it gives,
The deeper is our woe.

his

and

'| horse was plunging furiously down the
road behind her. She had not scrambled
half-way up the steep bank before he

Which had so long been stayed ;
The blow seemed more impossible,
The more it was delayed.-

‘mark of Mr. Earle to

times

This muslin overskirt and waist

sudden terror, for she

I grew more unprepared for grief,

;

nice

John,”

said ' Sarah,

calmly,

‘“ twist the stick till you tighten the
bandage so the blood shall stop altogether.”
By the time this was done, poor Mrs.
Wait, trembling and terrified, arrived on
the scene with a little old-fashioned pocket bottle of smelling salts, and a cruet of
vinegar wherewith to bathe her husband’s head. These restoratives answer-

ed well enough tiil the doctor arrived.
“You're a right sensible

the doctor,

when

he

girl!” said

heard

what

Sarah

had done.
* Any one of you fellows,”
continued he, ‘“ could have stopped the
blood, or mostly have stopped it, by
pressing
the limb above the wound with
your fingers till help could be got.”
Next morning, Sarah stopped at the
squire’s gate to learn how he was. John
was spreading hay in a field close by,
and he came out to the road to speak to
her.
“ Isay,” he said, contemplating her
slight form with genuine admiration;

* such a little creeter as you be to ha’
ben so knowin’ and smart! Why, you

can't be more'n fourteen: or fifteen at the
outside.”

* Only fifteen,” answered Sarah, with
a queer smile.

*‘ Just between

grass.”
“I never did see the beat?”

John.

hay and

i
responded

* How'd you know so well what

to dew? that's what I'd like to know!"

Oh! Ilearned iv at school,” answered

Sarah, with a little air of patronage and
humility combined.
* You see, John,
the blood that comes straight from the

old apple-trees to shield her from the | heart is bright red, and comes in jets as
the heart beats ; didn’t you notice that?”

sun's glare.

Ad she walked,

her

thoughts

reverted

to the morning's conversation, partly,
perhaps, because the scent of new-mown
hay greeted her. Like any girl of her
age it struck her as

a

queer,

backward

‘“ Well,”

continued

she,

finding

his

wandering

thought struck her, *“ I see how it is!”

again, *‘ when ‘the blood comes that way
and is bright red like that, you must do
something at once. You must put your

and she at once resolved to write the
coming week's composition on that very
subject.
“Ill

say,” she

soliloquized,

* that

childhood is cared for by the general love
of father and mother.

That's

the hay,

you see! But, at last, the youth goes out
into the world and gathers love for him_ self. And I shall give it a moral

~ for, somehow,

I think young

turn;

people

ought not to be selfish, even if I am so—
but ought to gather love by loving.”

“ What's the use of talking, though?
If 1 really wanted to be useful,I couldn't.

|

yes! I see his life was beatin’
nothin’ we could dew wouldn’t
and, fact! there didn’t seem to
we could dew.”

sort of comparison to speak of childhood

‘as the time of hay.
:
“ Oh, yes!” she exclaimed aloud as a

—

*“ Yes!
away, but
suit him ;
be nothin’

thoughts

had

come

home

forceon a knot as I did, between the
wound and the heart. And, while a
knotted bandage is getting ready, you
ought to hold the limb up as high as you
can. That will check the blood. I for-

got that at the time.”

“I never did see the ,beat!” repeated
John, bis limited vocabulary allowing no

Sarah laughed and went on;

smoothing

down a dusty alpaca overskirt—an old
one of Jenny's cut down.
:
A few days after, the Earle family
at

supper,

when

there came a knock at the front door.
Hattie rose and went to the door. She
returned directly with a package in her
hand, reading on the outside wrapper in
a rather disgusted tone as she walked in:

¢ To the little girl who learns her
lessons at school so well.”
¢¢ Susie, of course,” said

Sarah

with

ed after her,
:
‘“ Say, sis, it's a shame! but those
numbheads went to work and tore that

thinkin’ cause you asked for one bandage

a

lofty air; for Hattie had .looked at her,
while Susie was aged six.
I don’t know why it mayn’t mean you,
too,” retorted Hattie.
‘It looks like
Squire Wait's hand,
though a little
shaky.”
:
:
Sarah had half a mind not to take the
proffered bundle,
As she took off the
newspaper wrapper
she saw a note,
slipped under the string ofa brown paper
parcel from some city store,

as

was

evi-

dent by the advertisement.
The note
was directed to‘ Miss Sarah Earle,” and
read as follows:
DEAR SARAH: I was dredful sorry you lost
your overskert and the squire was too, and said
you shouldn’t lose nothing by it. So I went up to
the city, and went round and round till I was
tired to deth, and my head was all of a daze.

Finerlly, I went into the nicest looking store and
the one recermended the highest, and was showed
to the proper elerk for such things, and I says to
‘him, in a despairing way, I expect: ‘Show me
the genteelest, handsomest, and most sootable
dress for a young lady of fifteen years.’ He asked
was you dark or bland?
Says 1 * Middling, with a rosy cheek and a bright
eye, and such a look as you might gess a el to
have that tore her brand new overskert ali to bits
to stop my husband

from

bleeding

to

death.

I

can tell you, folks nearby was interested to here
allabont it; and one gentleman giv me the book
you find inclosed, with his respects. The end of
it all was, that the head one of the store came up
and sold me the dress very reasonable, and leave
to change if you don’ like it, and likewise put in
the piece of muslin for a school overskert, as near

like youts as I could see, free.
With my earnest hopes that you will be as good
a woman as girl I remain, your obedient servant.
?
M. E, WAIT.

been hard

work

for

her,

and

she

indignantly.
nevertheless.

now

There was

her

eyes,

a chorus of * oh's!” and

and you deserve it,

Sadie,

swamps.

The

and I'm

floor was

logs,

from

the

of rough

oak

boards, laid loose, with cracks

between,

that were a standing threat to jack-knives
and slate pencils. The seats and desks
were of the same material, roughly planed and rudely put together. The seats
were arranged around the room on three
sides, and all the scholars sat facing each
other; the girls on one side, and the boys

on the other. The seats across the end
were debatable ground between the two,
but finally came to be monopolized by
the larger boys and girls, who, by some
strange attraction, gravitated together.
Between us was an open space in which
the stove stood, and where

classes

were

drawn up to recite. The teacher's desk
stogg at the other end, facing this quadrilateral, and so enabling the teagher to
take in the whole school at a glance.—
Sunday Afternoon.
.
HOME

TOPICS.

BouQUET-MAKING.—A

bouquet

seems

Rebreto,

Don’t crowd

your flowers. Flowers have their individualities and affinities, which we must
recognize and respect, For example, a
spike of brilliant scarlet

Gladiolus,

with

a feathery bunch of Asparagus, and a
gleam of white Feverfew here and there,
will light a shady corner like a torch, but
smother your stately blossoms
with
Phlox, ;Veibenas, and a host of floral
beauties, you will see at a glance how the
effect is weakened.
Again, Petunias,

and

making

these

A fern-bed

in

some

shady

corner

is a

relief

town.

ure.of a

Rum aden Swordfish;

etails the mishaps of a

girl

guather

who

persisted

in

wearing fine winter lode a the wild places
of Florida; u fifth narrates a lively episode of
Harriman,
: Pennsylvania child-life; jngther deals with
and a tender-hearted
German girl; yet
Ex-Gov. Harriman has donc his native. elves
another describes the bud und good fortunes of
town, the State, and the cause of literature
a miner’s orphans in the oil-vegions; and the
generally, good service in his History of War- Eighth, With a comical picture by Hopkins,
tells of the trinmph of a wise old man who.
ner. The book is written in a clear, terse and
could say * Buttered
interesting style, the facts are stuted briefly *¢ The Chateau D’Oiron” is the 4?title in of Choctaw.
un /illusand yet satisfuctorily, all the more Important
trated article on the history of the rare and
Faience D’Oiron ;”
incidents being given in a faithful and impar- beautiful pottery called **
tial manner. The narrations, especially the * On Wheels,” with \welve quaint outline
pictures, gives a concise account of wheeled
personal and family records, may
not be so full
carriuges of all sorts and times; and *“ The
as some individuals may desires
but the details Frolicsome Fly’s” queer and interesting histo-are sufficient to satisfy readerd generally, and ry is told with the help of two illustrations, The
the book has an advantage over many of its installments of the two serials—Frank R.
Stockton's ¢“ A Jolly Fellowship,” and Susan
kind, in the fuct that the reader never tires,
Coolidge’s ** Eyebright”=-are intensely interbut presses on till the last page is finished. In esting, and muke one wonder just how the sto.
ries
Ly to be wound up, as they must be next
addition to a small map of the town, there are
month,
twenty-three likenesses. of prominent men,
natives of the town, several of them fine steel
The leading article in the North American
engravings, and most of the others vagy good.
Review for September is a critical paper by
The mechanical part of the work is well executed, and,on the whole, the book will give

satisfuction to the people of Warner, and all
lovers of history.

- THE MAGAZINES,
The Atlantic Monthlyfor Sept. has

sufti-

cient variety to satisfy all classes of readers,
Tt opens with an exceedingly interesting article
on ‘* Caesar's Art of War and of Writing,”
which ranks him among the greatest of captains and of writers, Prof. Shaler has an engaging essay on ‘‘ The Use of Numbers in Society.” John Watts Kearny, of Kentucky,contributes the second paper on *“ American Finances from 1789 to 1835.” Wilson Flagg dis-

able poetical career.
in

continuation

of

pleasantly of ** Songs
Birds.”
Rev. J. H.
A Tennysonian Retrothe laureate’s remarkRichard Grant White,

his

papers on

England,

writes of the *“ Nobility and Gentry,” defining who belong to

each

class

and

titles of each division of the class.

the proper

T. 8, Perry

gathers from wide reading interesting

facts in

regard to “Mountains in Literature.”

“Irene,

the Missionary” continues to be one of the
best serial stories lately published in an Amer-

ican magazine.
‘‘ The Race, and why Yale
lost it,” will interest Harvard and Yale and
other boating

lovers.

A

paper

on

* Recent

Novels” is an excellent specimen of the

noble

criticism

short

the

Atlantic

secures.

The

story of the number is ** Miss Magdalena Peanuts,” by Phebe Yates Pember.
Poems by
Edgar Fawcett, Miss L. W. Backus, Ernest
Dale Owen, Mrs. Piatt and C. P, Cranch; a
noticeable article on ““Story-Paper Literature,”
by W. H. Bishop, author of ‘¢ Detmold;” a
brilliant Contributors’ Club; and
reviewsof
several important new books, complete a thoroughly good number of this thoroughly good
magazine,

The

munbers

Anthony Trollope, upon * The Genius of Na.

thaniel Hawthorne.” It has an especial interest from the fact that it contains the estimate
which one novelist

an easy thing to make when all the
flowers are so beautifully separated.
Surely just to pick them and put in a vase
is simple and easy enough, but alas! nature possesses a subtile secret for blending colors which we poor mortals can not
wrest from her, The moment we trans- courses both wisely and
fer them from their garden home to our and Eccentricities of
drawing-room the charm is gone. Then Ward, under the title “
spect,” gives a sketch of
experience comes to our aid and gives us

the following useful hints:

native

A third tale recounts the ex¢itement and pleas-.

HISTORY oF WARNER, N. H. For One Hundred and Forty-four years. By Gov. Walter

S-ld

great help in giving lightness and

of

The

Living

Age

for the

weeks ending August 9th and 16th, respectively, contain the following articles: Wordsworth

valt, and Chloral and

other

Narcotics, Cone

temporary; The Evangelical
Movement, its
Parentage, Progress and Issue, by Mr. Gladstone, British Quarterly; The Birth,Life and
Death of a Storm, Popular Science Review;

How to Popularize Wordsworth, The Journey
of Colonel Prjevalsky

towards Tibet,

The In-

gives

of

another,

where

there “Is the widest divergence between the
literary work of the two.
Prof. Simon Newcomb follows with a

paper upon

“ The Stan.

dard of Value,” in which he discusses the relative merits of the single and the double stan.
dard, and the difficulties which must arise from
the establishment of either as a monetary basis. The third article is the concluding part of

Richard Wagner's * The Work and Mission of
my Life.” The next article is the second part

of * The Diary’of a Public Man.”
In this is
given the sucret history of events at Wushington during the week next preceding President
Lincoln's inauguration, and of the intrigues in

regard 10 the formation of a new Cabinet, and
the estimate which public men at that time
made of Mr. Lincoln’s character. The ** Con-

fession of an Agnostic,” which follows, is an
anonymous paper, and professes to be written

by a follower of ** An Evolutionist, who advertised for a new religion in this Review,in July.
1878. The scholar, it seems, has- gone further

than his teacher.
This clearly appears from:
the account of his belief or want of
belief, and
the story of his somew hat irregular life, which

he confidingly lays before the public. The key

to the Agnostic’s frankness is not dificult to
find by those who read between the lines, nor
is he so entirely unknown in theological circles

as his article would lead the unwary

to

sup-

pose. “Intrigues at the Paris Canal Congress,”
by A. G. Menocal, is a timely exposure of the
scheming
of the ring of "adventurers who
called the Congress together and using M. Lessep’s influence, manuged it for the purpose of
filling their own pockets.
This bit of secret
history will be doubly interesting 10 American
readers, since it explains why the American

delegates and their project of Nicaragua route
were 80 ignominiously snubbed.
The number
closes with a review of ‘ Three Important
Publications,” by Mayo W. Hazeltine.
RA

The September Nursery is full, as usual, of
picture and story for the youngest of readers,
and it might truthfully add on its cover, ** For
older readers, too.”
But that would, perhaps,
take away the charm of the thing.
Among
other contents in the present number, * On
the Sea-Beach,” with an account of the great
tornado in Boston harbor, gives the experience
of three little sisters who read the Nursery.

The accompanying

picture is in Merrill's best

style. “ City Children in the Country,” “ Fhe
Land of Nod,” * Nellie and her Pet,” and “Go-

ing A-Berrying,”
are all nice little poems.
Then there are capital stories of ‘* Charlie and
the Goose,” * The Intruders,” &e.

The
Bibliotheca Sacra for J uly
contains the following
: % A Defense of the Catholic Faith Concerning the Satisfaction of Christ

against Faustus Socinus of Sienna

written

by

to the solid flowers in this mode of ar- fluence of India on China, and the Lessons of Hugo Grotius,” translated, with notes, by Rev.
rangement. . Rose geranium leaves alter Prince Napoleon’s Funeral, Spectator; Egyp- Frauk H. Foster, of North Reading, Mass. ;
tian Exiles, Saturday Review; The
*‘ The Firmament,” by Charles B. Warren,.
nating with fern-tips, make a beautiful of War, Natal Mercury; and,in the Chances Ph. D.,
way of fice
of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; “The Last
edge about any shallow. dish; next lay tion, The Ghost of Mocar’s Tower, The Grey, Days of Christ; Exegetical
Notes on the Basis
some stiff stems criss-cross on the water and installments of Jean Ingelow’s * Sarah de of Mark XIV. 17—XVIL. 20,” by the late
Rev.
to prevent the blossoms sinking; then Borenger;” and Sarah Tytlér’s ¢ The Bride's Horatio B. Hackett, D. D., LL. D.; “¢Er-

view.
The book proved to be a pocket edition

of Whittier.
She said softly, as she took
it in her hand: “That's the best of all,

because I can keep it always.”
On the fly-leaf was written :

lay in Balsams,

Pansies,

a Tea-rose,

or

any dainty blossom you have, being care"ful to have plenty of Sweet Alyssum or

Miss Sarah Earle,
A token of admiration for her noble conduct.
John Brewster.

knew,

with moss

SAUCER BouQUETS.—In

remarked Jenny, as the muslin,came into

never

chinked between

tamarack

you can use flowgfs too choice to pick up
in quantities, and those not adapted to
other bouquets,like the Balsam,Stock,ete.

real glad of it.”
“ That's organdy muslin and very nice,”

It was from one she

Literary

1

poverty-stricken quarter of his

of good effect. Yellow is the sunshine of by Matthew Arnold, and the Mirabeuus,
Maea bouquet, but it must be used sparingly, millan; Food and Feeding, by Sir Henry
or it will produce a glare. A wise choice Thompson, and Moose Hunting in Canada,
of this color always lends cheerfulness.
Nineteenth Century; The Last Jewish Re-

*‘splendids!” when a piece of silvery
summer silk was unrolled.
*¢ Enough,” said Hattie, ‘for a whole
suit;

small

white to blend them, and you can not fail

asked Sarah,

dry

built of

they are positively graceful, while their
delicate perfume fills the room with its
fragrance
Mass your CoLORs.—This is of great
importance. Put your scarlets and crime
sons and purples in separate bunches, use

I allays thought
and 1 guess it's

But she did

It was

a wide-mouthed vase, and no rivals,

out even looking at her treasures, when
her father called out, cheerily :
‘ Come, Sadie,let’s see what the squire’s

** How can you, father ?”

\

bine with any other flower, but give them

burst inte tears and was running off with-

wife bought for you!
she was a close woman
a pink calico.”

|

AN OLD-FASHIONED LOG SCHOOL
HOUSE.

with their stiff, sprangly, stems and delicate blossoms, are very difficult to com-

Sarah had read the note aloud at the
eager request of the family; but it had

some fine white flower to blend, and you

will be charmed with the result.

nor

Pass;” and

fifty-two

the usual amount of poetry.

such

numbers

of

For

sixty-four large

pages each (or more than 3,000 pages a year),
the subscription price ($8) is low; while for

$10.50 the publishers offer to sen1

any

one of

the American$4 monthlies or weeklies with
the Living Age for a year, both postpaid. Lite
tell & Co., publishers, Boston.

rors of the Scriptures,” by Rev.
Frederick
Gardiner, D, D., Professor in Berkeley Divin-

ity School, Middletown, Cotn.; “ Bible Illus-

trations from Bible Lands,” by Rev. Thomas
Laurie, D. D.,of Providence, R. I.; * Theological Education ;” “ Notices of

Recent

Pnb-

lications.” Published by W, F. Draper, AnWhen stemless flowers are used, like a
was ever likely to see; yet it was all the
dover, Mass,
{
Tuberose
or
a
single
flower
from
a
truss
of
more deligh#ul to think that, to one
Cousideruble educational flavor is imparted
person in the world, she would always Geranium, stems can be made of matches,
The International Review for September
seem ‘‘noble.” Her soul thrilled at the tooth-picks, or coarse broom splits, and to the September Scribner by the three essays contains the following articles. The internaof
the
number,—1. Professor Boyesen’s interthe blossom tied or wired on.
thought.
tional character of the Review is well sustainA low glass dish filled with damp moss, esting illustrated paper on “ The University ed and the names of the writers give ample usAs she rose to carry away her precious
of Rome.” 2, Mr. W. C. Brownell's exposition
bundles, her father spoke far more gently edged with geranium leaves and filled in of the unique methods of teaching in * The Art | surance of the value of the papers:
Rubens.
with Sweet Alyssum for a groundwork, Schools of Philadelphia.” 3. Professor T.R. 1., Fhilllp Gilbert Hamerton. (France); Althan was his wont:
bert Gallatin, Henry Cabot Lodge. {Bosfoh): =
“The best of all, I think, is, that you then Pansies stemmed in the above man- Lounsbury’s discussion of the arguments for Bibliomani
a in France, Andrew Lang.
(Lonand
against
ner
and
“
English
set
star-like against the whiteSpelling Reform,” the
did it without thought of reward.— Wide
don) ; Recent Criticism of Byron. Thomas Serwriter taking strong

Awake.

:

0-0-0
"oo

“I CAN SWIM,

SIR.

During a terrible naval battle between
the English and the Dutch, the English

flag-ship, commanded by Admiral Narborough, was drawn into the thickest of
the fight. Two masts were soon shot
away, and the mainmast fell with a fear-

ful crash upon the deck.

Admiral

Nar-

borough saw that all was lost unless he
could bring up his ships from the right.

Hastily scrawling an order, he called for
volunteers

to. swim

across

the

boiling

water, under the hail of shot and shell.
A dozen sailors at once offered their serv-

ices, and among them a cabin-boy.

*“ Why,” said the Admiral, ** what

you do, my {fearless lad ?”

can

“I can swim, sir,” the boy replied;

“if I be shot, I can be easier spared than
any one else.”

Narborough hesitated : his men

were

few, and his position was desperate. The
boy plunged into the sea, amidthe cheers
of the sailors, and was soon lost to sight.
The battle raged fiercer, and, as the time
went on, defeat seemed inevitable.
But

just as hope was fading, a thundering
‘cannonade was heard from the right, and
the reserves were seen bearing down up-

on the enemy.
was scattered

boy, the hero

ness,

makes

the

loveliest

to receive the honor due him.

His mod-

esty and bearing so won the heart of the
old Admiral, that he exclaimed,—

“I shall live to see you

have

ground

center-table

ornament one can have. By saturating with proposed reform, which
become a living issue,
fresh water
freshness

such a bouquet will keep its
much longer than ordinary

bouquets.

A large shell filled with damp

sand, and Swilax, Kenilworth Ivy, or any
fine creeper falling over its edge, a. few

trusses of Verbena, some Golden Calliopsis and a dash of white, will throw a glow
of brightness from a bracket-shell.

TETE-A-TETE. Bows replace the butterflies of feathers that were worn last
year.—Feather ornaments are to be extravagant in design this winter, and each
one will represent a reckless destruction
of bird life, Small mottled feathers, either
bright or neutral tinted,

are massed

to-

gether to make a back-ground for a clus-

in

faver

of the

he predicts must soon

To balance this element the number contains

a large

quantity

of

light summer reading, in-

cluding the following pupers: * Signs and
Symbols,” by Mr. Frank B. Mayer, of Annap-

olis, including some striking illustrations
of
old American inns, and one superb engraving

by Mr. Cole, entitled,‘ Bringing in the Boar's
Head” “ My Lord Fairfax, of Virginia,” an

interesting sketch of the sixth lord and some of

his more noted ancestors, by Mrs. Constance
Cary Harrison;
An American Home on the
Amazons,” by Mr. Herbert H. Smith,—being
an account of the success of Mr, B. J, Rhome's

experiments in the cultivation of cane, tobacco,

and other Brazilian staples, ‘accompanied with
drawings by Mr. Champney ; *¢ Sandy Hook,”
and a sketch of Mr, W. S. Gilbert, of * Pina~
fore” fame, by Miss Kate Field, accompanied

ter of small humming birds; two tanagers by a portrait. This element is largely re-enby tbe fiction of the number,whicl: conare placed bill to bill with their wings ex- forced
tains much variety
and incident. The
tended and their bodies slightly flattened, second instaHment. of ofstyle
~ Mr..
James's
—* Pink clover” is one of the new shades * Confidence” contains strong Henry
contrasts and
in felt hats.—Asters and salvia are the much cleverness ofintrigue.
The last installblossoms to be used by the

milliners

for

ment but one of Mrs. Burnett’s * Haworth’s”
includes some strong scenes foreshadowing the

autumn bonnets.—Even tablecloths are conclusion. “ A Story of the DD Season,”
by
subject to innovations, and the last novel- Mrs. Mary Hallock Foote, strikes a deeper
ty that has appeared among them is slit note and exhibits a wider range than her first
‘ Friend Barton’s ¢ Concern’ » publishat intervals along the side, and has the edstory,
in the July Scribner), which has
been reslits ceived with marked
ends of the pieces between the
expressions of favor. “The
rounded off like the end of a banner. Documents in the Case,” a short
story by J. B.
The corners are slit and buttoned over, so

that the cloth can not

be dragged

off.—

Mathews and H, C. Bunner,

el feature of a. plot

narrated

possesses the noyexclusivel

by a

series of documents, exhibiting much cleverShirring is to be used in all kinds of fan- ness
in, realistic renderingrof widely ‘different
tastic ways this winter, and knife and hox styles of

laiting will appear on all skirts. Ver
few
gowns will have the whole skirt plaiBy sunset the Dutch fleet ed kilt fashion, possibly because that style
far and wide,and the cabin-- is tolerably comfortable ‘in winter.—
of the hour, was called in Bunches of small fruits and berries are
worn as substitutes for knots of flowers

by some ladies.~~The Woman's Industrial

Protective Union of Chicago has advertis: ed for a house for a working-weman's
a flag- home, and humbly trusts that the suffrage

ship of your own.”
The prediction was fulfilled when the
phraseology in which to
cabin-bo
y,
having
become
Admiral
express his wonder and esteem.
Cloudsley Shovel, was knighted by the
Sarah was moving on when John call-*
king.

more elegant

Who'd ask me
to sit up add watch | “pooty musiin thing of yours all to bits,

with sigk people, for instance? I couldn’t

you'd want twenty more. Mis's Wait was
dretful sorry. ' Said if there had been
enough left for an apron ’'twouldat’ a
ben so bad.”

were all in the kitchen

are pretty enough and, for once, new,
but—why—what!-.-"
She sprang quickly out of the road in

And hope’s uncertainty was worse
Than positive despair.

.

some

things.

The bitterness each day brought forth
Was more than I could bear,

7

to

*¢ Before I get to be good and gray, I'd

O’er hill and dale draw near.

>

I wishI could

and anti-suffrage wings of the organiza-

writing, and giving glimpses of some
little-treated types of character,
The poetic
contributions are by H. H., Mary Ainge de
Vere, Jennie E. T. Dowe (with
drawing by
Blum), Charles de Kay,
David L. Proudfit,
Willium C. Bonaparte Wyse, Esq., who pays
a metrical tribute to his cousin, the late Prince
Imperial, whose death is also the subject of two
sonvets by Miss Emma Lazarus. The editorial

departments are well sustained.

St. Nicholas for September helps the boys
and girls to begin the new year of schooling
with a great vuriety of amusing stories, pict-

geant Perry.

(Boston);

Felix L. Oswald.

A

Murdered Nation,

(Cincinnati) ; England and

Turkey. 11, George Washburn. (Constantinople); Contemporary Literature; Recent En-

glish Books.

We give two brief extracts from’

the paper on Rubens:

:

The position of Rubens in the history of art

is so considerable that it may make us lose
sight of his true character, which wus not primarily that of an artist, but of a man of the

world, who supported

keeping a manufactory

himself

hix style of living by
He was

of pictures.

the best workman in the shop, and a

when not otherwise
of industry
mode
l

ed; but he managed

on commercial

than

engag--

his business far more up-

artistic

prineiples.

The

gonaral gn of the establishment was brief- itions on a
his
y this: He sketched
or workmen
small scale, after which his pupils
painted them on ‘canvas’ upto
point,—thatis, until the pictarves

much

adyvanced,~sud

over the work.

with

were differences in the

then

his own

a certain.
were very

Rubens

amount

hand.

of work

passed

There

be-

stowed by the master himself on this or thut
piciures bear his name
Many
«somposition,
which have been but slightly touched upon by

upon
him, if indeed his hand really worked
Sufin af all, whereas others are entirely auto- 4
graphic, "«
In many

private life of Rubens

respects the

might a

as a model,

His

habits were

regular and good ; he rose early, in summer at
four o’cloek, and, after hearing mass, set to
work immediately at his painting. As we

haye already seen, he took care of bis intellect- -

ual culture by employing
reader. Though he lived

the services of a
in an age and coun-

try addicted to the ‘pleasures of the table.
Rubens limited himse fairey in eating and
drinking, that he might keep his faculties in all
their clearness. He rode out on horseback every day generally towards evening,and received
his friends at supper, ot which meal he con-

tinued to observe his

golden rule of modera-

tion. His natural prudence had, in some re- spect, Antivinated the teachings of modern

physiology.
For example, physicians toll us
that we ought, whenever possible, to allow the
brain some rest or recreation for a short time
before
a
repast as well as after it; and we
learn that Rubens always deveted the hour
precedin dinper to recrention either by letting
is thoughts wander freely, or by lookivig at his
collection of pictures and antiquities. The

wonder is, how a man who attended to so
tion will stop quarreling “until the instimany things outside of practical art could find
tution is established.—No new trimming ures, and interesting articles. It begins with the
time for painting; but the secrst is in biy
‘has as yet appeared for autumn. Satin, a large frontispiece drawn by Addie Ledyard, early rising,
which enabled him to do somebrocade, plaid, plush, rows of stitching and, near the end, it gives young Louis Napo- thing effectual every morning, whatever interand wide braids all appear on the models | leon’s life-history, with a portrait engraved ruptions might ocenr in the course ofthe day.
only characteristic in the daily life of Ri
exhibited by the importers.—Blue serge from a photograph takena little while before The
bens which we can not ull imitate” without imulsters lined with cardinal have been in- his death. There are eight short stories, all il prudence
is the splendor of his style of living,
Have the courage to speak your mind troduced
by an enterprising English tailor lustrated. First,comeg.¢ Three Drews, and
a | which was that of a rich gentleman; but we
when it is necessaryto do so, and hold | for ladies. —Chicugo —is— manufacturing Crew,”
remember
that, il he lived with some
a tale of terrible floods and wonderful -oughit-to
state and style, his expenses weae always peryour tongue when i! is prudent hat you straw goods in great quantities for the escapes; then,an amusing
story
of
¢
Bob's
fectly
within
his
means.
Kven bis ostentation
milliners.— Boston Transcript.
should do so.
Missionary Work”in

the effort to

improve

a

was regulated by the steadiest prudence.

. -
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ARLEN
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BT
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Litermy Miscellany,
wantes.

Sd

was finished.

Cad

The New Orleans

the population

The thinnest thing

Never hold any one by the button or the
hand in order to be heard out; for if people are unwilling to hear you, you had
better hold your tongue than them.—Chesterfield. VISE

of song,

born under green hedge-rows, in the leafy
lanes and by-paths of literature, in the
genial summer time.— Longfellow.
Feelings come and go like light troops
following the victory of the present; but
principles. like troops of the line, are un«isturbed and stand fast.— Richter.

BY

FLORA PRESTON HOGBIN,

Handel.

George Frederic Handel was born Feb.
1685, in

93,

of Halle,

city

the

Saxony.

His father was a surgeon in eomfortable
circumstances, who was vexed and morti-

fied to find his little son singing in the
cradle, even before he

could

his son to become so abominable

muflled

sound.

Handel

returned,

trembling

his father,

manded the father for trying to stifle the
genius of his son. From that time the
child looked upon the Duke as his guardian angel, and on his return home he was
permitted to take lessons.
At nine, Handel composed. music; at
«eleven, his master said the boy knew more
«of the study than he did himself and ad-

———

after

But thé picky

br

ave rit 10
lL im into

and afterwards always treated the’ child
‘After ‘the death of his father,

and

seeing one day an advertisement for an
organist, he went to compete for the posi-

tion:

Qn arriving, he found. a curious

condition

attached

to the

competititor.

The successful one was to marry
organist’s daughter.

the old

When Handel heard

that, he turned around and went back
home. «

Hehe

Ti

harsh,

Saviour

;

Handel was repeatedly offered patrons,

New

York,

what

of

the
and

and

the

lower

Machinery

hall,

Not long after she moved to Canada

have

on

prohibitionists

the

meet

Dimes,

you ought to be up with the lark on such
a beautiful
morning.”
Matter-of-fact
boy—*¢ All right, but how’m I going te get
up there?” i
:
A cave of great size has been discovered
a few miles from Nashville,
Itis a lahyrinth of long passages and immense rooms
with many lakes and streams.
The returns from Tennessee indicate
that the proposition to settle the debt at
fifty cents on the dollar and four per cent.
interest has been defeated by about 15,000
majority.
The eighth wonder of the world has at
length appeared.
Several New York sayings banks have made a favorable and re-

is

certain toys and funcy

her:

permanent residence in Bosten.
This is the season of the year to tell
secrets; everybody will keep shady.
Deficiencies in public accounts are called ¢ sinuosities.”
The Colorado beetle has made its appearance in County Cork, Ireland,
The late Baron Rothschild left $25,000
for Christian charities in London,
Hard money is not hard to get when on
has a soft job.
:
Flattery is like cologhe water, to be
smelled of, not swallowed.

on the Sandwich

to

Delaware expects to send, about, 3,700,-

supplies intoxi-

| cating drinks at his receptions.

80 he settled in Hanover, where he receivacordial welcome from the better class-

es, and an invitation from many English
noblemen to visit England. He was at last
°

of

plexy, at Grand Ledge, Mich., July 30.
deceased was born in Chenango
- Co,, N.

July 28,1806.
Miss Amy

On Jan.

Johnson,

1,

1829, he

with

whom

over half a century of married

still survives him.

he

life, and

About ten

years

and room rent free to thos¢ preparing for the
ministry.
Summer term begins May 6; Fall term
t. 2;
Winter term Nov. %.
ie
Sept.
2;
For further information address the Principal.
ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan. Collegiate, Scientific, Theological,
paratory, Music and Art

he

and Nbrary
$2.25 a week.

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
1amilies’ at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
English and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for college, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
=
;
Lewiston, Me.

EBANON ACADEMY-—Puplils fitted for business,

use

A man who declared himself to be
with music was considered
toxicated

inair-

:
tobacco

the Angora goat, the tobacco worm,
man!

plant,
and—

“The Western Union Telegraph Company

purchase about 20,000 miles of wire

annu-

scientific

schools

The

courses

of

study

For further information
TON,

A.M.,

Rio

affinity between the remains of the civilization

Late

discoveries

;

cast

and

r to Rev. W

COLEGROVE,

It was

Ohio.

A. M., President.

TILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. Special arrangements

for

the

coming

year.

For particulars address the Secretary,
Mupce, Wilton Junction, Iowa.

A.

O.

T Arnau INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
For particulars address the Principal.
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE.
No Scituate, R. I.

sister or
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child can be made the picture of health
with Hop Bitters.”

BROWN,
sistants.
A first-class

your bed, Hop Bitters is what you need.”
“Don't physicand physic,
for it weak-

INSTITUTE.—J.

A. M,, Principal, with

Fall term

worn down and ready to take

!

LITERARY
begins

school.

Three

Hop Bitters,

use and

.

complete

courses

of

English and

Send for Catalogue.
Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,
York.

Test them.”

as.

26, 1879

study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’

Classical.

8S.

competent

August

Wyoming

This schoel was never

in

Co., New

better

condi-

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc-

“Ilealth is beauty and joy—Hop Bitters
gives health and beauty.”
*¢ There are more cures made with Hop
Bitters than all other medicines.”

tion. No primary instruction, With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.

r full catalogue.

address the Principal.

“ When the brain is wearied, the nerves
unstrung, the muscles weak, use Hop

W

HITESTOWN

IRVINGB. SMITH.

SEMINARY.—This Institution

is one of the largest and best in the State.
Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.

Bitters.”
“That low, nervous fever, want of sleep

J. 8S. GARDNER,

Principal,

Whitestown, Oneida

and weakness, calls for Hop Bitters,”

Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief is
Pleasant, Sure and Cheap.

Co., N. Y.

Bas
COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the President, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL.
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

For sale by all druggists.

COLLECGCHEK,

MICEICG.AIN.

Critical Culture !
[4

Low

into small

* Its uses in
fr

Fine Grounds !
|

Healthful, Quiet!
VEE pwd)

ALOGY.

short a period.

A German physician has started d theory
that all food should be eaten raw, as all the nutritive qualities meat and vegetables possess
are in a great measure, if not entirely,destroyed by cooking.
Persons afilicted with gout,
rheumatism or indigestion are advised to try
as oysters and fruit, and
such
food,
uncooked
they will find all medicines unnecessary.

1.

‘Three Full Courses for which Degrees are conferred.

CHOICE

WIDE

health,

in

of you rselves

most

3.

Phi'osophical.

2.

Classical.

character?

and

mind

Scientific,

so,

If

§

OF

STUDIES.

COLLEGIATE

ELECTIVE

(nearly 7000 volumes).
Nominal tuition, JarEe

Large and growing College Library
New, well lighted and ventilated.
FINEST BUILDINGS IN THE WEST.
Excellent board, clubs, family boarding.
FIRST-CLASS DORMITORIES.
Reading Room, opén-six hours daily.

)

Incidentals and General Expenses less than in any School of like grade.

Christian students.

Well filled
number of’

EXPENSES:

+ TUITION, .to.those having scholarships; | #1,"
INCIDENTALS,

per term ' (gentlemen),

MATRICULATION

‘already
line

the

Foundation for a
Students fitted to enter any college, No preparatory classes taught by undergraduates.
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT,
solid education carefully laid.
Thoroughly practical. Largely attended. Popular and substantial. Diplomas granted. The
NEW NORMAL COURSE. Two Years’ Course.
’
"most careful instruction given in the branches that the student will have to teach.

$k

in this

to make

Young men aud women, have you made up your minds to be educated,

safes,

that he first displayed his remarkable
genius
and success in experiments of his own design.
No other man hus ever made such important
advancement in -electrical telegraphy in so

ie

do you know that Hillsdale College offers you the advantages of moral healthfulness, severe and careful mental training, and a pleasant home at a
price UNRIVALED IN THE COUNTRY. Fifteen regular Professors—no instruction by undergraduates. Sixty minutes to all classes. Five hours
a week for every study. Twelve or fourteen weeks to each study of the course save two. VALUABLE MUSEUM OF GEOLOGY AND MINER-

contents from

have

Expenses !

|!

that of

in cisterns, meat

applied to the jBlograph,

Co.,

J ood Surroundings!

prepared, of a
but on exposure

of Edison

week.

to A. A. MouL-

Gallia

\ Cris! Though | hp!

A congress of Italian physicians, which met
at Pisa some time #2o, came to the very probable conclusion that ~uicide was much promot- |
ed by the reports'of cuses which appear in the
public newspapers.
The prime conditions of health in » house
depend upon cleanliness, pure air and unpolluted water, the prompt and thorough removal ofall refuse, and the perfect exclusion of all
foul matters arising outside the house.
Lunar
caustic is the term applied to the

in’ a basket,

Normal,

EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantaes. For particular information, send for a circu-

A scientific traveler, who has explored. the

pended

the

=

island of Java,claims to have discovered a close

to the 'airit'becomes blackened.
surgery are numerous.

are

appiy

Grande,

presérve and keep butter any length of time,
bresoning many. advantages over the latter
article.

cylinders.
It is, when freshly
whitish streaked appearance,

er

ELIHU

courses, viz.: Classical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent)
$2,15 per

flow-

concentration in close rooms, and decreased by
dilution and free circulation of air.
The Italian Depsftment of Agriculture reports:that borax may be used in place of galt to

fused nitrate of silver, when

For

or

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

Cultivator.)

Buddhists

best celleges.

Ri GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college
year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each. Fall term beginsAug. 26.

it brittle,
The virulence of any poison which causes
the spread of disease is greatly increaseo by

Hindoo

the

prticnlars, address the principal,
AYES, Sec. Trustees.
W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

makes toe bell sound bright, but it also makes |

ancient Mexico.

or

J. W. HUTCHINS, A. B,, Principal.

Only two metals are now used in the manufacture of large bells—tin and copper. ' Tin

introduced by

time, $30.

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,

POPULAR SCIENCE.
. (From the American

ees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
Room. 40 to 75 cents a week. Schol-

arship for Commercia: com se, unlimited

« A little Hop Bitters saves big doctor

HILILSDATE

Commercial, Preents,
Elective

studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough
and cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest,
uition, incidental

«The Richest Blood, Sweetest Breath
‘and Fairest Skin in Hop Bitters.”

who

;

WOMEN.

Board, including room rent, from
$2 to $2.50
per
week.
Rooms from $2 to $4 per term.
Tuition

PROVERBS.

passed

later

-

REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY, WaTERBURY CENTER, VT.
Two courses of study. Instruetions thorough.
Expenses low. Students in this vicinity give us
yourgy patronage.
For further informatoin adress,
Lizzie COLLEY, Principal.
ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Prineipal, with competent
assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical
and Scientific course of study for both sexes.

ie

married

eo

B8t28

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The
Y..

oh wi

eginsa
> ER W
x
op
a RE CC
logues address
BRAY GDON, Principal.

and

of the late Joel Card, of Bowin South Sangerville, Me., aged
month. Sister Card experiencher Jowh,
Forty-three years
ago she united with
the first Bowdoinham
chureh, at the time of its organization, which
relation she sustained until called up higher.
Although her words were few, hers was a true
Christian life. The last twelve years she spent
with her dauglter,Mrs. John C. Silver, where
she was favored with the tenderest care. Services were beld at the residence of Mr. Silver,
and she was carried to Bowdoinham for interment.
She leaves four sons
and
two
daughters and many
others to mourn her
death.
B. 8. GERRY.

apo-

id

LATE
SEMINAR
uburn
Mass.
oston privileges, with delightful Suburban home.
Special care of health, manners and morals of

Morne

J. M. P.

“ Physicians of all schools

.:

gular

Term closes June 26,

Poe

and cheerfulness

recommend Hop Bitters.

Mesery,

mmence
August
26.
dress the Secretary,
iy
Ridgeville, Indiana.

she performed her duties at
home and in the
church,
She suffered long from ill-health, patiently bearing weariness and pain. For the
sake of her friends, she was anxious to recover health; but when convinced that the close
of her life-work was near, she not only acquiesced, but rejoiced in her Lord's will.
She
entered into rest on the merning of the Sabbath day, leaving a Christian household sorely
stricken, but supported by the
precious promises of the gospel.
She is poll
missed and
affectionately remembered in the community.

ens and destroys, but take
that build up continually.”

B.

a

REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
IDGEY ILLE
COLLEGE
Tig
i
Term

MARCIA B., wife of Darius Jordan, died in
Otisfield, Me., April 13, aged 57 years and 6
months.
Almost forty years ago, sister Jordan began the Christian lite. She was baptized by
Rev. James Libby, and became connected with the F. B. church in O., sustaining that
relation until death.
During all these years,
she was more than a nominal member of the
church.
By her words and her deeds, she
Proved the genuineness of her interest for the

“When

A.

ab r.tie . to Su mmer

a wife and

bills and long sickness.”
“That invalid wife, mother,

Rev,

oih)

"Term. Beging eb. 2. 188). Summer Term

* W. lH. LYSTER.

WARREN G. NOYES died suddenly

SCHOLARSHIPS,

greatly moditied the principles of electricity as

The elevated ‘roads of New York
halt a million gallons of water a day.

ally.

P.

.

" Sor:

IA dL

» H,

C. H.8.

With fidelity

term:

principal, with eight associate teachers

mother.
The loss is felt by the church.
In
two short weeks we have carried two of our
excellent members to the grave.
May it be

{aster’s cause.

I fs

beging “Apr. 1, 1880. Anniversaries,

articles.

000 baskets of peaches to market.

Rresident Hayes rises early emough

Only three things eat the

And agreat loss it is to lose such

eld

aw

Winter

:

coursesof study for both sexes. Con
th
the Institution
is the best eommercial. college in
New England.
Tele
hy a jpoctalt , Best
teacher of Penmanship Ta the State. Bxpenses
like
Four terns
Fall Term Begins August
y
579.

Christian

companion,

18, 1879.

:

Pit sf

Spring term begins Jan. 36

S040

:

tight.

constant

stud.

er, A. M., Prin
zor C. A.
Pittsfield, Me., Ros. 2, 1879.

MRS. MARIAH, wife of L. W. Brown, died
in Browntield, Me., July 2, aged 42
years.
Sister B. was a devoted member of the
FF. B.
church in this place. A faithful wife, a loving
mother, and a true friend, beloved by all who
knew her, Two children had preceded her to
the spirit land, the last ber eldest son, Austin,
died April 22, 78, aged 22 years.
She leaves a
hnsband and four children to mourn their loss.

SOPHIA A., wife of Rev. 1ra. Emery, died
in Lewiston, Me., July 81, aged 50 years and
11 months.
At the age of 14, she gave her
heart to Christ -and was baptized by Rev.
George Bean, and united with the F. B.
church in Farmington, Me., her native town.
To the close of life faithful in all its relations.
As a Christian holding sweet communion with
her Saviour. The
prayer-room was ever to
her a delightsome place.
Ever, when the husband was absent, would she with her family
come; to the altar of prayer and minister thereon as priestin the family circle. ‘‘ One the
less to pray for my children when I am gone.”
At other times she prayed for patience under
her great trials, *¢ Almost through,” was her
exclamation when near her end. During the
twelve years of our ministry, she was such
a helper as to make the burders of the pastor’s office the more easily borne, thereby
gaining many true friends.
As a Christian,
friend, companion, wife, mother, the most
highly prized where the best known at home.
The last few months of life were days of great
suffering, yet her end was peaceful.
She has
gone ** where the weary are at rest.” May
the Lord sanctify this to all her friends.
IrA EMERY.

also

dairies, ete.,it tends to keep the
, absorbing foul odgys.

Being a Protestant, Ttaly did not suit him,

the writer.

It is generally supposed that Chinese rice
paper is made from rice. It is really made
from the pith of a tree which grows to the
which

with her

in Compton,

her

sanctified to our good.

ly three years, he appeared to be advancing in
the divine life, and when. the time of his departure arrived, he had nothing to do but to
die. lle passed from earth in the triumphs of
faith, He so lived that he .is missed in the
church, in the neighborhood, and in the home
circle. But the thought that he has gone
home, to die no more, and that we will join
him on the other side, cheers us on the way.
He leaves to mourn a widow, the companion
of his youth, children, brothers, sisters, and
a large circle of neighbors and friends, who
feel that to die is gain. Fuueral services by

liable showing
of their condition.

and

a

means.

ornaments, . The

courses of

§ Aug.

as a Christian be was loved. He held posi-|. Mary, wife
tions of trust in the church and town andj doinham, died
always proved himself to be a man of integriyears and 1
ty. During his illness, which lasted for near- 83
ed religion in

;

feet,

Spen-

Q., Jan. 29, 1879, in the 51st year of his age.
Bro. W. was converted when young, and joined the F. B. church in Compton about thirty
years ago. Asa citizen he was highly esteemed, as a neighbor he was respected, and

September

Father (to sleepy boy)—* Colo

accepted Christ and

BRO. ORRIN WILSON died

Danube
to

write his letters before breakfast.

sent his mother money for her support—
and he spent a year or more in Italy.

he

JuSEPH FULLONTON.

epirit caused him to refuse, preferring to
goin his own way and pay his own ex-

time of his father’s death he had regularly

in

cer, of Columbus, Indiana.

locomo-

proves

versity.

ers and

Speaker Randall never

yet it seemed

Scientific

Toll HOARE oT oachore, | Bios
mer ‘arm

joe star of Bethlehem led ber to her heavenly
ome,

results

church in Lake Village, and Mrs. S. G.

Charcoal is one of the best deodorants, absorbing large volumes of guses; may be used
in powder, mixed, with ime or gypsum, and
sprinkled freely in malodorous localities. Sus-

‘“ Queen of Castile”, and found himself

ing Star was

free to con-

The

sufferings with

one of its brightest

trusted him. His widow survives. The cbildren are Rev. J. W. Scribner, pastor of the

islands is in eruption,

In. 1705, he wrote his first opera,

He was

pertained to being saved.

some,

July

used for the manufacture of artificial

Engagement bracelets are the latest.
Reputation is the shadow of character.
Some matches make too much fuss-forus,
Boston Post-officé has 160 letter car.
:
riers.
Virginia has so far refunded $1,300,000
of her debt.
There are 5,038 licensed grog shops, in
Philadelphia.
There are forty lawyers and only three

The volcano of Kilauew

life.

was

College P: reparatory, rat

Maine.

EN

is bright and fair.”” The church at B. has lost
one of its most devoted members,
the poor and
afflicted one of their truest friends, and society

verse, wished
prayers‘in his behalf, and those
acquainted with him thought he prayed for
himself. In his illness of about nine months,
all that loving friends with feeling hearts
could do was done for him, to help
him in

age and travel, but this his independent

penses,

___ed

finding the way of

angry for thirty years on a stretch.
It is
the worst case of standing choler that we
ever knew. — Cincinnati Saturday Night.
Mrs. Mary Quantrell, of Frederick, Md.,
whose friends claim for her the distinction
of being the original ¢¢ Barbara Frietchie,”
died suddenly a few days ago.
William H. Vanderbilt has just given
$100,000 for a gymnasium and the erection of a civil engineering and scientific
hall on the grounds of the Vanderbiit Uni-

hight of twenty

Madame Camilla Urso has taken up

Handel

was thrown apon his own resources,

interested

There is a man in this city"who has been

Do good with what thou hast, or it will
do thee no good.
Emmanuel Hermann Fichte, the German philospher, is dead.

astonished,

with wondering respect.

years

pre-

across

in Stave convention at Altoona,

this

printers in_Anburn prison.

tittle player sat

wus.

Bonongini.

and

imposing,

PARAGRAPHS.

down and executed it with the greatest

precision.

hopes, but in his last

9, when it is expected that a State ticket
will be nominated and an address issued.

Pp ae
> 44

chord so filled with difficuities that he bedisgrace.

Though stormy

he said, to ¢* meet his Lord and
on the day of his resurrection.”

His father

I}

sent

the rear

Centennial grounds.
The Pennsylvania

1759, on Good Friday, he died ; hoping, as

consented, but reluctantly, for he had hop<d to make a lawyer of the boy in spite of
everything,
and had taught him Latin ull
this time determined to make, a scholar of
him at any rate,
Eleven years of age, Handel appears as
a musical prodigy at Berlin.
Bononcini,
an Italian composer, was jealous of the
boy and writing a_piece for’ the harpsilieved it impossible,
young Handel in ‘ord Ya

left

of the

sometimes, it was only the surface; at
heart he was forgiving and enjoyed a
joke. It was he that exclaimed to a singer in Dublin: * Did you not tell me, you
scoundrel, that you could sing music at
sight?" + Sol can, sir,” replied the singer, *‘ but not at firstsight.” Whereupon
Handel laughed and begged pardon.
His last oratorio was produced just
seven days before his death. April 13,

very angry and as astonished as the
for he knew nothing of the spinet.
the Duke, talking kindly, won the sefrom the little Handel, and repri-

vised sending bimto Berlin.

of Christian

The English have, during the past year,
used 100,000 doors made in the United

his death.

The surgeon,

profession

been a good yield, bat prices will be stiffened by the failure of the maze crop.

look into the matter, and

was
rest,
But
cret

Atlantic in one day

The wheat crop

at the table. ‘ We don't recognize the
style,” said they, A servant was sent to

Duke and his family heard some one playing the great organ in the chapel. Who
¢ould it be? Not the organist, for he was

boy of seven.

ever

has been harvested,

Who can listen to our common church
music and not feel new inspiration and
devotion when Handel's ‘I know that
my Redeemer lives,” or * Christmas,” or
*¢ St. Thomas” is sung?
and

She bore her severe

community at large. Town offices were conferred on him by .the volmary, suffrages of
the voters. Kor two
years, 1834
and ’35, he
represented the town in the Legislature, He

unap- “States; besides large quantitiesof other
machine-made joiner work.
The Bey of Tunis has opened an Arabic
printing office. His director is likewise
editor of the only paper published in his
Handel's musie, while sublime and im- dominions.
pressive, presents few difficulties and can
A wasteof flooring, staring piles of lumbe appreciated by the untrained ear. ber and heaps of debris now mark the site

After a while the

frightened,

The largest mail

!

;

1Vi

died in

her

Bldge

A.M » hincipal ]
assistants. Students atte tor Sounpiete
For further particulars address the

cal,

fortitude, and as she. neared the river, she
could say with true faith, ¢“ My heavenly home

had the confidence of the

pever made a public

and

SEMINARY Northwood
c
men

Principal,
or BE, 8,
od hl
Northwood Ridge Tai
ary
:
"AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.—

express-

She was able to attend the dedication last
November, and, I think, that was the only
time shé worshiped in the new sanctuary.

trious, of strict integrity in his business affairs,

kind to the poor, and

particular.

a passenger Cochin
tive to pullet.

composed *but little. His song, ** Blind
Samson”, is a wonderfully expressive
composition, descriptive of a blind man in
chains. In character, Handel was kind
and generous though of a hasty temper,
sometimes flying into a passion if the music ‘went wrong, but always ready to
apologize for his fault. He founded a.
hospital for homeless
children.
His
“Samson” and ‘‘ Messiah” were written
for the benefit of the hospital. He was
strict in matters of religion and attended
his little Lutheran chapel till the day of

dragging a dusty,

and

in the work by her prayers

friends and supporters of the Free Baptist
interests in the town, Nature endowed him
with good powers of mind. He was indus-

26. There were 72,976 letters and 120
bags of newspapers.
A daily chicken train has been started
on the Pennsylvania Railroad.
They have

literature,

blind;

of

than forty

"

.

H. Hute
board of
or college.

Brownfield, Me., July 6, aged 70 years, . Sister

N. H., July 23, aged 76 years and 11 months,
He was the last survivor of one generation of
a family, several of whom were the firm

proachable, and the Handel festivals are
the grandest musical exhibitions of modern times.

Handel became

intimate friend

MRS. ELIZABETH C. WENTWORTH

companion, where, in common
with other
settlers, they endured many toils and privations. About twenty-five years ago, Sister
W. connected herself with the Compton F. B,
church, of which she remained a rember till
called to go up higher.
She was a person of
good natural abilities, and retained her faculties to the last. After a long and distressing
illness, having desired to depart and be with
the Master, she passed away in the triumphs
of faith. Funeral services oy the writer.

unappreciated in hislife-time, willlive forever. He isin sacred music what Shak-

did he, sturdily trudging along bebind.
Stopping the coach, his futher scolded him
and bade him go home, but the child clung
to the coach pleading until at last he had
to be taken in all dust-bégrimed as he
was.
:
When the party reached the palace, the
boy had disappeared; where, none of the

an

death had oftimes

ut during these years of suffer. Wentworth was one of seventeen who coming she proved herself a faithful, Toving wife | P osed the present F. B, church in B. at its orand mother. A kind husband and ‘three chil ganization, and she. remained ‘a faithful and
dren mourn their loss, but with her ¢¢ to live devoted member until death. She loved the
house of God, and the church of her choice.
was Ghrist, to die was gain.”
She was strongly attached to her own people.
A. H. WHITAKER,
She took a deep interest in the building of the
new
house of worship in this place, and aided
JOHN SCRIBNER, Esq., died in Raymond,

thirteen

time

For

are so

by which he is best known. His oratorios,

sion, so when his father's coach started so

soon

ome

Christ.

MRS. BETSEY, widow of the late James
Wiison, died in Compton, P. Q., Nov. 24,
1877, in the 720d year of her age. Sister W.
was converted when quite young und joined
the Methodist church at Windham, N. H.

In this music appeared the first signs of
Handel's genius for sacred composition,

to go without permis-

ben

Straight for more

the church.

It isa noticeable fact that every man who

coronation service in Westminster Abbey.

that his father set

attendants could tell.

at

subject of

has seen the sea-serpent states that its
head is the sizeof a beer cask.
Kingston girls, when they go on a picnic, take the young men along to protect
them from the snakes. These modern Eves

his father, Handel wrote the 1ausic for the

dramatic

had

notice, but his forty years of Christian fe
| ive us the assurance that** all’ is well.” In

were largely satisfactory. He did not express
himself with the confidential assurance
of

age. Pope, Gay, and many others were
entertained by the brilliant and witty composer.
In 1727, when George the II. succeeded

speare is in

He

KF. W.

yenrs, and since his

serve a good average.
Try it.—Josh Billings.
The editor who credits a Bible quotatiow to *“ Unknown Exchange,”
tells the
truth as far as he is concerned.—Another
Unknown Exchange.

-choir, Handel met the greatest men of the

.olit to go on a visit to an elder son in the
employ of the Duke of Saxwiesenfeld.
Here the boy determined to go, for would
he not hear music at court and the Duke's
great organ? Permission to go, however,
was refused. All his entreaties being in

vain he resolved

iz to spark 2 gals

At the home of the Duke of Chandos,

man-

has renrained a loyal

hundred and fifty are studying dentistry.
Fifteen kinds of ice cream are enumerated on a Saratoga bill of fare, What a luxury for a fellow’s girl is there.
Leprosy is so prevalent on the Lafourche river that the Louisiana Sentinel urges
legislative action regarding it.
A Keokuk boy has named his dog Rome,
so that, by simply twisting the animal's
tail, he can make Rome howl.
Those who work can take care of themselves. A kind providence must provide
for loafers.— New Orleans Picayune.
It is expected that the St. Gothard
mountain will be pierced and the tunnel
carried right through by the end of this
year.
Ahout the hardest thing a fellow kan do

one of the wealthiest men in England,
who maintained a private orchestra and

aged to smuggle one of these into the attic, and when all in the house were fast
asleep he was at his cherished spinet, and
by the light of the candle picking out harmonies and practicing his little fingers.
At seven he had, entirely unaided, learned
to play the spinet.

It was at this time

dentist in the United States, and

‘attempted reconciliation. The expedient
was successful and the young man was
again received into royal favor.

a3 a musician.
:
There was in use at that time by nuns
who wished to practice music without
disturbing tlie quiet of the convent, an ininstrument called the dumb spinet, in
shape like a very small piano, having a
«ull,

in

charmed with the delicate compliment and

a thing

Rev.

MARY, wife of Win. Ballingger, dled at ber

is

year 2,000,000 bushels of flax, double’ the
quantity of any previous year.
There are four hundred and fifty women

although

employer, the Elector, became King Geo.
the first. Soon after the arrival of the
King in England, the royal party had a
picnic on the Thames.
Following the
boats was a barge containing a band of musicians, avery young man being leader.
The party was constantly followed by
this orchestral boat, delighting the company by its exquisite music, such as they
all declared had never before been heard.
No one knew the composer and all were
most curious, but the king recognized the
style of his truant chapel master and was

articulate a

till death.

:

hs terms erymining om

N. H.

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight ed u desire to'die as suddenly as he, which dewords. VERSES are inadmissible,
sire was granted; as he fell without w moment’s

Towa, it 4s estimated, ‘will produce _this

this time Queen Anne died and his old

word.
Alarmed, he saw this propensity
strengthen from babyhood to boyhood and
forbade any musical instrument being
brought into the house or his child listening to any music. He would not allow

now on record

NN oi

Ledge and beegame one of the original members of that.ecburch with which he remained

18 but just that cASH should accompany the copy

of

i

‘ORTHWOOD

one ofMf t oTiuners, of our church th ere.
ome ten y
he moved to Grand

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the: Morning Star, it

that

1st

be

the last eight years she had been: confined to
her home, and consequently kept away from

1710 appointed chapel master to the Elector of Hanover. Feeling somewhat conscience-stricken at not fulfilling his promise, it made it all the worse that just at

THE SIX GERMAN COMPOSERS.

the

should

he moved to Manchester, Mich., where he resided about
a quarter
of a, century, and was

staine. It will also remove a tramp from
the front door-steps.—Lowell Courier.

he was in

he had promised to do so, having been

on

Obituaries

.

Eonentronal,

Tn 1843,

uly 20, aged ‘44 the absence of the pastor of the Grand Ledge
home hear Bust Liberty, O.,
yeurs and 6 months, ' She was converted when church, the writer attended. the funeral serv:
LPB
fourteen years of ‘age, since which time! she ices.

of instrumental music in their church servSo popular. was he that

thinks

NOTICE.

NOY.

man’s pocket-beok that has just been struck
in the stomach
by a milliger. ~
=
Boiling water will remove most fruit

‘the people there knew nothing of the use

no hurry to return to Hanover,

of Kansas

March was 849,978.

i

ice.

Picayune

@bituaries, 3}

PARTICULAR

.

experienced religion and was baptized by Rev,

Thomas Parker at Macedon

BRIEF and for the | public.’ For the excess over

“ Have you got a bite?”
‘The official census returns are all in, and

The regiment of Life-Gnards adapted a
march from it and had it played every
Improve the wit you have bought at a ‘daly on dress’ parade for fifty years.
dear rate, and tke wisdom you have gain-Previous to Handel's going to England,
ed by a sad experience.—Mason.

No human schéme can be so accurately
projected, but seme little circumstance
may interveneto spoil it.—Bossuet.

of

.the most important ¢ fishery question” is:

work and I will sell it.” Such music had
never before been heard in England.

ugment of great wisdom ; and to forgive it,
HW
of great mind.— Tillotson.

Ballads are the gypsy children

the hight

fasliion must study sixteen
To illustrate its success, if century pictares,

him in jest: “You ‘shall write the next

'‘anar-

Te be abla to bear provocation is

y

umbrella.—New Haven Register.

copies of ‘* Rinaldo” that Handel said to

worst.—

oH

Shakespelre: VT

A parasol is but a son

"Ladies who wishto be in

is said the music publisher sold so many

him,—Cer-

To fear the wofst oft cures the

we have it.

| readily given. . In fourteen days the work the coming

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
Every one is as God made

Now

induced to go. : On his, arrival he asked
permission to write an opera, which was

#5

THERE

ARE

NO

OTHER
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Hn

.

(ladies),

(paid but once),
per term,
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In college charges is included tuition in three academic courses,

.
.

$3.50.
82.25.

.
oo
$3.00.
from 5c to $1.00.
Preparatory,

School,

Nor-

Art and Music Schools. Students, do not lose sight of this fact,
mal Course and Theological School, but fot the School of Commerce and Telography,
that, with board at $1.50 a week and incidentals at $10.50 A YEAR for gent! lemen ; $6.75 for ladies, there is small excuse for not having an educaion.

incidentals,
THIRTY-FOUR DOLLARS pays all bills for the first (usually the most expensive) term, twelve weeks, ineluding matriculation,
board, scholarship and room rent. Students holding scholarships may reduce this the second term to $30 or much less, if cheaper rooms and board
.
are secured. ATTENDANCE, 506.
Fall term begins Wednesday, 3 P. M., Sept. 3; Fall term ends Friday, noon, Nov. 21. Winter term begins Wednesday,
CALENDAR—1879.
3, P. M., December 3.

For information, expenses, etc., of School of Comemrce and Telegraphy send to Prof. A.C. Rideout, LL.D., Principal.
“For information concerning Art School, send to Prof. G. B: Gardner; Music School, send tg Prof, Mi W. Chase.
President D, W. C. DURGIN, D. D,, or
For Catalogues, which contain full information of all the departments, address
Hon. C. B. MiLLs, A. M,, Secretary.
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house to the spring.

- «vious wooden chapel has taken the place of the
old mammoth tent for assemblies in rainy
weather. A wharf for the landing of steamers
is among the probabilities of the near future.
Sometimes, on pleasant forenoons, more than a

thousand bathers and loungers enliven the
beautiful strand.
THE CAMP-MEETINGS.
A six days meeting under the direction of
Dr. Earle, the celebrated evangelist —a Kind of
normal revival meeting—came between the
meeting
1gentioned last week and the Temperance
Couvention.
The latter began very apspiciously

nesday, the 13th inst. No
the State ever promised so
first class talent. Thus fur
sulfilled the promise.

on Wed-

temperance rally in
large an array of
the meetings have
:

One of the most thrilling temperance addresses was made on Friday evening by Mrs.

Maloy, of Illinois. . It was argument and
sarcasm, statistics and pathos, fused and blended in a fervor of enthusiasm that made their
utterance
true eloyuence.
She
has been
brought to bay by the rum-fiend, and though
she has no longer husband or child to fight for,

she continues the fray in behalf of other women, their husbands and children,sure that the
God of battles will bring ina time when in
this country licenses
to make
drunkards

will be things of the past.
TWO FEATURES.
There are
two
features which
the
present
ful
beyond
element and

its

behalfi

of the

trees,

composed

beech.

these

of sympathy,

of persuasion,.

of indigna-

and stinging flies are useful to the lazy.
THE WINE QUESTION.
This question was ably and satisfactorily
handled on Thursday by ex-Gov. Dingley,
* and on Friday by T. R. Symonton, Esq., of
Camden.
The latter was led some years
since by the bad theology of a certain doctor
of divinity thoroughly to investigate the teaching of the Scriptures on this subject.
Thus he
became able to show that the Bible in its precepts, examples and prohibitions is against
the use of intoxicating
wine. It gives us no
license to look on the wine when it is red—

that is fermented and alcoholic—even at the
communion table. It contains no word in favals

THE CROWNING ADDRESS.
The crowning address of the convention
thus far was made on Friday afternoon by
Prof. Foster of New Brunswick, the able correspondent of the Star. It wasa most compact, weighty, clean and convincing demonstration thatthe manufacture and use of alcoholic beverages is the direst foe to all the best
- interests of society, the source of greatest danger, not only to the prosperity but to the per-

petuity of the Republic.* A gentleman who

ar-

rived barely in time to hear

de-

this

address

a

grove

Helos Summary.

of oak,

of tall

maple,

leaving

am

opening

arch

ing round.

CURRENT

below,

and

alone,

absorbed

in

his

own

sion has adjourned to St. Louis, November 10.
The whole ship laborers’ trouble at Quebec is

divine

‘thoughts.
:
I forgot to mention the little new steamer,
plying on the waters of the lake, which is always at the service of parties who wish to
take a sail around the shores of the lake, which,
including the numerous inlets, can not be

believed to be settled.
The people of Jersey city celebrated the centennial anniversary of the battle of Paulus
Hook on Tuesday.
A general strike of furnace-men of the Mahoning valley for an advance of ten per cent.
has been inaugucated.’

much less than 10 to 12 miles in extent.

The Russian and English commissioners can

Well, I have spoken only in praise, I did not
intend to speak otherwise,
There may be here
and there a drawback, as perfection in this
disrupted world is quite out of the question.
I have no personal interest in the matter, save
a love for nature in her original beauty and
freshness. And, besides, it is difficult to do
otherwise than to speak well of the bridge
that safely carries you over, even though it
goes down under the tread of the next traveler. But this bridge, spanning the summer
vacation, won’t go down for years to come.—
o--

coming

his

hundreds of children frora

ject lesson in temperance
Babcock,of Philadelphia.

the

ob

given by Rev. Mr.
But many others

heard and saw who will never forget it.

neighboring hills to the
beunded and intersected

walks;

smooth,

curving

north
with

graded

The Russian

amid

the

undulating

to speak on the morrow, your
bids good-bye to Old Orchard.

correspondent
B.F. H.

LAKE AUBURN.
Maine is fast becoming
summer resort.

forests and

a popular

Its sea and

highlands

pleasure seekers and

lake

already

place for
shores,

swarm

semi-invalids,

its

with

And

the

State itself might be said to be alive with tourists and sojourners from all parts of the

coun-

try, if it were not in extent a respectable
pire.

But there is room enough for all.

Auburn is a beautiful

sheet of water

emLake

of some

three or four miles in extent, situated about
five miles from Lewiston, and considerably

elevated above the Androscoggin river in that
city. Its shore is rocky, and so, free from pestilent marshes,
Its waters are deep, clear and
cool. ‘During the present season a company,

composed mostly of gentlemen ‘of Lewiston

and Auburn, have purchased a ten-acre lot, at
the head of the lake, including a mineral

spring, and, on a shady bluff rising
from the water a hundred feet or

ed a fine summer hotel of some
The

location, on

a

= knoll

granite soil, is admirable,

abruptly

more,

forty

of

and

dry,

house

is

The beds are

simply luxurious, and the table fare

ceptionable,

rooms.

clean,

the

complete in all its appointments.

erect-

is unex-

save
for its richness and bewilder-

ing variety. 1 speak now out of commiseration

for the numerous class
dyspeptics !
There are several

of tourists, known

as

.
beautiful

groves

on the

premises, besidds mative ‘trees scattered over
nearly all parts of it.

In fitting up this

place,

there seems to have been a most gratifying and
scrupulous regard to the old maxim, “ 'Woodman,spare that tree.”

.

The air is fresh and pure, and in good supply. There is usually a charming breeze coming down the valley from the north and west,

mark the

surroundings

Egypt has

5

look

ing contest.

The one is in Ohio, campaigning,

andis the embodiment of the financial policy
of his party and the Gov’t., upon which hinges
the campaign and election in that State. What
John Sherman

does

need not be told

not

the

know

about

finance

house, is a favorite attraction.

Its waters

are

something more than cool, they are really
cold. These waters, from analysis, and from
the judgment

of

many

familiar

with

them

both, I judge, very much resemble those of the

famous Poland Spring, which is about ten
miles from here,

From

personal experience,

.aside from their excellency as a beverage, I
have no testimony to give. Though several
boarders speak highly of them for their medicinal effects. A Boston gentleman in particu.

~ lar, who has taken his three glasses before

_each meal for five
or six weeks,
and has in the
‘meantime
gained eleven pounds in weight, is
enthusiastic in their praise, and on his return

home will be 4 walking advertisement,

more
to the proprietors than a baskét

worth

full

of

This waterjs gaining in notoriety. Some
weeks a hundred barrels are sent to different
parts of the country, and a team is in constant,
demand distributing it in jugs, from one to

four gallons-each, to the families of Lewiston

‘and Auburn,
‘
:
But what filled the measure of my. admiratiom, during a few weeks of sojourn there, was

© its groves, and especially

its walk

from

the

mission. It is in this spirit that the campaign
is being conducted, and we expect it, will furnish the key-note in 1880.

upon

a

zed

leader.

Decision

begets

confidence; and aggressive action is the forerunner ofvictory.
ELLIOTT,
O66

StaTE

(N. H.) NORMAL

SCHOOL.

Bince

this Institution was established, in 1870, three

bundred and six have received diplomas u

the

honorable Sompistion

courses of study.

of

the

wide

The school year is divi

into two terms of twenty
special aim of the school

weeks each.
The.
is the direct prepa-

ration of teachers to instruct in the common
and high schools of the State. And in this it
18 succeeding well under its present Principal,
Henry P. Warren, A,B. One of the valuable
features of the school is the opportunity it

gives to its students for practical teaching
model

teacher.

schools, under the

supervision

of

in

the

There are three of these schools, pri.

mary, grammar and high. + Throughout the
entire eourse all studies’ ars - conducted
with
special réference to the best ways of teaching
them.
The school has u pleasant location at
Plymoutliy is easy of access and expenses are
made quite reasinab'e,

)

the

independent candi-

en-

-

reported to have stated {na

Governor Talbot

of Tientsin, that
Eng-

hus

during

written

a

the

letter

in

Sartoris but Mrs. F. W. Sartoris,formerly Adelaide Kemble, The reporter who made that

blunder ought to be retired on half pay.
Severe storms are reported
from various
quarters in England, causing mach damage to

crops and interruption
shire, Trent and
overflowed their

flooded.

Wheat is

to travel.

In

Derby-

Derwent the rivers have
banks.
All lowlands are

rotting,

and

crops

standing will not pay for cutting.
~The total value of export from Boston
ing the past week was $1,192,046; total

len

dursince

January 1, $38,757,259, against $34,201,923 last

.year, and

for .the corresponding

$27,103,990

period of 1877.
;
The trustees of Boston University have decided to discontinue the department of the

school of oratory, owing to the difficulty of se-

curing the services of a gentleman to succeed
the late Professor Lewis B. Monroe.
The Rev. W. H. H. Murray told a reporter
of the San Francisco Call on Tuesday that his
entire indebtedness would not exceed $19,000;
that he had sufficient property to liquidate it,

and that he shonld return Eust in a few

days

and put matters to rights.

¢

The State of Vera Cruz

is in a very feverish

|’

condition of revolutionary excitement.
Gov| ernment troops are concentrating rapidly in

the city of Vera Cruz,

is accused of ins

The Spanish element

ng disorders, the cause

of their dissatisfaction being the laws against
smuggling.
The queerest notion in politics to date is reported in connection with Colonel “ Bob” Ingersoll. Itisissaid this extraordinary per.80n announces his secession from the republican party because the President would not pardon Bennett, the vender of obscene books.

Reports

from India indicate

of the revival of prosperity

the probability

for

that

country,

Cashmere is the only portion of the country
threatened with famine.
Great preparations
are being made in England for the revival of
the Eastern trade. *

;

The conqueror of Lee and the Financial
minister are the leaders in the race. The day
ofthe “ Dark horse,” we believe, has passed,
and that the Republican convention will settle

in

fire on
loss of

which he formally withdraws as a candidate
for renomination of Governor of Mass.
The
reasons he gives are personal, but his decision
is final.
The Mrs. Sartoris reported dead at London
a week ago proves to be not Mrs. Nellie Grant

intelligent American |

voter. The other is in Japan, and represents
more clearly the aggressive, inherent stalwartism of the party’s inception and subsequent

of

one

building

storm than in any other one storm
past thirty years.

House,

FOR PRESIDENT IN 1880.
* But two names are prominently ‘mentioned
-in political circles at the Capital in connection
with the Republican nomination for the com-

new

land that more rain fell during the recent long

beautifully arranged flower-beds, and,
watering-pot in hand, refreshing the
plants that are cultivated here with so
care; while the President, upon his re-

soldiers of the Union,

a

he would not become a candidate for President

This redoubtable warrior, of six feet

White

and

again.
It is reported from some places in New

tre-

may be observed, together with his son, enjoying the shaded walks that so bountifully
adorn this home for the maimed and disabled

bh

Gen. Grantis

four, rose to his fullest hight and thundered
out, “ By the authority of Maj. Gen. Winfield
Scott. sir!”
If the visitor to the capital, during these summer days, should take a conveyance and ride
through these carefully kept grounds,he would
see, almost any day, a Republican President’s
wife moving about in quiet enjoyment amid

turn from official duties, at the

dissolved,

conversation with the Viceroy

the conquest of Mexico, and a hero in his own
estimation as well as that of the country.
His military secretary had copied literally
the manuscript handed him by the old chieftain, spelling the word wagon with two ‘ Gs.”
After consulting Webster, the young man ask.ed the General by what authority it was so

these
with
choice
much

their

affair was eminently successful and highly

mendous form with folded arms, we are reminded of an incidnet when he was fresh from

spelled.

ex-

have changed

joyed.

spot

that

rela

date for sheriff of Yazoo Co., Miss., was murdered by a rival politician.
The situation at Memphis remains about as
a week ago. From twenty to thirty new cases
of fever reported each day, and eight or ten
deaths.
There was a Jarge attendance at the veteran’s reunion in Vermont last week.
Seven.
teen regiments were represented.
The whole

gracefully

upon

been

Capt. H. M. Dixon,

Scott crowns the pedestal rising from its sumwe

nibilists

The Waldron block, the largest

An abrupt promontory (as we will call it)
projects at a commanding point in front of the
Home—a colossal, bronze
statue of General
and every time

have

Hillsdale, Michigan, was"déstroyed by
Monday night, involving a property

overlooking Washington and the broad Poto-

mit;

powers

A despatch from Berlin. says General Ignatieff will shortly replace General Todleben as
governor gsiienal of Odessa, and that Todleen will become governor-general of Poland.
The New’ Paris correspondent states that a
sensational article in Liberte says that a war
between Russia and China is imminent, and
that the Russians are about to cross the frontier.
;
The London Times makes the departure of
Minister Welsh from that city for home yesterday the occasion for discussing the American
fisheries question.

family,

beautiful

great

formed with the Khedive as president of the
council
A Norfolk (Va.) despatch says the ‘loss to
farmers in that section by the recent tempest
will not fall far short of a million dollars in the
three adjoining couaties.

hills, together

of this

that the

The first ministry under the new Khedive

and

‘With many regrets that he can not hear those i with the richest profusion of Nature’s verdure,
veteran advocates of temperance,
Miss Willard and Mrs. Livermore, who are expected

to resign his

office,

A Rome despatch to the Standard
Pope bas received an anonymous

.

of

says the

letter

from

' To MAKE STARCH.

the

having

causing
another

$15,000

to

the

strike is threatened by mill

mill.—And

operatives unless

committed

Mr. Joseph F. Frye, a

Plunder was the sole object of

tl

brine.

News.

By the breaking of a rotten bridge

over the

over the dam,

Mr.

were drowned, and

ed.

:

Freen

Miss

and

Miss

Wood

Bristol

was

rescu-

:

The Republicans are highly satisfied
the prospects’ in Maine.
Appearances

with
ingdi-

ste:

but

niod-

| sales 40g

¢ v

wi

The sales of mixed and
have been at
60 @
to.
¥ bu, as to quality, with very little C
S2c
Yorn io. be
_y
had at the Yowent rr e.
OATS. —The market
is dull for Oats, with new
Sop arriving more freely, and prices have ruled
iu favor of buyers, New
No1 white*can not bequot
over 36ed
@ 87)c; No 2 white at 35 @& 35xc
aud mi
from 32 @ 36c ¥ bu. Old Oats are:

scarce and have been selling in small
@ dic ¥ bu, as to quality.
RYE. The sales ond
7c¥ bi u.

lots at 36

;

|

been confined to small.
kinds I of Feed
sustained.

is small.

quick oven.

There

— From Miss

M. Parloa’s Recipes,

should

be only

in

a

two

been

very

crusts.

nave advanced

ITEMS.

College.

‘ There was an advertisement,”

she

faintly, ** in the Suffolk Chronicle,”

and

day morning.
The Freshman class numbers
about fifty students, the largest that ever entered.
Three students, graduates of Rockland

every

$1374,

or

fifty

she

a radius of forty miles

tains

for

Montgomery

county,

_

Tennessee, leads avy other city in

matrimony. —Lewiston Journal.

the

Union

are

medium

grades

sus -

last

week,

and

Northern sold at 6 @ 7c # 10, dressed
a few premium lots of 7 Xe.
Western
5@b5%c ¥ Ib, live weight, for good to
some slim lots a lower and fancy at a

weight,
ranged
choice,
shade

with
from
with
high-

Desirable lets of

Veal Calves gold

at

2%

4 4c

Thers has been an easier tone

on Sheep, with sales at 3 @ 5c ¥ Ib, Spring Lambs
1.8 ugcwln
“
RR
A
E

PORK.—Trade has been light and sales confined
to small lots. “For a day or two past the tendency
in the West

has been downward,

but

the

market

The sales of extra prime

have been at $375 « 89: mess at $950 @ $10;
Wegtern and Boston clear at $11 @ $1150; and
backs at $12 @ #12 50 ¥ bbl.

BEEF.—The supply of Western mess and extra
mess continues very small and no sales to report.

It,

proximity to the
of Kentucky and

and

noticed

is stronger at the close.

is reported that the American crop will be from
one-third to one-half less than last year, and that
a proportionate deficiency exists in England,
France and Bavaria.
.
Cincinnati, as the chief city of a great wool-| I
producing State, and from its
great sheep-growing regions

improvement

same as last week,

re-

Ga.

the

¥ 1b, as to quality.

Steubenville

The first bale of the new crop of hops. Was
ceived Aug. 8, from

Eyes

er range. For working Oxen and Milch Cows
the
demand has been light and prices hold about the

Ohio, which, at the average price of thirty-five
cents, will realize $2,100,000.
The average land rent paid by the farmers
of
England is $30 per acre, or an aggregate in the
whole island of $355,000,000 per year.
i

Bates has had two new accessions.
President
Cheney conducted the religious exercises at
the chapel Tuesday morning, for the first time
for about
a yesr.
Dr. Cs. health is improv,
ing.——Gilbert.of Bates College, class ’80 goes
to Bowdoin this fall.—The fall term begins
Aug. 19th.
We are glad to hear that Prof:
Rand, of Bates College, who has been suffering
severely during the summer months, will be
able to resume his classes in a few weeks,.——
Quite a number of the students will remain a
month longer at the mountains.——Only one
of the cluss o™73, Bates, has us yet committed

Low

Reices bold just abouts the sume.

raised within

surrounding

Yellow

Live STOCK. —The market for Beef Cattle

Herald.

Six million pounds of wool are

high school, came up Monday night, and entered the class,——The Sophomore Class at

$i 40.

Northera commands $16 @ $17 ¥ ton, but $17 is an

outside for very best.

the Minnesotans expect from their wheat crop this
Y.

at

move slowly at £10 @ $13 ¥ ton.

man, woman and child in the State, is what

year.—N.

extra

- HAY.~There has been a quiet market for Hay,
with no change in prices- Choice Eastern and

tried

dollars

and

basket, closing at 5c
@ $1
basket.
Bartlett
Pears are selling at $4 @ $6 ¢ bbl. Grapes 5 @ 6c
¥ 1b. Watermelons 10 @ 12¢ each.

proceeded
;

at

quies at the decline quoted » week ago, and
sales
range ftom $2@ $2 lv ¥ bu, the outside for improved.
POTATOES. —~With liberal supplies the market
is a shade easier, und sales have
been. at $150 @
$1 75 ¥ bbl. A few cars of Vermont Rose sold at
55 @ 60c¥ bu. Sweets have been selling $3 a $3
50 for red and $4 @ $4 50 ¥ bbl for yellow.
ONIONS. ~There Is a moderate supply, and
prices are steady at $3 50 @ $3 75 ¥ bbl,
APPLES, PEACHES, &¢,~Apples ae in liberal:
supply, with sales at §1 50 @ $2 50 bbl for lots in
me condition. This week’s receipts of Peaches
amount to 113 cars, the largest receipts of the sea.
son, and sales have been ndnly atic @ 8125 ¥

Lake.

to fumble for the paper,
Fifty millions of dollars,

Tues-

lo ¢¥ doz, with sales of Eastern

15} @ 6c; Northen at 14); @ 15¢; P. E. Island at
14% @ 15¢; and Westeru at 13 a lic & dozen.
BeANS.~Tne demand for Pea continues
good
and receipts are well sold up. The sales
have
been#1 45 @ $155 ¥ bu, and strictly choice lots
readily command’ the outside price.
Mediums
have been in steady request, with sales at $1 35 8

Toledo expects to handle 25,000,000 bushels of
wheat this year.
Sk
The value of this year’s cottop crop is placed at
over $300,000,000.
She world’s wheat crop in 1879 is put at 1,540,

in Umbagog

a

choice Cheese and prices have
tained. Sales ha ve rang ed f\ vo 5 3% @ ticov imal
» ah
6c can be readily obtained fort strictly fine lots,.
which ure in short supply. A good deal of the
Cheese on the marketis undesirable, and bard to
sell ut the low figures quoted.
Eoes —Cwing to a scarcity of iresh Eggs prices

politan Temple and shot him at sight, the ball
entering his breast.
A second shot was immediately firéd, taking effect in the back of his
victim,
Neither wound proved fatal, although
American corned beef finds ready sale in Ger.at last accounts the preacher was in a critical
many. .
;
condition.
The shooting caused the wildest
New
Hampshire’s
mavufactures last year
excitement throughout the city, a mob of amounted to over $96,000,000.
The strength of an elephant is calculated as
working-men assembling at the Sand Lots, deequal to that of 150 men combined.
termined ‘on avenging the assault. They were,
The sale of oysters during the summer months
however, held in check by Denis Kearney,
is prohibitéd by law in Pennsylvania.
their leader, who wisely counseled moderaThe Hebrew Pond Slate Company of Monson,
Me., is shipping slate to Austraha.
tion. The militia were called out, and with
Kansas has live stock enough to give every man,
the co-operation of the police, order was main- | woman
and child in the State $65 worth.
tained and bloodshed averted.——There were
One mine in Galena, Ill, yielded half a million
pounds of lead in one mouth
lately.
thirty-one deaths from yellow fever at Memphis, last week.
Nineteen new cases were reThey raise si hundred bushels of sweet potatoes to the acre on the Gaudeloupe River, Texas.
ported, Sunday.
Thecitizens are becoming
alarmed at the increase of lawlessness and
Nebraska’s wheat crop is estimated at twenty to
twenty-five
million bushels ; corn, flity millions.
crime in the city.
+e
From ten to lwenty
Colorado potato beetles
were found in each of several trout lately caught
Educational.

Extra plate 18 selling at $11 50 @ $12¥ bul.
SMOKED Hams.—There has been a fair demand

for Hams, with sales of Boston
Western at 9%'@ 10c ¥ 1b.
command 10% @ lle¥ 1b.

at 9 & 9c,

Fancy

in

and

bags

still

LARD.—Thé market has beon quiet, with sales

of Boston at 65 @ 6c, and Wesiern at 65 ¢c ¥ 1b.

in

tue number of sheep received and shipped yeurly,

jn Jy the total number received was 105,
ead.
Hillsdale College.
Recreation for farmers’ wives would not remove
Rev. C.B, Mills will preach at the F. B. every cause of disease or insanity; but if farmers
church on Sunday
morning
next.—The
would plan recreation for their wives and families
they would remove one cause of despondency,
Chautauqua excursionists are returning. Dr.
Completely Cured Me.
gloom
and sickness irom their houses.
y
J. J. Butler, Professor J. H. Butler and wife,
NEWPORT, KY., Feb, 26, 1871.
would do much to avert the calamity of aberration
and B. F. Boller, returned yesterday.
Rev, of mind and proscration of bodily vitality. They MR, H. R. STEVENS ;—
would
do
very
much
also
for
their
own
happiness,
A. J. Furman
returned last week.——The
Dear Sir,—1I write to say that seven bottles of
and the recommendation of the farmer's life to
your Vegetine have Sompletsly cured me from a
many friends of the Rev. J. 8. Copp, A. M., their sons and duughters.—N. Y, Observer.
very severe case of Scrofula, of many years’ standalumui professor of logic and
belles-lettres,
The Ohio Farmer says: ‘The ‘most important
ing, after trying many medicines and doctoring a
to impress upon the cattle-raiser is, { great deal
will be pleased to learn that he has had the |
work as well as ever, and think the Vegetine is a
that
lie
can
not
afford,
under
any
circumstances,
good fortune to secure an assistant. The sergod-send, and no one ought
to do without it.
to negiect his calves. One dollar’s worth of food
vices of the professor’s assistant
are not availI remain, respectfully yours,
giyen to a calf under six months old,and has,never
‘J. A. PATRICK.
able at present, but they will increase in vaiue
been neglected, will
produce
more
growth
as he grows older. We have not learned the
I
Wegetine
is
Sold
by
ail
Draggists.
than
two
dollars’
worth
after
that
age
to
calves
contempluted Christian
name of the young
2ts3e0W
y
ie
that have been fed poorly when young.”
professor.— Herald, Aug. 21.
Several Copenhagen firms have for some years
past been engaged in packing butter for sea
‘Wm. H.Vanderbilt has given the University
transport in hermetically sealed cans; and its
at Nashville $100,000 more.——In new South
success has been so great that it is now in generWales last year the sum of $1,708,480 was exal use among all export merchants, and the trade
pended upon primary education.
Teachers
has largely increased.
The eans are made in sizes
holding
from one to twenty-eight pounds,the larger
salaries absorbed $799,350.
There were in opsizes being lined with well-seasoned wood that
eration 1,187 schools, attended in the aggregate
has been soaked is brine. ‘The butter tliat is thus
ut up goes to China, Brazil, Java,Spaio and Greenby 128,126 pupils.
Since 1877 there has been
nd ; samples that have traveled fom Denmark to
an increase of seventy schools. Ten years ago
Ching and back have uniformly
been opened in
fresh and well-flavored condition. —Am. Cultivathere were only
642
schools.——Professor
<
or,
:
’
Geikie, the distinguished Edinburgh geologist,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

will give a series of lectures at the

Lowell In-

stitute at the beginning of the next term.
He
will arrive in this country next month,and after a few weeks of travel will return to Boston
in time for the opening of the institute.

Bural

Insure with
Be

:

HOW TO MAKE BEEF

spe-

any man’s wife, and it cost me

lars. Be ye likewise
troit, Mich,

consumption, don’t fail to' try

Balsam.

for ten minutes. Chicken for broth should be
boiled six hours in a covered stone jar set
into a pan of boiling
water. Gelatine (which
was
# long time considered absolutely
innutritious, but is now re
ized by tbe
best authorities as valuable food) renders beef
tea or chicken broth more nourishing, and,

HARD
Dr.

Tidy,

Adamson’s

be

WATER.
chemist,

ma. (8). Itrelieves thirst,
does not, (4). It does not
organic matter, which soft
It is generally good-colored,
generally dark-colored and
ing; hence, in places like

ruin

the

scarcity
of
new
winter

thus

consequent

of hardness

would he hest. For manafucturing towns a
soft water would be the most advisable, for
commercial considerations only,

immunity

cated to John G.
Whittier, 16mo. Paper covers,
50 cents; cloth, $1.00,
A genial
and witty account of a
up
aad
gow R the JM qrrimac, Berd EE it wilbe the Bext
ng to gol
al
sure

take it along with you.

3 You ju

Boston: D. LOTHROP

& CO., Publishers.
Can be thoroughl

spring
wheats

wheat
of

could

8

only

still

a
but

<

for any count|
room at the New
Hampton Commereial College.
Superior System
of instruction. Full board of
ienced teachers. Expenses reasonable, Send for Catalogue.
Address New Hampton Commercial Coll 0,

New Hampton,

THE

TERMS:

“a

New Hamps

MORNING

$2.50 per year;

vance, $2,20.

STAR

or, if paid In- adwii

of payment on the label of his paper,

allow it to be in arrears.
The Star is not discontinued when

and

REMITTANCES

‘wheat
extras have been at $6 @ $8 ¢ bbl, inc ok
medi
inter wheat Paand Jrioes range from $6 & $725.

the time

must be made

Th

in mon-

if possible, or

Ve

I.

D.

ENDORSED BY OVER THIR TY SEWING
MACHINE EXHIBITORS at PARI S ond
PHILADELPHIA as being '' Very
Strong, Smooth, and Excel
lent

due
in

a

Tegistered letter and at our risk and expense.
_. In writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town, and
give
both the old and new address when they
order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star
goes to Rress Tuesday morning,
and communications
insertion ought to be
here on Saturday previous.
&
Address,

RATA

not

expires for which it is paid unless persons request it; and it is discontinued when it has:

ey-orders or bank-checks

|

ire..

Each subscriber will please notice the date-

aro-

lied with soft water, the
always put it (in
A:
otels) in dark bottles to hide the color,
soft water, however, is a better detergent, and
requires less soap.
Kor a residential town a

|

regularity, and

from sickness.

been more than one jear in arrears, after
notice and time shall have been given,

which soft water
dissolve lead or
water does.
(5).
soft water being
unpleasant lookManchester, sup-

water which has over ten degrees

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,
secures

.

summarizes in the London Medical Examiner
the result of his observations on the use of

the tes, but

whe is thoroughly regular in the
half as liable to
ses a8 he that 1s:
He may Je atiacked by Sontigious dis80 ma,
Ire,
8 not
subject to outside
ry The use of -

Sold by all druggists at 35 ets.

assortments, and sales to any extent
be made at concessions. - There

the ‘well-known

Botani.

Boston Produce Report.
Benorisd by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in ig
fn
and
s, beans,
apples
.
Cellar
No 3
Sultey Market, Boston, :
Gal
i
BouSTON, Saturday, August 23.
FLOUR.—The market for Flour remains without
matevial change, The trade continuesto purchase
sparingly, only in lots as wanted to dv up

patient.

;

dol«

W,

THE MARKETS.

Soak a quarter of an ounce of
gelatine in a
{uartey of a pint of cold water, add to ita cu
1 of the tea or broth,and stir it over the fire till
a firm jelly.

two

<li
-

and at last boil it

the gelatine is dissolved ; when cold it will

only

foolish.”—H.

Sufferers from coughs, colds, asthma, bronchitis,
soreness of the throat, and all diseases leading to

components of the beef are soluble in cold.
water; therefore let it stand ten minutes, then

the

Foolish.

No one
bowels is
frepular,
eases,
nearly as

be.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
a fool once more.
I tried it, but my folly 235
Proved to be a wisdom:
Two ULottles ‘cured UP AND DOWN THE MERRIMAC.
A
er, she is now.
as well
and strong as | vacation trip. By PLINY STEELE Boyp. Dedi-

good article, Cut the meat into dice, put it in
a stewpan and add the water cold. Certain

to

Like

Hop Bitters on it, and I thought I would

| in the making. One ounce of beef to six tablespoonfuls of water is a fair proportion for a

as a change, more acceptable

Ye

her, and I used up a small fortune in humbu
stuff.
Six months ago I saw a U, 8, flag wit

cial recommendation,but it is too often spoiled

putit to heat very gradually

Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

doctor could tell what was the matter or core

TEA.

Beef tea is too well known to need any

H.

‘ For ten Fears my. wife was contined to her
bed with such complication of ailments that no

and. Domestic,
/

ters - which color

Housatonic river at Great Barrington, Mass,
Tuesday afternoon, a carriage party of six. was
precipitated into the stream, and one of the
number killed,
Albert Freen, Miss Carrie
Wood und Miss Carrie Bristol were boating
on the river the same afternoon, and went

erate demand for Oat Meal,

ALR LLL
I PUR LR Shas

Baltimore, warning him against attempts to. hard water for culinary and domestic purpoison him, but the letter contained so man
poses: (1). Hard water it the best dieteticalreferences lo the Pope’s private life that it is ly, because of the lime.
[This, of course is
believed it was posted in America merely as a true only of water
containing a moderate
lind. An investigation is in progress.
The daily transactionsof the Treasury de- amount of lime, and not of the waters of some
partment, with the ten-dollar refunding cer- limestone districts, which have been proved
He is speaking of English
uificates, prove conclusively the utter failure of to be injurious.
the intention of Congress in providing a low waters, none of which, we believe, are of this
bond which would
of use to persons of character.] (2). It makes better tea, although
small means
as an investment for their say- not so ¢ark colored, owing
to the fact that
ings. Of the forty millions issued, $35,323,000 soft water
dissolves the bitter extractive mathave already been returned to the Treasury
for conversion into four per cent. bonds.

Bave been

n A

\

spread the mixture on thinly and bake

called Mr. Kalloch from his study at the Metro-

Bates

has

bbi for good
aud choc,

CORN BREAD, Three teacups of Indian meal,
one teagpoonful of salt, one tablespoonful each
of sugar and butter,one egg,one and one-half pints
of boiling water. Put meal, sugar, salt and butter
into a bowl, and pour the water upon the ingredients; beat a minute, and then preak the egg in
and beat thoroughly ; butter pans thorouguly ; and

A desperate attempt was made on Saturday
morning to assassinate the Rev. Isaac 8. Kalloch, the working-men’s candidate for mayor of
San Francisco, by Charles DeYoung, editor of
the Daily Chronicle of that ¢ity. The assault
was provoked by the utterance of the vilest of
epithets in denunciation of the De Young brothers, publishers of the journal named,
by
Mr. Kalloch, at a public meeting on Friday
night.
Early Saturday morning, De Young

The full term of Bates College opened

MIC LiouE

Rootes ater tay but

~There

Select small onions, rePICKLED OsIoNs.
move with a knife all the outer skin so that each
will be white and clean; drop into brine strong
enoughto float an egg and let remain there six
to a boil, add bits
strong vinegar
hours, Bring
of horseradish and cinnamon bark, with a few
cloves and tww or three red peppers, and pour
hot over the onions, previously drained from the

the crime. The two murderers and an accomplice have been arrested, and all of the stolen
property recovered.
Latest

for: Corns
;

~

Methodist,

are delicious.—

merchant, was murdered in the basement of
his own house, by two Italian barber®, one of
the murderers stabbing Mr.
Frye with an
ordinary pair of barber’s shears; the other

shooting him.

A

Take potatoes—mashed ones
PoraTO CAKE.
are the best, but boiled ones can be mashed—immediately after dinner, before getting too cold;
add about an equal amount of flour and a small
piece of butter or lard; rub thorough! Jopethen
10ll out and cut as for biscuit—not too Thic —and
a
When done :
Lr ju ah futher guick oven,
The
warm.
and eat
utte
cut 0
ro
r,

charge of embezzng $35,000, and was balled
in $10,000.—Paine, the defaulting treasurer of
the linen mill, is reported to have fled to Cuba.
unusually brutal murder was

Ee

a half of sugar to a pound of
a pound and
low
fruit. Pare and slice and quarter the fruit and put
ar, with
in layers alternately with layers of
n the top,and sealed up closethick layers of’ s
the air. The flavor is thus fully
Jy to keep from
Dreseved, and in mid-winter the fruit will be
.
ound rich and delicions.

ed.—George B. Durfee, late treasurer of the
Mechanics mill, was arraigned, Wednesday, on

h.

in ml Jots ALED
30-3 01

Al

To PRESERVE FRUIT WITHOUT COOKING.

an increase of pay is made, and there is no
probability that such an increase will be grant-

in Boston, last Friday.

or four large

and
pour on boiling
water until
stirring
it
prin] of
Driskly: after thise is done add i
starch, a half-tablespoonful of pure lard,

dis-

a loss of

three

tablespoon nls of starch, wet it with cold water,

popular vote, and
State legislature.

directdrs

Take

ati

CORNwith MEAL.~ates issbfairbe an 4
Mo

RECIPES.

Democratic.

covered that he had been speculating,

of

the Fortune-bay outrage.

of the city,
deep shaded.

roadways

for the bureau

head-quarters frem St. Petersburg to Kieff, the
lutter being better adapted for conceaiment.
The United States government has made a
demund on England for $103,000 damages for

clared that this alone was well worth the resides during the heated term, in two ivy-enjourney from Connecticut.
| twined and moss-embowered cottages at the
The dull weatber of Saturday probably Soldier’s Home. It is situated high up on the
kept away

traflic

pressed a wish to his colleagues that reforms

THE PRESIDENT’S SUMMER HOME.
with

steamer

in Cuba be discussed at a very early date.

returning every day for that purpose, from his
hot-weather home near the city. The residence of Republican Presidents is of ancient
mold and somewhat unsightly to the architectural eye.
A correspondent recently referred to the subject in the following manner—
appealing to the progress of the age and the
requirements of a nation of nearly 50,000,000
people:
* Speaking of the White House; I am
constrained to say that it is about time the
American people should demand the construction of a better mansion for its chief magistrate.
The present one would do for one hundred
years ago; but it is now old, rotten, rat infested, cramped and out of style in almost every
particular.
There has been
almost money
enough spent for repairs upon it during the
last twenty years to have built a new and
substantial one. This tinkering to keep an old
concern in somewhat of a modernized condition, is an injustice to the aspirations of the
age. There is nothing about it,within or without, which is comfortable or attractive (the
East Room, perhaps, excepted), and it is but
justice to the occupant of so coveted a position,
that his mansion: should somewhat comport
with the dignity of his office.
The servant of the people,

a

and

virtually sent an ultirnatum to the Porte
tive to the Greek frontier question.
The premier, Martinez Campos,
has

only as

An extra session of the Democratic

President

reports

elections

It is reported

Congress prevented the usual Spring renovations and carpet cleaning. It was not until the
early days of July, that the President was re-.
lieved from guard over these turbulent Congressmen, in order that he might avail himself of
needed recreation—and the White House handed over to the care of the house-cleaners. Official business is transacted, and the two weekly cabinet meetings held at the mansiom from

10 A. M. to 3 P. M., the

canal,

Russia and

the council general the republicans have gained four seats and lost one,
A sharp earthquake shock was felt at St.
Catherine’s, Port Dalhousie, Thorold and other
places in Cunada,early Thursday morning,
Nebraska's wheat crop is estimated at 20,
000,000 to 25,000,000 bushels, and the corn crop
ut 50,000,000 bushels.
.
Reports continue to be received of serious
damage to property by the late storm in the
province of New
Brunswick.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Aug. 18, 1879.
THE WHITE HOUSE IN SUMMER-TIME.
an office.

grounded

In the French

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE.

used

between

Suez

expenditure
by the

Fall River, Mass., seems to be ill-fated,
Another mill treasurer, George H. Eddy,
treasurer of the Flint mill, has been compelled

through the canal has been stopped.

0-0-0

The Executive mansion is now

not agree as to the line
Turkey in Asia.
A telegram to Lloyds

in the

Ia

by a clear majority on the
have a large majority in the

EVENTS.

baldi’s campaigns,” is dead.
The King of Greece has called out 8000 of
the second-class of the territorial army,
The Mississippi-river improvement commis-

ively put my hands behind me in imitation of
that great man, as he trudged along, solitary

a

greenback Nsign, will avail anything.
The
Republicans believe they will carry +the State

A despatch from Vienna says quiet has been
restored in Mucedouia,
Father Pantaleo, “ the Friar Tuck of Gari-

instinct.

even

money, which is expected,

Garibaldi’s condition has improved.

Many a time, as I have gone down

to take my * morning glass,” I have

cate that not

an

and lapels, slowly pacing his accustomed morn-

are con-

tion and of patient endeavor.
In it she is moble and useful wherever sheis led to it and animated in it by love to man and sympathy with
God.
But when she espouses this or any other great philanthropic enterprise because she
wants a sphere and the sphere
afforded by
the enterprise meets her want, she is simply
contemptible, Useful she may
be, as gnats

or of its use as abeverage.

mostly

JF.

features

through

very much reminded me of Addison’s famous
walk, as represented in pictures, with its proprietor in.cocked hat and coat of ample cuffs

temperance
movement hopeall precedent,
its
Christian
the activity of womam
in

= Both

lake,

The branches touching each other far

overhead,

render

spicuous in the Old Orchard meetings.
Temperance invites woman to a sphere of public
service. It calls for and utilizes all her pow-

er

shore

This runs along near the

"

IR

experience of 60 years by
our Senior Partner warrants the
claim that our Thread has merit of no
ordinary character, A trial will prove this.

#5-TO BE HAD OF ALL DEALERS."&a
J. E. PECK, Agent, Boston, Mass,

STEWART,

DOVER,

N. H.

